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Resolve to perform what you ought;
perform without fail what you resolve.

Benjamin Franklin





PREFACE

VOORWOORD

Een aantal weken geleden maakte ik een wandeling met Joep, de dolblije, op eeuwige
ontdekkingstocht zijnde labrador van vrienden. Als Joep snuffelt aan een grasspriet dan
staat de wereld van Joep voor luttele seconden stil. Totdat daar een bloem is, een bij, een
plant, of de geur van een andere hond, en nog een, en nog een... Joeps interesse is intens,
maar van korte duur.

Ik begrijp Joep wel. Om te beginnen heeft mijn gesnuffel geleid tot een intense inter-
esse in mens-machine interactie en het onderzoeksproces an sich - de aanleiding voor
mij om een promotietraject te willen starten. Ook herken ik dit gedrag in de activiteiten
die ik heb ontplooid: gedurende mijn onderzoek heb ik een dozijn aan verschillende ex-
perimenten uitgevoerd, links en rechts (mee-)gebouwd aan hardware setups, een klein
voetbalteam aan afstudeerders (mede-)begeleid, en legio aan andere zaken uitgevoerd
(zoals onderwijs, ScienceBattle, workshops). Ik ben trots op wat ik kan nalaten, en ik heb
geleerd wat mijn valkuilen zijn, zoals dat een vork maar beperkt hooi kan nemen. Veel
belangrijker, ik heb vriendschappen gemaakt voor het leven, bijzondere plekken op de
wereld mogen ervaren en ik heb geleerd waar mijn krachten liggen. Ik had dit voor geen
goud willen missen. Overigens had ik ook gewoon kunnen luisteren naar Elisabeth van
Recess College, die mij vrijwel direct na kennismaking omschreef als een “happy puppy".

Ik hoop met mijn inzet een blijvend waardevolle bijdrage geleverd te hebben aan de
(tele-)robotica, maar ook aan andere disciplines in het mens-machine-interactie domein.
Laat mijn ontdekkingstocht de functie hebben gehad van een crossover operator in een
genetisch algoritme.
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SUMMARY

Telemanipulation systems - in 1925 a vision to remotely treat patients, today widely
adopted in a variety of applications - allow human operators to perform tasks which
otherwise could not be performed, due to, for example, limitations with respect to dis-
tance (e.g., space), scale (e.g., surgery or micro-assembly) or hostile environments (e.g.,
subsea, nuclear). Effectively, a telemanipulation system functions as an extension to the
human operator’s motor apparatus, in which the mapping between motor commands
and human hand is shifted to a mapping between motor commands and slave robot.
Haptic feedback, both proprioceptive and tactile, is often essential for motor control and
motor learning (i.e., building the ‘mappings’), but may be distorted or even lost when not
appropriately re-engineered.

There is, however, no consensus on how to design haptic feedback to best enable
humans to perform practical telemanipulated tasks, as no theory or integrated view for
human-in-the-loop design and evaluation of haptic feedback is available. Empirically,
we know design guidelines ‘depend’ on aspects such as operator talent, training, the
type of task or application, quality of the visual feedback, or task instruction. As a re-
sult, the design and evaluation of a telemanipulation system is heuristic: for each case,
the required quality of haptic feedback is determined by trial-and-error. This lacuna in
design guidelines based on human-in-the-loop theory makes telemanipulation perfor-
mance suboptimal, and development slow and costly.

The aim of this thesis is to provide an integrated, human-centered view on the design
and evaluation of haptic feedback, which can serve as a basis for generalized haptic feed-
back design. More specifically, this thesis is on the one hand focused on (i) assessment
of haptic feedback design requirements for position and rate control within a uniform
evaluation framework, and on the other on (ii) the development of a fundamental un-
derstanding of the role of haptic feedback on operator (neuromuscular) control mech-
anisms, and moreover, to generalize experimental findings by adapting existing motor-
control paradigms and control-theoretic models. To do so, four key human-factor exper-
iments were performed.

The first experiment focused on the benefit of haptic feedback for position controlled
telemanipulation scenarios and the impact of task instruction and availability of visual
feedback for several fundamental subtasks. In a second experiment the efficacy of four
different haptic feedback interface designs for rate control was determined in a similar
manner; both studies adopted a uniform evaluation framework, providing an integrated
view on requirements for the haptic feedback.

We found that such a framework should incorporate at least a (abstract) task tax-
onomy, a baseline to compare against, task instruction, speed-accuracy trade-offs (i.e.
what metrics to look at), performance-control effort trade-offs, operator training, and a

xv
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control on the quality of visual feedback. Furthermore, these studies showed that the
best haptic feedback design to perform a given telemanipulation task predominantly
depends on the required task workspace and task accuracy, and the need to reflect back
contact transitions. Large workspaces are more easily (i.e. low workload) covered us-
ing rate control, where accuracy for positions and forces is higher using position control.
Also, as an increase in device (i.e. haptic feedback) quality does not always correlate to an
increase in task performance. This implies design of haptic feedback should be human-
centered evaluation, both assessing the problem and validating the solution with the
human in-the-loop.

Experiments three and four focused on the effects of haptic feedback on the human op-
erator’s motor control mechanisms when controlling a telemanipulation system in free-
space. In study three, well-established cybernetic models were adopted to study trained
movements, and the impact of slave dynamics and scaling of haptic feedback. In the
final study, a reach-adaptation paradigm was used to study the role of haptic feedback
when learning movements, and the impact of slave dynamics and bandwidth of the pre-
sented haptic feedback. These latter two experiments show that haptic feedback sub-
stantially affects an operator’s underlying motor control mechanisms (i.e. feedback and
feedforward control) when controlling a slave system. The effects were observed in both
instantaneous improvements of task execution due to feedback of environmental forces
or device dynamics, as well as also task execution improvements over longer periods of
time due to improved internal models (i.e. learning); haptic feedback enhances the pro-
cess of building ‘mappings’ between human input and a system’s response. This suggests
that improved haptic feedback quality improves learning rates (i.e. efficacy) and control
responses (i.e. efficiency). Future studies should uncover the potential quantitative ef-
fects and time-scales at which these effects occur.

Additionally, study three showed that the amplitude of haptic feedback can be scaled
down without harming task performance: human operators are capable of adjusting
their (neuromuscular) control parameters independently of the absolute magnitude (i.e.
gain) of the haptic feedback controller. However, when scaling, one should account for
reasonable lower boundaries, that putatively may be given by Just Noticeable Differences
(JNDs) to keep cues distinguishable. Upper boundaries may be given by individual con-
straints on comfort. These findings were confirmed by the second experiment.

Studies three and four illustrate that computational models and paradigms from the
motor control literature can be adopted to provide generalizable descriptions of human
operator behavior in telemanipulation. Here, we targeted free-space motions for sys-
tems like cranes and robot arms, and the tasks are representative for activities in domes-
tic, nuclear or subsea environments. The cybernetic models enable for an exclusive un-
derstanding of the underlying operator control mechanisms (i.e. feedback and feedfor-
ward control) by looking in the frequency domain, as such complementing and enhanc-
ing the insights gained from the time-domain data. The reach adaptation paradigm en-
ables to determine the extent to which haptic feedback bandwidth affects motor learn-
ing and generalization for different slave dynamics. Moreover, these model-based ap-
proaches enable extrapolation of findings and to predict outcomes when task charac-
teristics change, such that informed a priori design considerations of haptic feedback
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interfaces and, in the future, haptic support systems can be made.





SAMENVATTING

Telemanipulatie systemen – in 1925 een droombeeld om patiënten op afstand te be-
handelen, vandaag de dag breed toegepast in allerlei applicaties – stellen menselijke
operators in staat taken uit te voeren die anders niet uitgevoerd hadden kunnen wor-
den vanwege, o.a., afstandsbeperkingen (bijv. ruimtevaart), schaal (bijv. chirurgie of
micro-assemblage) of vijandige omgeving (bijv. diepzee, nucleair). Een telemanipulatie
systeem kan gezien worden als een verlengstuk van het menselijke bewegingsapparaat,
waarbij de relatie tussen motorisch signaal en hand verlegd wordt naar een relatie tussen
motorisch signaal en slave robot. Haptische feedback, zowel proprioceptief als tactiel,
is in veel gevallen essentieel voor dit motorische systeem en het leren van de ‘relaties’,
maar kan worden verstoord of zelfs verloren gaan wanneer deze niet gepast wordt (her-
)ontworpen.

Echter, er is geen consensus over hoe haptische feedback te (her-)ontwerpen zodat
operators zo goed mogelijk praktische telemanipulatie taken kunnen uitvoeren. Een the-
orie of integrale benadering voor het ontwerp en evaluatie van haptische feedback is niet
beschikbaar. Empirisch weten we dat ontwerp richtlijnen afhangen van zaken als opera-
tor talent, training, het type taak of toepassing, kwaliteit van de visuele feedback, of taak
instructie. Het ontwerp- en evaluatieproces van haptische systemen is daarmee heuris-
tisch: voor elke situatie wordt de benodigde kwaliteit van de haptische feedback bepaald
op basis van trial-and-error. Bovendien, dit gebrek aan ontwerp richtlijnen op basis van
een eenduidige theorie resulteert in suboptimale prestaties van telemanipulatie syste-
men, en maakt het ontwikkelproces langzaam en kostbaar.

Het doel van deze thesis is om te voorzien in een integrale raamwerk voor ontwerp en
evaluatie van haptische feedback, wat generaliseert over toepassing en taak. Hierbij staat
de menselijke operator die een taak met het systeem moet uitvoeren centraal. Specifiek,
focust deze thesis zich aan de ene kant op (i) assessment van de vereisten aan haptische
feedback voor positie-en snelheidssturing binnen een uniform evaluatie raamwerk, en
aan de andere kant op (ii) het ontwikkelen van fundamenteel begrip van haptische feed-
back en haar rol binnen het neuromusculaire system en, bovendien, het generaliseren
van experimentele bevindingen door bestaande paradigma’s uit het bewegingssturings-
domein en mathematische (c.q. cybernetische) modellen te adapteren. Hiertoe zijn vier
sleutel human-factor experimenten uitgevoerd.

Het eerste experiment richtte zich op het bepalen van de waarde van haptische feed-
back in positie gestuurde telemanipulatie scenario’s, en de impact van taak instructie en
aanwezigheid van visuele feedback voor verschillende fundamentele subtaken. In een
tweede experiment is de doeltreffendheid van vier verschillende ontwerpen voor hap-
tische feedback in een snelheid-gestuurd telemanipulatie systeem op een vergelijkbare
manier bepaald; in beide studies is een uniform evaluatie raamwerk geadopteerd, welke

xix



xx SAMENVATTING

een integraal zicht geeft op vereisten voor haptische feedback.

We hebben gevonden dat een dergelijk raamwerk ten minste een (abstracte) taak,
een baseline, taak instructie, snelheid-nauwkeurigheid afwegingen (a.d.h.v. criteria),
prestatie-werklast afwegingen, operator training en controle op de kwaliteit van visuele
feedback moet bevatten. Daarnaast lieten deze studies zien dat het werkbereik, de nauwkeurigheid
waarmee de taak dient uitgevoerd te worden, en de noodzaak contact overgangen te
reflecteren de bepalende factoren zijn in het selecteren van het juiste haptische feed-
back ontwerp. Omvangrijke werkgebieden worden gemakkelijker (bijv. lagere werk-
last) bediend met snelheidssturing, terwijl de nauwkeurigheid van positie en krachten
nauwkeuriger is met positiesturing. Ook leidt een verbetering van de kwaliteit van de
haptische feedback niet altijd tot een verbetering van de taak uitvoering. Dit impliceert
dat de menselijk operator integraal dient meegenomen te worden bij het evalueren van
haptische feedback, zowel bij het definiëren van het probleem als het valideren van de
oplossing.

Experimenten drie en vier richtten zich op de effecten van haptische feedback op het
menselijk motorische systeem wanneer een telemanipulatie systeem in de vrij ruimte
wordt bewogen. In studie drie zijn breed-gefundeerde cybernetische modellen gead-
opteerd om getrainde bewegingen, en de impact van slave dynamica en schaling van
haptische feedback te bestuderen. In een laatste studie is een ‘reach-adaptation’ paradigma
toegepast om de rol van haptische feedback bij het leren en generaliseren van beweg-
ingen te bepalen, en de impact van slave dynamica en bandbreedte van de haptische
feedback daarbinnen.

Deze laatste twee experimenten laten zien dat haptische feedback de onderliggende
motorische mechanismen (feedback en feedforward sturing) substantieel beïnvloed wan-
neer een slave systeem wordt bestuurd. De effecten werden geobserveerd in zowel in-
stantane verbeteringen van de taak uitvoering door terugkoppeling van omgevingskrachten
en apparaat dynamica, als in verbeteringen van de taakuitvoering over langere termijn
als gevolg van verbeterde interne modellen (motorisch leren); haptische feedback ver-
sterkt het leerproces van relaties tussen menselijk input en de responsie van een sys-
teem. Dit suggereert dat verbeterde kwaliteit van de haptische feedback zorgt voor een
versneld leerproces (effectiviteit), en verbeterde motorische input (efficiëntie). De kwali-
tatieve effecten hiervan, evenals de exacte tijdschalen dienen in nader onderzoek bepaald
te worden.

Verder liet studie drie zijn dat de amplitude van de haptische feedback geschaald kan
worden zonder dat dit invloed heeft op de uitvoering van de taak: menselijke operators
zijn in staat hun (neuromusculaire) besturingsparameters aan te passen, onafhanke-
lijk van de absolute magnitude van de haptische feedback. Let wel, wanneer geschaald
wordt dienen redelijke ondergrenzen aan de krachten in acht genomen te worden, welke
ingegeven kunnen worden door Just Noticeable Differences (JNDs) om zo onderscheid
te kunnen blijven maken tussen signalen. Bovengrenzen kunnen worden gegeven door
individuele beperkingen met betrekking tot comfort. Deze bevindingen werden beves-
tigd in experiment twee.

Studies drie en vier illustreren dat paradigma’s uit het bewegingssturingsdomein en
mathematische modellen geadopteerd kunnen worden om generaliseerbare beschri-
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jvingen van het gedrag van de operator te verkrijgen. In deze studies is dit uitgevo-
erd voor bewegingen in de vrij ruimte voor systemen zoals kranen of robot armen, ter-
wijl de taken representatief zijn voor activiteiten in onze dagelijkse omgeving, maar ook
voor nucleaire of diepzee toepassingen. Het cybernetische model geeft exclusief be-
grip van onderliggende besturingsmechanismen (feedback en feedforward sturing) door
naar het frequentie-domein te kijken, waarmee het begrip verkregen uit het tijd-domein
gecompleteerd en versterkt wordt. Aan de hand van het reach adaptation paradigma’s
kan de mate waarin haptische feedback motorisch leer- en generalisatiegedrag beïn-
vloed bepaald worden voor verschillend slave systemen. Bovendien, door middel van
deze model-gebaseerde aanpak kunnen resultaten geëxtrapoleerd worden en uitkom-
sten voorspeld wanneer taak eigenschappen veranderen, zodat a priori ontwerp over-
wegingen gemaakt kunnen worden met betrekking tot haptische feedback interfaces en,
in de toekomst, haptische ondersteuningssystemen.
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CHAPTER 1
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1
INTRODUCTION

1.1. A BRIEF HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON TELEMANIPULATION
“The Teledactyl (Tele, far; Dactyl, finger - from the Greek) is a future in-

strument by which it will be possible for us to ‘feel’ at a distance. [...] This
idea is not at all impossible, for the instrument can be built today with means
available right now. It is simply the well known telautograph, translated into
radio terms, with additional refinements. " — Hugo Gernsback in Science and
Invention, February 1925

It is 1925, merely five years after the first ever mention of robots (’robota’ in R.U.R. by
Karel Čapek). It is the year in which radio pioneer Hugo Gernsback predicts a robotic
device for then year 1975 that allows doctors to not only remotely talk, but also remotely
view and touch their patients. The device, the ‘Teledactyl’, consisted of two pairs of in-
struments and a screen, all of which connected by means of radio (see Fig. 1.1). Move-
ments made by the doctor on the local teledactyl were transferred to the teledactyl at the
patient’s location. Similarly, when the patient’s device met with resistance, the doctor’s
remote controls would replicate this resistance, allowing the doctor to ‘feel’ the patient.
Hence, using the ‘Teledactyl’, doctors could diagnose and treat patients remotely; tele-
manipulation systems were born in thought.

Indeed, Gernsback’s idea was not at all impossible. The earliest telemanipulation
systems were developed in the 1950s by the Argonne National Laboratory in the USA.
These mechanical manipulators consisted of a pair of robotic arms, with a master lo-
cated at the local site, and a slave located at the remote site. While these first devices
were mechanically coupled, from the 1970s the coupling became electrical. Push and
pull rods were replaced by controllers, sensors and actuators. This allowed telemanipu-
lators to be used not only in hostile environments (e.g. for maintenance in nuclear fis-
sion and fusion plants [87], space [10] and (sub-)sea [78, 115]), but also in environments
with spatial constraints (e.g. minimally-invasive surgery [63, 107] or micro-assembly of
micro-electro-mechanical systems [18]), as movements could be scaled.

3
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Figure 1.1: The cover of technology magazine Science and Invention, February 1925. Radio pioneer
Hugo Gernsback predicts the ‘Teledactyl’ for the year 1975, a device that allows doctors to diagnose
and treat their patients remotely. Essentially, Gernsback predicted telemanipulation systems.

The transition from mechanical to electrical coupling from the 1970s onwards re-
quired the link between local and remote site to be ‘mapped’ and ‘engineered’ bilater-
ally. Force and positional information on either site were digitized and could be scaled,
filtered and/or amplified. To facilitate (re)engineering of the link, numerous studies on
analytic [52], control [9, 79] and hardware [29, 32] aspects of telemanipulation systems
appeared. Focal point was the fidelity with which force and positional information were
sent from the remote environment to the human operator, i.e. the haptic feedback qual-
ity or haptic ‘transparency’ [79, 138] of the system. Ideally, a telemanipulation system
maps the contact forces of the slave with the remote environment one-to-one to the hu-
man operator, without any form of (electro)mechanical distortion. Over the years, many
improvements with respect to the haptic feedback quality have been made, yet, to date,
perfect transparent haptic feedback has not been realized. Apparently, there is more to
telemanipulation systems than simply refining the 1925’s precursor of the fax, the telau-
tograph.

EVALUATING HUMAN-IN-THE-LOOP TELEMANIPULATION

Engineering perfect haptic transparency should not be a goal in itself. After all, it is not
about the quality of the ‘tool’, but it as a matter of how well a human operator is able
to execute a tasks utilizing the tool as an extension to his/her own limbs (i.e. task per-
formance, or human-in-the-loop performance). In 1981, Brooks and Bejczy [22] were
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among the first to refer to the human’s perceptual and motor capabilities in telemanipu-
lation specific literature. In their requirements definition for telemanipulation systems,
human physiological characteristics (e.g. force capabilities) were taken as a baseline ref-
erence, or better, as an upper boundary for task performance; in their vision, engineering
haptic feedback beyond the capabilities of the human is redundant and will not lead to
task execution improvements. This was a design paradigm shift, and the 1980s became
the cradle for studies evaluating human-in-the-loop telemanipulation (e.g [12, 128]).
The existence of an upper task performance boundary limited by human characteris-
tics, was later experimentally verified (e.g., [27, 55]).

Figure 1.2: Abstract representation of device quality versus task performance. An upper boundary to task
performance exists, which is given in by human operator characteristics. Engineering device characteristics
(like haptic feedback) beyond this boundary is redundant and will not lead to task execution improvements
[27, 55]. Augmented feedback or autonomous features allow to enhance the average task execution, and may
assist novice operators to behave like experts.

What these human factor studies also revealed, was that telemanipulation systems
required much-needed improvements. For example, in 1984 Vertut pointed out that per-
forming the same task with a telemanipulation system takes typically two orders of mag-
nitude (!) more time than performing a task with bare hands [128]. Obviously, telema-
nipulation systems allow amplification, scaling, filtering, and thereby human presence
where it was previously impossible. But still, it is widely acknowledged that telemanipu-
lated tasks are characterized by long task completion times, errors, unnatural or unintu-
itive interaction and frustration (e.g. [27, 51, 53]).

THE DIGITAL ERA: augmenting TASK EXECUTION

From the 1990s onwards, a trend to augment the perception-action loop is observed.
Next to continues direct improvements to visual and audio feedback, digitization and by-
wire techniques allow for, for example, compensation of tool weights, tracking of objects
and constraining of trajectories (e.g. [50, 107]).
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Well-known are the Virtual Fixtures (also called ‘active constraints’ [19]) by Louis
Rosenberg ([107]), in which the user or operator was fully emerged in a 3D virtual en-
vironment and the slave could be constrained by simulated physical barriers, fields, and
guides. Whereas Virtual Fixtures are passive and static, augmentation features may also
be active and dynamic as in, for example, shared control [3] or shared autonomy.

Active constraints, shared control and shared autonomy are forms of physical Human-
Robot Interaction (pHRI). pHRIs describe the cooperation between human and an au-
tonomous agent or robot to control a ‘plant’ (i.e., the system in the remote environment)
[51]. Depending on environment specifications and individual capabilities of human
and robot, pHRIs trade control between automation and human sequentially in time or
‘share’ control (i.e., continuously), and may support with low-level (i.e. physical feed-
back, workspace constraints or skill like tremor filtering) or high-level tasks (e.g. deci-
sion making, planning) [3]. One way or another, successful cooperation between robots
and humans requires effective communication and interaction [93]. This challenge was
already described in the early 50’s by Fitts [46] and Wiener [131], and is still relevant to-
day [100]. The introduction of an autonomous agent changes the nature of the human’s
task; the task shifts from being purely in-the-loop control, to supervisory control tasks
like observing and monitoring the automation operating in the task environment. It is
well known that this can lead to deteriorated task performance in off-nominal scenar-
ios (i.e., unexpected events, or automation errors), due to, for example, loss of situa-
tion awareness, vigilance decrements or complacency (e.g., [43, 44, 81, 117, 118, 100]).
Recently, such effects have been observed in the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) Robotics Challenges, acknowledging that the ability for robots to be
‘fully autonomous always and everywhere’ is a myth [20] and the operator is a key sys-
tem element [45].

It now is 2019. Concepts like shared control, shared autonomy, human-robot symbiosis
and interdependence of human and automation are major topics within the (tele)robotic
community, covering key notes and special sessions or issues. Telerobotic technology
over-arches applications in aviation, vehicle navigation, surgical robotics, space robotics,
maritime robotics and rehabilitation. However, even today, seemingly trivial tasks like
opening a door [69] and exchanging a tile [17], are still extremely difficult to perform re-
motely, and the daily news showcases situations where humans and intelligent systems
failed to cooperate effectively (e.g. the Uber and Tesla self-driving cars incidents, both
March 2018). We could say technology has evolved faster than our understanding of how
to interact with it.

Our current and future interaction with (remote) intelligent systems requires funda-
mental understanding of how humans control systems. These interactions will include
monitoring the intelligent agent, correcting when errors occur, and taking over or even
teaching (e.g. demonstrating) when a task is unfamiliar to or too complex for the in-
telligent agent. At the basis of this interaction is our haptic modality, which allows for
low-level interaction and plays an essential role in the learning process of the interac-
tion’s dynamics. Interestingly, telemanipulation allows to engineer feedback catered to-
wards the haptic modality, such that a natural or intuitive mapping between human and
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telemanipulator is realized.

1.2. FROM a posteriori TO a priori DESIGN OF HAPTIC SYS-
TEMS

The haptic modality has received significant attention in telemanipulation literature.
Specifically, the effects of haptic feedback can be categorized in effects that instanta-
neously affect task execution, and effects that show ‘over-time’, like learning and strate-
gizing tasks.

First of all, feedback of the contact forces with a remote environment improves task
execution (i.e. skill level) in terms of task completion time [38, 55, 85], contact force [38]
and error rate [38, 55]. Also, haptic feedback reduces control effort measured in terms
of cognitive workload [129] and energy consumption [55], compared to visual feedback
only.

Secondly, there is strong evidence that the presence of haptic feedback changes neu-
romuscular planning and strategical learning. For example, when operators are pro-
vided with haptic feedback during manual excitation of a sprung mass [62], point-to-
point movements with a spanner [133], or visuo-manual control over a system with up
front unknown dynamics [56], their control changes in terms of the absolute amount
or the frequency spectrum of the movements. Danion even reported that haptic feed-
back of the dynamics of the controlled system affected the movement strategy used by
subjects, as well as their subsequent performance [33].

However, these statements are qualitative, or setup-or-task-specific at best, while
device design requires quantitative information in the form of (concrete) requirements
specifications. What is the extent to which haptic feedback affects task execution? And
what quality of feedback is good enough to restore a functional mapping between hu-
man and telemanipulator? There is no consensus on the answers to these questions. All
we know is that ‘it depends’, on aspects like operator talent, training, the type of task
or application, quality of the visual feedback, task instruction, etc.. As a result, the de-
sign and evaluation process is heuristic (and a posteriori): for each case, the required
quality of haptic feedback is determined by trial-and-error, and we cannot predict how
changes to the telemanipulation system affect task execution, when, for example, the
design is changed or autonomy is added. Generalization in the form of a uniform theory
for human-centered design and evaluation is lacking. Telemanipulation is in need of a
priori design guidelines.

Within this thesis, a contribution to a uniform modelling and evaluation framework and
generalized design guidelines for haptic feedback is made, by:

• Developing guidelines for haptic feedback design within an uniform evaluation
framework. The relevance of feedback is affected by factors like (sub)task-impact,
visual feedback quality, and incorporates trade-offs like speed-accuracy and performance-
control effort. Such a framework provides the design requirements (qualitatively),
such that informed design specifications can be deduced (quantitatively).

• Performing key experiments to understand how haptic feedback contributes to
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restoring a functional mapping between telemanipulator and human operator,
such that the operator can intuitively control the device. Such understanding al-
lows to predict the effects to task execution when task, task requirements (e.g.
speed), telemanipulator parameters (e.g. haptic quality or device inertia) or even
some additional intelligence, change.

A sensorimotor control perspective is adapted, as we believe that this field - describ-
ing how humans control their limbs - provides a body of experimental paradigms and
mathematical models that can be extended to telemanipulation, and can form a basis
for a priori telemanipulation design guidelines.

1.3. APPROACH: A SENSORIMOTOR CONTROL PERSPECTIVE ON

HAPTIC FEEDBACK
Sensorimotor control describes the interaction between (sensory) perception and action
(i.e. motor control) - it describes how we coordinate our movements in interaction with
an environment or a tool. Sensory information can be visual (i.e. where is the door
handle located, and what is its size?) or haptic (i.e. what is the door’s inertia, where is its
centre-of-rotation?). Actions are governed by predictions of dynamics and physiological
parameters such as arm length or inertia. Moreover, our actions change over time as we
train our behaviour and accommodate novel tasks or circumstances.

To ground and generalize experimental findings, sensorimotor studies often utilize
mathematical models to describe limb movements (e.g. [13, 23, 46, 47]). Essentially,
a telemanipulator functions as an extension to the human operator’s motor apparatus,
and can therefore be seen as an extension to these mathematical models. Hence, we
believe sensorimotor control models and (experimental) paradigms can be applied to
telemanipulation scenario’s.

Fig. 1.3 describes a high-level control-theoretic framework of a human operator con-
trolling a telemanipulation system. It describes perception and action as a closed-loop
process, as common presented in neuroscience (e.g. [23, 64, 70]). The model is generic,
rather than specific, and inclusive rather than exclusive. For example, common models
to describe movement trajectories (e.g. optimal control [121] [Nisky et al., 2018], equi-
librium point [13], minimum variance [57], or in-output models like McRuer’s Crossover
Model or Fitts’ Law can be included in this framework.

The model shows the fundamental constructs of sensorimotor control. By integrat-
ing a goal (the slave’s desired position, xs,desi r ed ) and sensory data (e.g. visual and/or
auditory), a desired command (xm,desi r ed ) is generated and fed into the mechanisms
that the motor commands; a feedforward and a feedback controller. Feedforward and
feedback control (and their interactions) have been extensively studied in sensorimo-
tor control literature. In the basis, when we first learn to control a system (i.e. in early
learning), we mostly rely on feedback control. Over time contribution of the feedforward
controller gradually increases by generating better estimates of the controlled dynamics,
while at the same time reducing the feedback contribution ([47, 97]). This process, in
which approximates of our own and external dynamics are generated (also called inter-
nal models) is called motor learning, and is fundamental to movements; it allows us to
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Figure 1.3: Simplified control-theoretic representation of a human operator (adapted from [64] [70])
controlling a telemanipulation system (hybrid notation [52]). Essentially, the telemanipulator (in
green) functions as an extension to the human operator’s motor apparatus (in blue) and allows to
perform tasks which otherwise could not be performed. How should this extension be integrated
with or mapped to the human’s motor control system? Within this thesis several key-experiments
are performed to study the mapping. Specifically, what are the requirements on the rendered hap-
tic feedback quality for both position and rate control (Aim I-a and I-b)? And how are underlying
motor control mechanisms (u f b and u f f w ) affected by force feedback bandwidth and scaling
(Aim II-a), and how is the formation of internal models (i.e. motor learning) affected by force
feedback quality (Aim II-b)? A model-analytic approach is adapted, which allows to generalize the
findings such that predictions can be made when task, device or environment changes, and well-
informed device design requirements specifications can be formulated a priori. N.B.: for simplic-
ity, the force contribution of prioprioceptive feedback nor tactile feedback are incorporated in this
representation, and proprioceptive haptic feedback is only shown for position.
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become more skilled in moving our own arms, or manipulating, for example, a telema-
nipulation system.

To what extent does haptic feedback allow for (restoring) a natural or intuitive interac-
tion between human and telemanipulator? How does haptic feedback affect the funda-
mental motor control principles of feedforward and feedback? We do not know. Internal
models may take years to perfect (as with a professional sports or musical instrument
player), implying that motor learning effects cannot be analyzed in typical telemanip-
ulation experiments. Also, accurate feedback control may only be evident for certain
(sub)tasks and certain robotic systems, of which the effect is not lost in the bulk, noise
and (inter-subject) variation.

Sensorimotor control literature provides us with qualified tools in the form of exper-
imental paradigms (e.g. force-curl paradigm [47], pursuit tasks [86]) and mathematical
models (e.g. [23, 64, 86]), to study these effects. Moreover, the models allow for gener-
alization in the form of a uniform theory, such that we can predict how changes to the
system affect task execution. Ultimately, such an approach will provide tools and guide-
lines for future human-centered design of telemanipulation systems.

1.4. THESIS GOAL & AIMS
The goal of this thesis is to develop a basis for generalized haptic feedback design by
means of an uniform evaluation framework and control-theoretic operator models. Specif-
ically these aims are:

I-a To quantify haptic feedback bandwidth requirements in a generalized position
controlled task, within a uniform evaluation framework (Chapter 2).

I-b To evaluate haptic feedback design paradigms for rate-controlled telemanipula-
tion systems, in a generalized rate-controlled task (Chapter 3).

II-a To quantify the effect of haptic feedback scaling and slave dynamics on opera-
tor neuromuscular control mechanisms (feedback and feedforward control), and
consequently task execution, using a cybernetic model (Chapter 4).

II-b To quantify the extent to which haptic feedback contributes to telemanipulated
motor adaptation (i.e. generation of internal models) in a reach adaptation exper-
iment (Chapter 5).

To meet these aims, a series of human factor studies was performed. The implications
of this research form the basis for design requirements for future haptic interfaces.
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1.5. THESIS OUTLINE
The majority of this thesis (Chapters 2-5) consists of papers that have been either pub-
lished or submitted to journals. The papers are presented in their original format. All
Chapters can be read independently.

In Chapter 2, the impact of haptic feedback quality on the execution of telemanip-
ulated (dis-)assembly tasks is evaluated, within an uniform evaluation framework. Sim-
ilarly, feedback designs for rate-controlled telemanipulation are explored in Chapter 3;
whereas feedback in slow, rate-controlled systems is not common, it is potentially bene-
ficial, Chapter 4 describes human operator control behaviour by means of a cybernetic
model - how do haptic feeback scaling and slave system dynamics neuromuscular con-
trol mechanisms feedback and feedforward? Putatively, haptic feedback affects neuro-
muscular planning and coordination, as it affects the operator’s ability to perform feed-
back control, especially for systems with low-power-over-inertia ratios.

The effects of haptic transparency on the rate and generalizability of motor learning
are assessed in Chapter 5. Does haptic feedback enhance the generation of internal
modals and therefore feedforward control? To answer this question, subjects performed
a reach adaptation task under the effect of a viscous curl force field, while different levels
of transparency were provided.

What is sufficient haptic feedback to restore a functional mapping between human
and telemanipulator? This is the central question in Chapter 6, the Discussion. In addi-
tion, recommendations are made on design requirements for future haptic telemanipu-
lation systems.

Finally, in Chapter 7 conclusions are drawn on the extent to which haptic feedback
affects telemanipulated tasks.
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2
THE IMPACT OF HAPTIC FEEDBACK

QUALITY ON THE PERFORMANCE

OF TELEOPERATED ASSEMBLY

TASKS

In general, ‘transparency’ or ‘rendered’ haptic feedback is considered to improve task exe-
cution. Yet, it is not very well understood how important the quality of haptic feedback is.
This chapter aims to quantify haptic feedback bandwidth requirements in a generalized
position controlled task, within a uniform evaluation framework. For this purpose, sub-
jects performed (dis-)assembly tasks in a hard-to-hard environment with different levels
of haptic feedback quality (operationalized as bandwidth). Fig. 2.1 shows a simplified
control-theoretic representation of the experimental conditions.

This chapter has been published in IEEE Transactions on Haptics Vol. 6, No. 2, 2013 [133] ©IEEE 2013
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Figure 2.1: Simplified control-theoretic representation of the study as performed in this chapter.
The effect of haptic feedback quality on task execution was quantified within a uniform framework
which includes key-factors such as (sub)tasks, task instruction and visual feedback conditions.
Task instruction, visual feedback and haptic feedback were modulated (shown in red).
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ABSTRACT
In teleoperation, haptic feedback allows the human operator to touch the remote envi-
ronment. Yet, it is only partially understood to what extent the quality of haptic feedback
contributes to human-in-the-loop task performance. This paper presents a human fac-
tors experiment in which teleoperated task performance and control effort are assessed
for a typical (dis-)assembly task in a hard-to-hard environment, well known to the op-
erator. Subjects are provided with four levels of haptic feedback quality: no haptic feed-
back, low-frequency haptic feedback, combined low- and high-frequency haptic feed-
back, and the best possible-a natural spectrum of haptic feedback in a direct-controlled
equivalent of the task. Four generalized fundamental subtasks are identified, namely:
1) free-space movement, 2) contact transition, 3) constrained translational, and 4) con-
strained rotational tasks. The results show that overall task performance and control ef-
fort are primarily improved by providing low-frequency haptic feedback (specifically by
improvements in constrained translational and constrained rotational tasks), while fur-
ther haptic feedback quality improvements yield only marginal performance increases
and control effort decreases, even if a full natural spectrum of haptic feedback is pro-
vided.

2.1. INTRODUCTION
Telemanipulators allow humans to complete tasks in a remote environment, while pre-
serving human judgement, skill, attention, and their ability to resolve unexpected situa-
tions [98]. The human is virtually relocated into the remote environment; “telepresence”
as Sheridan [116] called it. A broad variety of teleoperated tasks exist, which all impose
different requirements on the telemanipulator and its operator. While haptic feedback
is generally considered to improve task performance for most tasks, it is not very well
understood how important the quality of haptic feedback is.

A telemanipulator consists of a pair of robotic manipulators and a controller. Move-
ments executed by the human operator on the master device are translated to the slave
device, which interacts with the remote environment. Master and slave are intercon-
nected through communication channels and a controller. The connected system of
human operator, telemanipulator, and environment is referred to as the connected tele-
manipulator system [27]. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. To understand the significance of
haptic feedback, it is important to understand the three main elements of the connected
telemanipulator system: the telemanipulator, the human operator, and the remote en-
vironment.

In the middle of the connected telemanipulator system, the telemanipulator allows hu-
mans to make use of their unique capabilities in a remote environment, by inherently
providing a bilateral information flow. Forces and movements are transferred from the
human operator through the telemanipulator to the environment and vice versa. It has
been shown that providing force feedback from the environment to the human operator
yields a reduction in task completion time [38], [55], [84], energy consumption [55], er-
ror indices [38], [55], the magnitudes of the contact forces [38], and the users cognitive
workload [129].
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Figure 2.2: Elements of the Connected Telemanipulator System, adapted from Christiansson [27].

The quality of the force feedback is affected by both the haptic controller as well as
the manipulator hardware. A strong focus on both aspects exists. Numerous architec-
tures for control have been developed (e.g., [9], [27], [32], [40], [59], [79]). Models like the
widely used two-port network analogy [52] allow for accurate evaluation of device per-
formance and stability [32], [54] and for unambiguous comparison of different control
architectures [9]. Whereas it is generally suggested that closed-loop control by means
of force and position (four-channel control) yields superior performance [9], [27], [79],
less sophisticated control architectures like the position-error controller are preferred in
conservative fields where system availability is key [106].

The telemanipulator is often optimized toward a virtual rod with an infinitely small
mass and an infinitely large stiffness (optimization toward transparency [40]). To op-
timize the overall connected telemanipulator system performance, however, this is not
necessarily the right approach. For example, Christiansson [29] showed that an inferior
controller in terms of device performance (e.g., bandwidth, stiffness) yields an increase
in terms of task performance (e.g., task completion time contact forces) compared to
the classic four-channel controller for a peg-in-hole task. This illustrates that improving
the quality of the tool, and thus increasing device performance, does not necessarily im-
prove task performance. Task performance is primarily determined by how effectively
the human can use the feedback to control the system. What would be adequate haptic
feedback to the human operator?

The human operator, the first element of the connected telemanipulator system, creates
a somatosensory representation of the situation. This representation is often referred
to as the body image or body scheme [25]. Ideally, tools (e.g., a telemanipulator) are in-
cluded into the body scheme, such that the tools become “transparent”. In haptic teleop-
eration, this body scheme is most often built out of visual and haptic feedback; human’s
two most effective modalities for manipulating objects [129].

While human operators are biased to attend vision, haptic feedback driven manipu-
lation is subjected to less time lag than the visual equivalent [74]. For telemanipulators,
the task determines the contributions of the feedback channels: If the task is familiar or
requires coarse handling, vision will dominate. If the situation is unknown, delicate han-
dling is required or if visual feedback is suboptimal, the human operator will increasingly
rely on haptic information. Klatzky et al. [73] strengthen this, by stating that explorative
tasks are generally performed fast and accurately when the bias to attend vision is re-
moved.
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Daniel and McAree [32] argue that there is a natural partition of the haptic modality
based on physiological properties. Below ∼20 Hz, proprioceptors (interoceptive haptic
receptors) like Golgi tendon organs and muscle spindles, observe the highly energetic in-
formation of the low-frequency haptic channel. Above ∼30 Hz, mechano-receptors (ex-
teroceptive touch receptors) construct the information conveying segment of the haptic
modality: the high-frequency haptic segment. Situated in the muscles, proprioceptive
receptors are the dominating sensors in coordinating movements. Mechanoreceptors,
in contrary, contribute to the awareness of systems and surroundings. With a high sen-
sitivity for low-amplitude high-frequency signals (vibrations), these receptors provide
unique environmental information [119]. How would the bandwidths of these physio-
logical systems relate to teleoperated task performance? At what bandwidth would task
performance saturate?

The third element of the connected telemanipulator system is the environment in which
a task is remotely performed. In, for example, nuclear [87], space [10], and (deep-)sea
applications, the human is preferably on a remote location with respect to the manipu-
lated objects due to the hostile environment. Telemanipulators used in micro-assembly
or (minimal invasive) surgery have the ability to improve the precision and dexterity with
which operators can position their instruments, for example, by filtering hand tremor
[63]. Some tasks involve accurate positioning of components (e.g., assembly), while
other tasks require low-accurate forces to enable a precise trajectory (e.g., applying a
torque with a spanner). These two tasks are typical examples of the distinct param-
eter sets humans apply when executing different tasks. When accurately positioning,
humans will act stiff through co-contraction to minimize overshoot due to their own
movements or external perturbations. When applying a torque, humans will approxi-
mate a tangential force, while they will act compliant in axial and radial directions; hu-
mans can comply with external disturbances to minimize undesirable loads [6]. The
bolt-and-spanner task cannot be executed if the human would act stiff. This is just one
example of the dynamic task behavior of humans. Situations of humans quickly adapt-
ing their proprioceptive feedback gain to changing environmental conditions (e.g., force
perturbations [125] or damping [36]) have also been reported.

The task-dependent adaptive behavior of visual and haptic feedback complicates
the assessment of generic task performance; an arbitrary task A yields different require-
ments from an arbitrary task B. Hence, a fundamental span of tasks needs to be defined,
describing the wide variety of tasks. Aliaga acknowledged this problem and proposed
a set of four device parameters that are representable for the task span: free motion
impedance, position tracking in free movement, force tracking in hard contact tasks, and
maximum transmittable impedance [9]. However, human-in-the-loop performance is
not an integral part of this analytical approach. Nonetheless, the set can be extrapolated
to a set of fundamental tasks, oriented to define task performance instead of device per-
formance. It is proposed that many tasks, but specifically tasks where hard-hard contact
occurs (e.g., nuclear remote handling, (deep-)sea or space operations) can be separated
in the following four fundamental tasks:

1. Free-space movement tasks are the tasks for which the external forces on the slave
device are zero, with or without tool.
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2. Contact transition tasks are the transitional stages in between free-space move-
ment tasks and environmental interaction. Adequate perception of contact estab-
lishment can be crucial to determine spatial position and orientation of objects.

3. Constrained translational tasks are tasks in which a movement along an axis is
performed, requiring a high level of position control. This can either appear by
mechanical constraints (e.g., coaxial sliding of pipes) or a constrained distance to
an object (e.g., welding).

4. In constrained rotational tasks, a hard mechanical linkage constrains the degrees
of freedom to rotations along a precise trajectory around a pivot point. The task
requires to control forces on the linkage, tangential to the trajectory. Examples are
bolting actions, opening lids or valves and turning a door handle.

On the basis of the human’s physiological properties, Brooks [21] stated that a force feed-
back signal should have a minimal bandwidth of 20-30 Hz for “meaningful perception,”
while “near-optimal performance” is achieved for ∼400 -Hz bandwidth. Experimental
assessment of task performance has shown that for a peg-in-hole task, low-frequency
haptic feedback reduces impact forces, but does not influence environmental contact
forces or task completion time [28]. This same research shows that high-frequency hap-
tic feedback does not improve task performance, while the combination of low- and
high-frequency feedback reduces subjective workload and increases subjective task per-
formance. Providing high-frequency feedback information improves the performance
of material identification tasks [76], [2]. However, these studies concern small task seg-
ments, which have only limited meaning on overall, operational task performance.

The main objective of this research is to understand how the quality of haptic feed-
back influences human-in-the-loop task performance. We limit the study to what is
useful for tasks performed in a hard-to-hard environment, well known to the operator.
Subjects are presented with four haptic feedback conditions that address the complete
haptic feedback spectrum: teleoperated control with no haptic feedback (TCN F ), low-
frequency haptic feedback (TCLF ), and combined low- and high-frequency haptic feed-
back (T CLF HF ), while natural haptic feedback is presented in a direct-controlled equiv-
alent (DC ). The main question of this research is: To what extent does the quality of
haptic feedback contribute to human-in-the-loop task performance, using a telemanip-
ulator as a tool?

Brooks [21] itemizes the bandwidth of environmental signals, by estimated slow skin
motion at ∼0Hz, compressive stresses at ∼10Hz, controlled slip at ∼30Hz, and vibrations
up to ∼400Hz. With these properties as a starting point, it is expected that free-space
movement tasks will not benefit from any form of haptic feedback. Contact transition
tasks, however, yield compressive stresses and high-frequent vibrations on impact, and
therefore both low-frequency and high-frequency haptic feedbacks are expected to in-
crease task performance. For constrained translational and constrained rotational tasks,
slow skin motions, compressive stresses, and controlled slip will occur; it is expected that
providing low-frequency feedback improves task performance. The hypotheses have
been summarized in Tab. 2.1. Notice that teleoperated task execution without haptic
feedback (TCN F ) has been defined as the baseline scenario.
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Haptic Feedback Quality
Fundamental Subtask TCN F TCLF T CLF HF DC

Free-Space Movement 0 0 0 0
Contact Transition 0 + ++ ++
Constrained Translational 0 + + ++
Constrained Rotational 0 + + ++

Table 2.1: Hypothesized task performance effect of haptic feedback quality per fundamental task. ‘+’ and ‘++’
denote two levels of performance improvements with respect to baseline task performance (symbolized by ‘0’)
without haptic feedback.

Figure 2.3: The Munin master (a) and slave (b) devices.

2.2. METHODS

2.2.1. SUBJECTS
Ten subjects with an age range of 23 to 28 years participated in a within-subject de-
signed experiment.Three subjects had previous experience with telemanipulators, while
the other seven had no experience at all. The subjects were given an introduction to the
system and were, after practice, asked to complete a teleoperated bolt-and-spanner task.
All subjects gave their informed consent.

2.2.2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experiments were performed on a 3-DoF planar teleoperation system. The system
consists of a double-rhomb force-redundant parallel master (Fig. 2.3a) and a serial slave
device (Fig. 2.3b), as first discussed in [27]. The system runs on a Mathworks xPC Target
real-time operating system at 1 kHz, with an estimated time delay between master and
slave of 1.5 ms.

On both master and slave a spanner interface was constructed. The master was instru-
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mented with a ATI Nano 17-SI 12 6-DoF force sensor to measure the operator’s input.
A Setra Model 141 accelerometer was mounted on the slave side to measure the high-
frequency contact forces.

Impedance models of the master (Zm = Fm/Vm) and slave (Zs ) have been estimated sep-
arately for the translations (x, y) and rotation (Θ):

Zm,x y = mm,x y s +bm,x y , with mm,x y = 0.23 N s2/m and bm,x y = 4.5 N s/m,

Zm,Θ = mm,Θs +bm,Θ, with mm,Θ = 0.025 ·10−3 N s2/m and bm,Θ = 0.02 N s/m,

Zs,x y = ms,x y s +bs,x y , with ms,x y = 0.28 N s2/m and bs,x y = 6 N s/m,

Zs,Θ = ms,Θs +bs,Θ, with ms,Θ = 0.025 ·10−3 N s2/m and bs,Θ = 0.04 N s/m.

A generic (two-channel PD) position-error controller was implemented, as this is the
baseline for most industrial telemanipulators due to its robustness [106]. The PD gains
have been set equal for master and slave: Kpd ,x y = 400/s +0.02 for the translations and
Kpd ,Θ = 0.4/s+0.002 for the rotations.

Using the two-port network modeling framework [52] and the HapticAnalysis package
[27], device performance and stability were evaluated. It was calculated that, among
other metrics, the bilateral force and positional bandwidth are ∼7 Hz, the transparency
error is ∼68 [-] and the Zwidth is 31 [-]. According to the passivity [54], absolute stability
[108], and closed-loop stability [27] criteria, the controller is stable.

In addition, the stiffness of the telemanipulator was measured for four instances for each
of the degrees of freedom. The mean for the x-direction is 449 N/m with a standard devi-
ation (σ) of 7.5 N/m. For the y- andΘ-directions, a stiffnesses of, respectively, 380 (σ=64)
N/m and 0.261 (σ=0.013) Nm/rad were obtained. Notice that the measured stiffnesses
in x- and y-direction are respectably close to the analytical stiffness of 400 N/m (the
translational P-gain), while the rotation stiffness seems to suffer substantially from me-
chanical compliance (0.4 Nm/rad calculated versus 0.261 Nm/rad measured stiffness). A
more detailed analysis of performance and stability of this particular setup is performed
in [132].

The environment with which the telemanipulator interacts consists out of a M6 bolt con-
structed on an aluminum plate. The implementation of the environment on the slave
side is shown in Fig. 2.4. The moment on the bolt is created artificially with a spring, such
that the tightening torque is constant. The tightening torques to overcome the static and
dynamic friction were measured for 20 instances. The mean of the static friction is 35.7
Nmm, with a standard deviation (σ) of 2.0 Nmm. For the dynamic friction a mean of 31.6
(σ=6.1) Nmm was measured.

2.2.3. TASK DESCRIPTION
The subjects were asked to complete a modified bolt-and-spanner task, starting at point
A and moving subsequently to B and C (see Fig. 2.4). A, B, and C were located at (x y Θ =
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Figure 2.4: Implementation of the bolt-and-spanner task, slave side (scale approximately 1:10).

(0 0 0)), (-0.06m 0.08m 0°), and (0.06m 0.08m -60°), respectively. From C, the subjects had
to slide the spanner over the bolt, which was located at D = (x y = 0m 0.12m). Finally, an
80-degree stroke had to be made. Reference points and angles were all visually indicated.

The bolt-and-spanner task contains the four fundamental subtasks. Free-space move-
ment is performed when moving from A to B to C (see Fig. 2.5). Contact transition
is started at C and is considered completed when the contact evolves to a sliding mo-
tion. The sliding motion over the bolt is considered a constrained translational task. A
constrained rotational task is executed when identifying the compliance center of the
rotation, while minimizing forces perpendicular to the circular trajectory.

2.2.4. EXPERIMENT DESIGN
Three experimental conditions are discriminated, namely haptic feedback quality, visual
feedback, and task instruction.

HAPTIC FEEDBACK QUALITY

The subjects were presented with four levels of haptic feedback:

1. TCN F (teleoperated control without force feedback). Effectively, this is achieved
by setting the slave-to-master PD gains to zero.

2. TCLF (teleoperated control with low-frequency haptic feedback). It is provided
by a classic position-error controller. The analytical bandwidth of the force signal
presented to the human operator is approximately 7 Hz [132].

3. TCLF HF . A high-frequency signal is superimposed on the existing low-frequency
force feedback. The signal is hand tuned to provide an intuitive feeling. Measured
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Figure 2.5: The four fundamental subtasks as identified in a bolt-and-spanner task.

contact accelerations are passed through a fourth-order high-pass Butterworth fil-
ter with a cutoff frequency of 30 Hz; the boundary of Daniel and McAree’s partition
of the haptic modality [32]. When the filtered signal exceeds a threshold of 0.015
m/s2, a signal containing a 50-Hz and a 100-Hz sinusoid (frequencies the manip-
ulator can display, while being above the 30-Hz boundary) is generated and dis-
played with a delay of 2-3 ms for the duration of one 50-Hz period (20 ms). Notice
that the amplitude is proportional to the impact acceleration.

4. DC . The direct-controlled equivalent of the bolt-and-spanner task. A rigid span-
ner interconnects human and task, therefore attaining a force feedback bandwidth
in the order of thousands of Hertz. The environment is relocated to the master side
and the task is executed while holding the master, but now with decoupled slave.
The DC condition allows for reference comparison to the telemanipulated condi-
tions.

VISUAL FEEDBACK

Suboptimal camera views are often encountered in teleoperation. For example, the view
suffers from depth perception issues or the line of sight is blocked by the manipulated
object. Therefore, two opposites of visual feedback are tested. Either a perpendicular
view of the scene is provided for optimal visual feedback, or no visual feedback is pro-
vided at all such that the subject has to perform the task blind. The perpendicular view
is displayed on a computer screen next to the setup using a Microsoft Lifecam Cinema
webcam. Fig. 2.4 shows the view the subject is provided with.

The subjects are not asked to perform the task blind in the TCN F condition. Further-
more, if the task is to be completed blind, the free-space movement task is not performed
and the subject will start its trial at point C (see Fig. 2.4).
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Figure 2.6: Trajectory plot of the manipulator endpoint position, showing the four fundamental subtasks.

TASK INSTRUCTION

When performing a task, subjects have a natural preference for a certain control strat-
egy. Often, these strategies are trade-offs between force magnitude, positional accuracy,
and/or time. Hence, the subjects are given two opposing task instructions:

1. Accurate, to evoke task execution optimized toward low forces and positional ac-
curacy, or

2. Fast, to evoke task execution optimized toward time.

2.2.5. DATA ACQUISITION AND TASK PERFORMANCE METRICS
The positions of master and slave are recorded with an accuracy of 0.03 mm. On the
master side, a force sensor is placed, which measures the forces and torques between the
human operator and master device in three degrees of freedom. All data are recorded at 1
kHz. Fig. 2.6 shows a typical example of a subject completing the bolt-and-spanner task:
The free-space movement task is represented by the blue-colored trajectory, the contact
transition task is colored red, while the constrained translational and constrained rota-
tional task are, respectively, colored cyan and green. Based on the recorded data, task
performance is evaluated in terms of task completion time:

• ttct task completion time s, the time in seconds it requires for the subject to com-
plete the task.

Two metrics for control effort are defined:

• Fi ,m maximum input force N , maximum interaction force between operator and
master.

• nr r reversal rate [-], the amount of steering corrections by the operator as a mea-
sure for his mental effort [83]. The input forces of the operator are passed through
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a 10-Hz low-pass (fourth-order Butterworth) filter, and the amount of sign changes
is counted. Trained operators tend to steer smoothly, resulting in a low nr r .

Furthermore, for each haptic feedback condition, the following metrics are tracked:

• The self-reported workload is captured using the NASA Task Load Index on a scale
from 0 to 100 [49]. A lower score represents a lower subjective workload.

• The subjects are asked to grade their performance on a 20-point scale from 1 to 10,
where 1 represents failure and 10 represents perfection. This is the self-reported
performance.

2.2.6. DATA ANALYSIS

The comparison of experimental conditions was made on basis of populations, assum-
ing a normal distribution. Using a repeated measure design, 10 subjects were asked to
repeat each combination of experimental conditions eight times. The order with which
the haptic feedback conditions and combinations of visual feedback and task instruc-
tion was presented was randomized. The data were analyzed using a two-way analysis
of variance, with factors representing haptic feedback quality and subject inter-variance.
A post hoc analysis was executed to compare the haptic feedback quality levels. Only the
post hoc results will be presented in the results section. The self-reported workload and
self-reported performance scores were evaluated using a paired T-test. Results with a
p-value below 0.05 are considered significant (α=0.05). The significance of the results is
presented as “•••”, “••,” and “•” for, respectively, p≤0.001, p≤0.01, and p≤0.05.

The parameters of the experiment are summarized in Table 2.2.

2.3. RESULTS
Fig. 2.7 shows a bar chart of the mean task completion time (ttct ) for the complete bolt-
and-spanner task, separated for the means of the different subtasks. The following re-
sults are obtained:

• VA. For the visual and accurate condition, T CLF , TCLF HF , and DC show a de-
creased task completion time compared to T CN F (respectively, p=0.042, F=5.6;
p=0.018, F=8.3; p<0.0001, F=55.1). There are no differences between T CLF , T CLF HF ,
and DC (p≥0.068, F≤4.3).

• VF. For the visual and fast condition, both TCLF HF (p=0.011, F=10.1) and DC (p=0.015,
F=9.1) show a decrease in task completion time compared to TCN F .

• BA. Compared to TCLF HF , DC shows a decrease in task completion time (p=0.009,
F=11.3) when performed blind and accurate.

• BF. When performed blind and fast, no differences were found.
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Figure 2.7: Task performance—mean task completion time of the entire bolt-and-spanner task. Each bar graph
shows the mean contribution of the four fundamental subtasks. “•••,” “••,” and “•”, respectively, denote the
significance of p≤0.001, p≤0.01, and p≤0.05.
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Summary of the Experimental Design

Task: four fundamental subtasks (Free-Space Movement,
Contact Transition, Constrained Translational and
Constrained Rotational Tasks), performed in a single
bolt-and-spanner task

Conditions: haptic feedback Quality (TCN F , TCLF , T CLF HF , DC ),
Visual feedback (Visual, Blind) and Task Instruction
(Accurate, Fast)

Metrics: task-Completion-Time, Maximum Input Force, Rever-
sal Rate, Task Load Index, Self-Reported Performance

Group size: 10 subjects (3 with basic experience with telemanipula-
tors, 7 with no experience)

Practice: 5 minutes general practice with the setup, task instruc-
tion and visual conditions

Repetitions: 8 for each combination of conditions
Breaks: a 10 second break in between each repetition, a 1

minute break after each set of 8
Design: within-subject and randomized conditions

Table 2.2: Summary of the Experimental Design.

The mean of the NASA Task Load Index for the TCN F , TCLF , TCLF HF , and DC con-
dition was, respectively, 61, 51, 50, and 38. A clear ranking is obtained: TCLF , TCLF HF ,
and DC yield a lower workload compared to the baseline TCN F (respectively, p =0.012,
p =0.002, and p<0.0001). Between TCLF and T CLF HF , there is no difference (p=0.900),
while DC yields a lower workload than TCLF (p≤0.0001) and TCLF HF (p=0.007). Thus,
the following ranking toward task performance is obtained: TCN F > T CLF =TCLF HF >
DC . The mean of the self-reported performance was 5.6 for TCN F , 6.8 for T CLF , 7.1 for
T CLF HF , and 7.9 for DC . Eight out of 10 subjects rated their performance higher when
more haptic feedback was available. The two participants that reported a higher sub-
jective workload for TCLF HF compared to T CLF , also rated their performance lower. No
difference was found between T CLF and TCLF HF (p=0.425). The TCN F condition was
rated the lowest performance (p=0.024, p≤0.0001, and p≤0.0001 for, respectively, T CLF ,
T CLF HF , and DC ), whereas DC yields superior performance (p=0.022, p≤0.0001, and
p≤0.0001 for, respectively, TCLF HF , T CLF , and T CN F ). Hence, also for the self-reported
performance, the ranking TCN F > TCLF = T CLF HF > DC holds.

The task performance (ttct ) and control effort (Fi ,m and nr r ) metrics are separately
presented for each of the fundamental subtasks in the upcoming paragraphs.

2.3.1. FREE-SPACE MOVEMENT TASK

For the free-space movement task, performance in terms of the task completion time
(ttct) and control effort in terms of reversal rate (nrr) are not influenced by the haptic
feedback quality. The maximum input force (Fi,m), however, shows differences for both
task instruction conditions.
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Figure 2.8: Free-space movement task—maximum input force. TCLF and T CLF HF yield higher operator input
forces compared to TCN F and DC . Each boxplot shows the data for 10 subjects, averaged for eight repetitions
per subject. A boxplot displays the median of the data set, the 25th and 75th percentiles, while the whiskers
extend to 1.5 times inter-quartile range. The circles represent outliers.

Fig. 2.8 shows box plots of the operator’s maximum input force for the free-space move-
ment task. In the accurate condition, the operator provides higher input forces when
position-error control is enabled: TCLF HF shows an increase compared to T CN F (p=0.040,
F=5.8), while both TCLF and TCLF HF show an increase compared to DC (respectively,
p=0.013, F=9.5; p=0.0003, F=31.9). When performed fast, a similar phenomenon is ob-
served; TCLF shows a higher maximum input force compared to TCN F (p=0.0459, F=5.4),
whereas the input force during TCLF HF is higher for both TCN F (p=0.0005, F=27.3) and
DC (p=0.009, F=11.2).

2.3.2. CONTACT TRANSITION TASK

The contact transition task shows no differences for task-completion time and reversal
rate. Fig. 2.9 shows the maximum input force for this fundamental subtask. In gen-
eral, it can be seen that performing the task blind or fast yields higher input forces than,
respectively, visual or accurate task execution. Also, when performing the task accu-
rately, haptic feedback quality does not influence the input force (p≥0.082, F≤3.8). For
the visual and fast condition, however, TCLF and DC both show an input force increase
compared to TCN F (respectively, p=0.0008, F=24.2; p=0.0098, F=10.6), while DC shows
an increase compared to T CLF HF (p=0.012, F=9.9). When performed blind and fast,
DC shows higher input forces compared to both TCLF (p=0.0043, F=14.4) and TCLF HF

(p=0.0005, F=27.7), most likely due to the direct contact with the environment. Hence,
the expected performance increase of TCLF HF compared to TCLF was not found for any
of the conditions.
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Figure 2.9: Contact transition task—maximum input force. A performance increase of TCLF with respect to
T CLF HF cannot be found.

2.3.3. CONSTRAINED TRANSLATIONAL TASK
All task performance and control effort metrics show similar results: T CLF , TCLF HF , and
DC all are superior to the TCN F condition. T CLF and TCLF HF show no measurable dif-
ferences, while DC yields superior performance. This ranking is illustrated by Fig. 2.10.
The task completion time is reduced for TCLF compared to TCN F when performed ac-
curate (p=0.0034, F=6.21) as well as when performed fast (p=0.028, F=6.8). TCLF HF feed-
back does not yield an improvement compared to T CLF (p≥0.187, F≤2.0). DC shows a
further reduction of task completion time (p≤0.044, F≥5.5). As stated, the same classifi-
cation of haptic feedback holds for maximum input forces and reversal rate.

Fig. 2.11 shows that providing low-frequency haptic feedback (TCLF and TCLF HF ) re-
duces the reversal rate compared to the baseline TCN F (p≤0.017, F≥8.5). DC is superior
for all conditions (p≤0.045, F≥5.4), while no differences can be found between found
between TCLF and TCLF HF (p≥0.27, F≤1.4).

2.3.4. CONSTRAINED ROTATIONAL TASK
Performing the constrained rotational task without haptic feedback (TCN F ) yields infe-
rior task performance compared to the other haptic feedback quality conditions (p≤0.001,
F≥24.4 for accurate and p≤0.011, F≥10.5 for fast), whereas no differences are found be-
tween TCLF , TCLF HF , and DC . Box plots of the task completion time are shown in Fig.
2.12. For the reversal rate, similar results are obtained; T CLF , T CLF HF , and DC all show
a decrease in the reversal rate compared to TCN F (p≤0.002, F≥18.7 for accurate and
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Figure 2.10: Constrained translational task—task completion time. T CN F performance is inferior, T CLF and
TCLF HF show no measurable difference, while DC yields superior performance.

Figure 2.11: Constrained translational task—reversal rate. Control effort classification: TCN F > TCLF =
TCLF HF > DC .
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Figure 2.12: Constrained rotational task—task completion time. TCN F shows inferior performance, whereas
no differences are found between TCLF , TCLF HF , and DC .

p≤0.007, F≥12.2 for fast), whereas in between T CLF , T CLF HF , and DC no differences
are found. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.13. The operator’s maximum input force differs
from this pattern. For DC compared to T CLF HF , the maximum operator input force is
increased for the visual and fast condition (p=0.0034, F=15.6), while for blind conditions
the input force is decreased (p≤0.031, F≥6.5). Visual and accurate shows no differences.

2.4. DISCUSSION
In general, increasing haptic feedback quality improves task performance, regardless of
operator and strategy. However, many significant differences found in the analyzed,
broad spectrum of haptic feedback only show a relatively small magnitude of change:
The largest improvement is a 54 percent reduction in task completion time, when com-
paring the extreme situation of full natural haptic feedback with no haptic feedback (DC
compared to TCN F ). Moreover, the differences of TCLF and TCLF HF with DC are much
smaller than expected. Even for the constrained rotational task, which describes a com-
plex path, the tasks could be performed fairly well for all conditions. Apparently, the
quality of haptic feedback does not substantially affect task performance.

For the free-space movement task, different haptic feedback conditions did not lead to
differences in task completion time and reversal rate, while the operator’s maximum in-
put forces are higher for TCLF and TCLF HF compared to T CN F and DC . This is an arti-
fact of the haptic controller; the position-error controller partially reflects the slave’s in-
ertia in TCLF and T CLF HF , but not in TCN F (no feedback controller) and DC (no slave).
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Figure 2.13: Constrained rotational task—reversal rate. Again, TCN F shows inferior performance compared to
the other conditions: TCN F > TCLF = T CLF HF = DC .

Also, interaction forces between bolt and spanner propagating through the tool to the
operator face a higher stiffness, lower inertia, and lower damping in DC (a rigid span-
ner) compared to TC (a two-bar linkage). Hence, one could argue that for DC , besides
a now perfect transparent haptic controller, the hardware has also become more trans-
parent.

The combination of contact transition and constrained translational tasks shows many
similarities with common peg-in-hole tasks; the operator is to align the relatively long
spanner properly, whereupon it is slid over the bolt. Peg-in-hole tasks are surprisingly
difficult to perform using robotic manipulators, partly due to the limited mechanical
compliance of the robotic device [24]. Telemanipulators, in general, are a relative com-
pliant type of robotic manipulators. For example, Christiansson [28] pointed out that
due to its compliance, the predecessor of the device used in this research seemed to
facilitate peg-in-hole tasks. Therefore, the stiffness of the critical, rotational degree of
freedom was increased by a factor of ∼4-5 to 261 Nmm/rad (n=4, σ=13) compared to
previous studies. Still, it could be possible that, during teleoperated conditions (TCN F ,
TCLF , and TCLF HF ), the manipulator facilitates peg-in-hole tasks to an extent where the
importance of a mating strategy, and thus haptic feedback quality, is reduced. For the
constrained position task, the second part of a peg-in-hole task, this compliance does
not seem to substantially reduce the usefulness of haptic feedback; providing feedback
in telemanipulated conditions (T CLF and TCLF HF compared to TCN F ) improves per-
formance and control effort, but performing the task with a rigid manipulator (DC com-
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pared to T CLF and TCLF HF ) improves the task execution even more. This is in agree-
ment with previous studies showing that peg-in-hole tasks benefit from haptic feedback
[55], [28]. For the contact transition task, a similar effect is seen, but only for the control
effort of fast executed trials. Thus, for the contact transition task, instead of an effect of
haptic feedback, it could also be the compliance that affects performance, in general,
and control effort for accurately performed trials.

Low-frequency haptic feedback improves performance for constrained translational and
constrained rotational tasks, but not for free-space movement nor contact transition
tasks. Further improvement of the haptic feedback quality, by providing additional high-
frequency haptic feedback (T CLF HF ) or by allowing direct control (DC ), does not sub-
stantially improve task performance. O‘Malley and Goldfarb [95] state that while the
lower boundary of connected telemanipulator system performance is limited by the tool
(telemanipulator) capabilities, the upper boundary is limited by the human operator
himself. In other words, there are certain minimum requirements to the content of the
information projected at the master side, but it is redundant to provide more informa-
tion [27]. Apparently, for the tested tasks, providing low-frequency haptic feedback suf-
fices the requirements to optimize the performance of the connected telemanipulator
system. Hence, low-frequency haptic feedback out of all haptic feedback is predomi-
nantly responsible for improvements in task performance for the experimental condi-
tions studied.

Humans, in general, are biased to use their visual channel for task control [74]. The
same holds for the subjects that participated in this experiment; they struggled to verify
the correctness of their movements in the absence of visual feedback, shown by the in-
crease in task completion time (for constrained translational, and constrained rotational
tasks), maximum input force (for contact transition and constrained translational tasks),
and reversal rate (for contact transition, constrained translational, and constrained ro-
tational tasks). Their movements show characteristics of explorative tasks, with indeci-
siveness and unstructured motion control. Hence, in most cases, subjects are quite right
to bias visual feedback. However, if subjects are forced to perform the contact transition
task under tight time constraints, the task completion time is equal for blind performed
tasks compared to tasks with visual feedback. This indicates that, specifically for the fast
executed contact transition task, the haptic channel dominates regardless of the visual
feedback conditions.

The four generalized fundamental tasks as defined in this study are mainly relevant for
maintenance and (dis-)assembly tasks. Typical examples are the remote handling activ-
ities as currently performed at fusion reactor JET [87] and as foreseen at future fusion
reactors [106]. Here, thoroughly offline planned and rehearsed tasks are performed in a
hard-to-hard environment, well known to the operator. For teleoperated tasks like those
in the medical field, soft tissue discrimination tasks are of vital importance. Hence, the
implementation of the high-frequency haptic feedback and the definition of the funda-
mental tasks may need application-specific adjustment.
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Another important acknowledgment is that the repeating nature of experiments, in gen-
eral, and this bolt-and-spanner task specifically could lead to a situation where subjects
are able to include the telemanipulator dynamics and task instructions into their body
scheme, to an extent where the focus shifts from feedback-based task control to control
on the basis of feedforward. While this partially is what is strived for, in practice, when
tasks are extensively offline rehearsed, feedforward control through extensive practice
can hinder the analysis of isolated task segments. In this experiment, feedforward con-
trol has been observed in all subtasks (the blind condition actually evokes feedforward
control deliberately). While the task cannot be performed decently without any form of
haptic and visual feedback (purely feedforward), the task performance on basis of solely
haptic or visual feedback is fair. Apparently, the subjects were well aware of the telema-
nipulator dynamics and could therefore include the telemanipulator dynamics into their
body scheme fairly well for this particular task and setting.

Although the bolt-and-spanner task is, in principle, a three degree of freedom task (3
DoF), containing two translations and one rotation, performing a similar task in 6 DoFs
would be fundamentally more difficult. A planar 3 DoF environment can be optimally
visualized using only one perpendicular camera view, whereas for 6 DoF one would need
at least three camera views for verification of the three translations and rotations. Hence,
tracking all 6 DoF simultaneously via the visual channel adds complications in (depth)
perception and introduces virtual translations between the camera views; implications
that do not occur when making the same transition for the haptic cue. Therefore, it is
expected that operators will be much more dependent on the haptic channel for 6 DoF
manipulation tasks than they are for 3 DoF tasks.

The results suggest that, for the tasks studied, limited task performance improvements
may be expected when further pursuing optimal transparency. A promising alternative
strategy is to support the operator by providing additional virtual feedback information,
either visually (e.g., augmented reality [11]) or haptically (e.g., virtual fixtures [107]). An
example that stands out in literature is shared control, first described by Steele and Gille-
spie [120]. Shared control offers the ability to highlight preferred control strategies to
enhance performance or safety in dynamic work environments, for example, by provid-
ing haptic guidance signals [7]. Haptic shared control shows promising results in the
automotive domain (e.g., lane changing [7]), and recently also in teleoperation (e.g., ob-
stacle avoidance [68]). By looking at the task requirements, shared control directly and
continuously supports the operator in his task. As a result, it improves performance of
the system as a whole. Improving transparency on the other hand mainly focuses on a
single element of the connected telemanipulator system (the telemanipulator), which
according to this study, leaves only marginal space to improve the system’s overall per-
formance. Illustrative is the research by Boessenkool et al. [14], which shows that aug-
mented feedback on basis of solely shared control is more effective than feedback based
on transparency optimization.

This study suggests that only by combining state-of-the-art developments in control
techniques and thorough understanding of human motion control with sophisticated
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support strategies like shared control, the task performance of the connected telema-
nipulation system can be optimized.

2.5. CONCLUSIONS
The influence of haptic feedback quality on teleoperated task performance and control
effort has been assessed for a typical (dis-)assembly task in a hard-to-hard environment,
well-known to the operator. Four fundamental subtasks have been identified, namely:
1) free-space movement, 2) contact transition, 3) constrained translational, and 4) con-
strained rotational tasks. For the experimental conditions studied, it can be concluded
that compared to baseline task performance without haptic feedback:

• Overall task performance is substantially improved by providing low-frequency
haptic feedback, while further increasing the haptic feedback quality yields only
marginal improvements, even if a full natural spectrum of haptic feedback is pro-
vided.

• Improvements due to low-frequency haptic feedback occur during constrained
translational (a reduction in task completion time, maximum input force, and re-
versal rate) and constrained rotational subtasks (a reduction in task completion
time and reversal rate).

• Compared to low-frequency haptic feedback, providing a full spectrum of haptic
feedback improves constrained translational tasks (in terms of task-completion
time, maximum input force, and reversal rate) and fast executed contact transition
tasks (in terms of maximum input force), while the performance and control effort
of constrained rotational tasks remains unaffected.
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3
EXPLORING HAPTIC FEEDBACK

DESIGNS FOR RATE CONTROLLED

SYSTEMS

The design of haptic feedback in rate control is challenging as the input (i.e. master) does
not match the controlled system’s (i.e. slave) output, in terms of physical quantity as well
as order of magnitude. Therefore the measured interaction forces of the controlled system
with its environment cannot be reflected directly to the human operator. In this chapter
the efficacy of four different haptic interface designs for rate control is determined for free-
space, contact transition and force-level tasks. Fig. 3.1 shows a simplified control-theoretic
representation of the experimental conditions.

This chapter was submitted for review to IEEE Transactions on Haptics
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Figure 3.1: Simplified control-theoretic representation of the study as performed in this chapter. In
order to study the efficacy of haptic feedback design for a rate-controlled task, four haptic feed-
back designs (shown in red) were evaluated within a uniform framework including (sub)tasks, task
instruction and visual feedback.
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ABSTRACT
In rate control, the position of the operators input device commands a desired velocity
for the controlled machine. This type of control is the industry standard for operators
controlling heavy machines over large workspaces. The operator usually only has visual
feedback and feels no haptic feedback concerning the machine dynamics, or its interac-
tion forces with the environment. Where haptic information potentially makes task exe-
cution more intuitive and easier to control, especially with complex machine dynamics.
This study explores four design options for providing an operator with haptic feedback
on the input device, 1) a basic spring stiffness to convey manipulator position, 2) the
basic spring with an additional deadband force around zero, 3) an approach from liter-
ature to feedback the derivative of the machine’s measured interaction forces, and 4) a
novel method to feedback the interaction forces by manipulating the stiffness of the in-
put device. Subjects (n=12) used a haptic manipulator to control a virtual slow dynamic
system with rate control, performing three generic subtasks: goal-directed movements,
minimizing impact force during contact transitions, and controlling the level of slave
force when in contact with a visco-elastic environment. The results show improvements
for offering an advanced static spring to the basic spring during goal-directed move-
ments, but equal results for reflecting environment feedback compared to the advanced
spring. For reflecting environment forces as additional stiffness, improvements were
found when conducting force level tasks. We conclude that the novel stiffness feedback
provides operators most advantages in task performance and control effort over the en-
tire range of task types.

3.1. INTRODUCTION
Teleoperation of large heavy machines such as excavators or cranes, is often performed
using rate control; where the position of the operators input device (e.g. joystick) com-
mands the desired velocity remote machine (hereafter called slave) [113, 115, 116]. Rate
control allows the slave’s movement to be commanded over a large (theoretically infi-
nite) workspace, as opposed to the position control encountered in bilateral telemanip-
ulation [72, 42]. Typically, in rate controlled large heavy machines, visual feedback of
task-related information is available on screens. The control device is typically passive,
with a static centring stiffness [113, 80]. Therefore the operator feels no feedback on the
control device concerning the machine dynamics, or its interaction forces with the en-
vironment (e.g. soil or attached loads). Such important information can then only be
perceived by ambient cues (sounds and vibrations).

This paper focuses on feedback of the interaction forces during rate control, with
the aim to contribute to improvements in task execution for rate controlled large heavy
machines [96]. Previous work on force feedback in position controlled slow dynamic
systems has shown understanding and predicting the dynamic behaviour. This has led
to improvements in task execution and control effort for slow dynamic systems during
free space tasks [133]. The goal of this paper is to experimentally evaluate different haptic
feedback designs to facilitate operators during rate control of heavy slaves. Literature
describes two methods to translate interaction forces between slave and environment to
a master device held by the operator: force-based feedback and stiffness-based feedback
[80, 109, 102, 110]. Both types of feedback methods are illustrated in Fig. 3.2.
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Human 
Operator

Master Device Slave Robot
Task 

Environment
Rate

Controller

Master
Stiffness

Stiffness
Feedback

Force-based
Feedback

Visual Feedback

Xs

FeFs
Xm

Xm

Fm

Xs

Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of a human controlling a rate controlled remote machine with two meth-
ods of haptic feedback visualized, adapted from Salcudean [9]. Note that the rate controller block is modified
to be able to separately visualize the environment interaction force Fe directly. Fe is either directly fed back as
a force (or its derivative) on the master device or as an adapting factor of the master stiffness.

Two main information channels (position error and interaction forces) can be re-
flected with haptics when the four-channel structure in position control is used (based
on the work of [138] and [52]). The same approach is used for rate control by Salcudean
et al. [110, 139] by reflecting the velocity error and the measured environment forces
to the human operator. The velocity error informs the operator about the dynamics of
the controlled machine, by reflecting the difference on the acquired velocity to the com-
manded velocity. This informs the state of the vehicle of (de)accelerations. Reflecting
the dynamic information seems most informative when operating slow dynamic vehi-
cles in free-space tasks [133]. Reflecting the measured environment forces informs the
operator of the interaction of the vehicle with the environment.

The theoretical design of haptic feedback during rate control has been extensively
investigated by Salcudean et al. [80, 102, 110, 139, 109]. One of the things they suggested
is that the derivative of the measured force should be reflected instead of the force itself.
Reflecting forces in a rate controlled task shows promising results for velocity and force
tracking in theory [110, 139]. This concept solves the potential problems of direct force
feedback that lead to possible instabilities because the feedback drives the input de-
vice out of its neutral point of zero input. The practical applicability of reflecting these
derivative forces has been questioned, because it results in no longer a natural feel of the
occurring contact forces [80, 102].

Another way of overcoming this problem was suggested by [102]. He proposed stiff-
ness feedback to indicate a clear neutral point and maintain stability also for zero in-
puts. Similar effects for stiffness feedback compared to direct force feedback has been
researched for car driving applications by [4], to maintain stability for a haptic guid-
ance systems using shared control [90]. Stiffness feedback remains the general centring
stiffness around the central neutral point clearly informed to the human operator, there-
fore stability is easily maintained as well. [88] investigated the stability when reflecting
forces in rate control and compared this for various methods. They found for moderate
time delay problems that reflecting an estimated environment impedance as a form of
stiffness feedback to improve transparency while remaining robust stability. However to
maintain stability under time delay, [101] used velocity error to reflect forces to the op-
erator. They found also when colliding with objects that robust stability was guaranteed
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with variable time-delays by means of an energy-bounding algorithm. Combining ve-
locity error feedback with environment forces incorporated as stiffness feedback seems
promising to overcome instability by maintaining the general centring stiffness.

Besides the importance of the method of reflecting haptic information to the oper-
ator, another important question is what information type (e.g. velocity error and/or
measured environment forces) is relevant to the operator? To study this question, a use-
ful classification for tele-operated task execution is the division in three main task types:
free-space, contact transition and force level tasks, based on [133]. Rate con-trolled op-
erations are most often conducted in free-space tasks and typically controls large heavy
machines with a slow dynamic system response. Therefore, controlling these machines
might benefit most from a reflected velocity, informing its dynamic response. However,
when making contact in a contact transition task, informing the environment interac-
tion forces might indicate the impact more clearly. And controlling a specific force level
onto the environment during a force level task could also benefit from information about
the environment forces.

The objective of this study is to understand the extent to which different feedback
paradigms affect task execution in rate control. It seems most beneficial for stability
and satisfactory to remain a clear neutral point of zero input [102]. Therefore, it is hy-
pothesized that offering stiffness feedback is most useful of either the velocity error or
environment forces. It is also hypothesized that when offering only haptic feedback of
the state of the input device (i.e. static spring), a clear neutral point of zero input has to
be noticeable when using rate control.

In this study, a human factors experiment is conducted to evaluate the different feed-
back designs. In section 3.2 the four designs are described: two static springs, force-
based feedback and stiffness feedback. The methods are described in section 3.3 and
the results for each task type are described separately in section 3.4. The discussion and
conclusion can be found in section 3.5 and 3.6 respectively.

3.2. HAPTIC FEEDBACK DESIGN
Usually, during rate control the only forces an operator feels on the control interface
are due to the passive dynamics (mainly a static spring). No task-related feedback of
the controlled machine is given, such as its achieved velocity or encountered environ-
ment force. This section details four different approaches to design haptic feedback on
the control interface; two static spring designs, force-based and stiffness feedback. This
section also includes the tuning of each approach for subsequent human-in-the-loop
experiments as described in section 3.3.

3.2.1. TWO STATIC SPRING DESIGNS

In rate control the input device position corresponds to a commanded slave velocity.
Hence, it is helpful to have a centring stiffness to help indicate the difference between a
zero-velocity command, accelerating or decelerating. A basic static spring can increase
the knowledge of the commanded velocity, due to the absolute position information
from the spring force [89]. Implementation of such spring force is common in rate con-
trol because of its simplicity and not requiring any additional sensory feedback.
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Figure 3.3: The static relation between master force Fm and master input xm for the four haptic feedback
design methods (the thick solid lines) and relevant design components (dotted and dashed lines). A) Two
static spring designs with a basic spring (Fbas.spr.) and advanced spring with clear zero indication (Fad v.spr.).
B) Force feedback designs based on literature, including the baseline spring (Fad v.spr ), with added velocity
error (Fad v.spr.+Fver r ) and derivative of environment (Fad v.spr.+Fver r +FdFe ). C) Stiffness feedback design
including the baseline spring (Fad v.spr.), with added stiffness (Fad v.spr. +Fst i f f ness ).
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In Fig. 3.3 A the blue thick solid line indicates the most basic spring, as typically
implemented in academic research (e.g. [80, 102, 110, 88]). The basic spring merely
consists of a stiffness gain kspr on the input position xm, as given in Eq. (3.1). In the block
diagram as shown in Fig. 3.4, this static spring is depicted with Hspr which effectively
creates the impedance of the master dynamics Hmaster . The stiffness gain kspr is tuned
to 40 N/m to result in approximately 8 N of force at maximal input, therefore enabling
to augment other forces (as clearly seen in Fig. 3.11 at item II). The damping gain bspr is
set to 6 Ns/m, to achieve a closed loop damping ratio of 0.3.

Fbas,spr = kspr · xm +bspr · ẋm (3.1)

Industry practice typically incorporates an out-of-zero switch in the joystick mecha-
nism, to ensure zero input at a certain deadband (e.g. Gessmann GmbH industrial joy-
stick mechanism [111]). This also gives a much better indication of the zero position at
an overall low spring stiffness. This nonlinear spring characteristic was implemented by
overlaying a much higher stiffness within a small deadband, as given in Eq. (3.2). The
deadband position xdb of 4 mm, 1% of maximal stroke, contained a stiffness kdb tuned
to 1500 N/m to result in 3 N of constant force outside the deadband.

Fad v,spr = kspr ·max(|xm |−xdb ,0) · si g n(xm)+kdb ·mi n(|xm |, xdb)+bspr · ẋm

bad v,spr =
{

bdb , |xm | < xdb

bspr , |xm | ≥ xdb

(3.2)

This advanced spring gives a clear zero velocity indication inside the deadband for a
complete stop of the slave velocity. In Fig. 3.3 A the red thick line indicates the advanced
spring with deadband force indication. The thin red dashed line indicates the increases
stiffness kdb which is limited to the deadband position xdb . The damping bad v.spr. is
kept equal to the basic spring for outside of the deadband and within set to 37 Ns/m to
maintain an equal damping ratio of 0.3.

3.2.2. FORCE-BASED FEEDBACK DESIGN
Information of the state of the slave can also be reflected to the operator. These states
include the velocity error (between commanded and realized slave velocity), and the
measured interaction force between slave and environment (e.g., mud, rock and tools).

The velocity error ver r is defined as the difference in the commanded velocity (based
on the master position xm) and the realized system velocity vs Eq.(3.3). Because the
slave operates at a larger workspace then the master device is capable of, a scaling factor
Gscale of 0.2 is implemented. The block diagram in Fig. 3.4 shows that the velocity error
not only can be reflected to the operator, but also is used to control the slave Hcontr ol .
Therefore the scaling factor Gscale also determines the commanded desired slave veloc-
ity based on the master position xm in Fig. 3.4.

ver r = vs − xm

Gscale
(3.3)

The feedback force of the velocity error is comparable to the controlled slave force FC

as shown in Fig. 3.4, therefore includes the controller gains KP and KD , based on [110].
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This force is reduced with a force feedback gain G f b,ver r of 0.1 to keep the forces tangible
to the operator, as shown in Eq.(3.4). This velocity error feedback force is shown in Fig.
3.3 B as the thin brown dashed line, which essentially creates a spring stiffness around
the acquired velocity vs of the slave.

Fer r =G f b,ver r ·
(
KP · ver r +KD · ∂ver r

∂t

)
(3.4)

The measured contact environment force Fenv is fed back to the operator as a deriva-
tive in time, for a transparent four channel system [110]. This is implemented with gain
G f b,Ḟe of 0.05 on top of the scaling gain Gscale , as shown in Eq.(3.5), for which the envi-
ronment force Fenv is filtered with a 50 Hz lowpass second order Butterworth filter.

FdFe =G f b,Ḟe ·
(
Fenv · ∂ver r

∂t

)
(3.5)

The total force feedback based on literature using the complete four channel ap-
proach is a combination of the static spring Fad v,spr. of Eq.(3.2), the velocity error Fver r .
and the environment force FḞe as shown in Eq.(3.6). The summation of feedback for
these two different information channels is also depicted in Fig. 3.4 with the two parallel
blocks for force-based feedback.

F f or ce,l i t = Fad v.spr. +Fver r +FḞe (3.6)

The thick brown dash-dotted line in Fig. 3.3 B shows that when adding the veloc-
ity error force Fver r to the static spring force Fad v.spr., the neutral point shifts from the
acquired velocity vs of the slave towards zero. The addition of the environment force
derivative may cause substantial oscillations in the neutral point after impact due to the
nature of this signal. This results in loss of a clear zero point of commanded slave veloc-
ity.

3.2.3. STIFFNESS FEEDBACK DESIGN
The fourth haptic feedback design is based on the work of [102], whom also applied
stiffness feedback instead of force-based feedback to maintain stability in hard environ-
ments. However in this study the additional stiffness gain is based on both the velocity
error kst ,ver r and the environment force kst ,Fe , as shown in Eq.(3.7).

Fst i f f ness =
(
kst ,ver r {xm , vs }+kst ,Fe {Fenv }

) · xm (3.7)

The stiffness gain kst ,ver r is a function of the absolute velocity error as stated in Eq.(3.8),
with a gain Gst ,ver r of 0.2.

kst ,ver r =Gst ,ver r ·
∣∣∣∣vs − xm

Gscale

∣∣∣∣ (3.8)

The stiffness gain kst ,Fe is a function of the absolute measured scaled environment
force with a gain Gst ,Fe of 0.7, as stated in Eq.(3.9).

kst ,Fe =Gst ,Fe · |Fenv ·Gscale | (3.9)
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Figure 3.4: Block diagram demonstrating the three haptic feedback design types, static springs (red), force-
based feedback (yellow) and stiffness feedback (green). The block diagram consists of a local master device
from which a human force is converted into an input position, and scaled to a desired slave velocity. From this
a closed loop controller actuates the remote slave device with a controller force, which again interacts with
a remote environment. Both the achieved slave velocity and interaction forces are fed back to the lower two
feedback designs types.

The stiffness force Fst i f f ness of Eq.(3.7) is based on the input position xm and is a
linear stiffness around zero as shown with the thin green dashed line in Fig. 3.3 C. The
total stiffness feedback design is a combination (shown in Eq.(3.10)) of both the static
spring of Eq.(3.2) and the additional stiffness force of Eq.(3.7), shown in Fig. 3.3 C with
the thick solid green line.

Fst i f f n,des = Fad v.spr. +Fst i f f ness (3.10)

The stiffness force of Eq.(3.7) consists of two parts (velocity error and environment
force), depicted in the block diagram in Fig. 3.4 with the two parallel blocks for stiffness
feedback. However the environment force Fst ,Fe only gives feedback when in contact
with an environment. And when in contact the slave velocity would be near zero, thus
the feedback would not inform clearly on the system dynamics. Therefore the feedback
is designed to switch off the velocity error feedback when making contact, essentially
switching between environment forces and velocity error feedback.
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HapticMASTER

Figure 3.5: Experimental Setup. The subject holds the master input device HapticMASTER of Moog Inc. while
executing a single degree of freedom task in rate control.

3.3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

3.3.1. SUBJECTS

Twelve subjects, with an average age of 27.8 years and 5.5 year standard deviation, vol-
unteered for the experiment. None of the subjects had previous experience with teleop-
eration and were naive about the experiment. All subjects gave their written informed
consent prior to the experiment. The setup and experiments were approved by the local
ethics committee of the Delft University of Technology.

3.3.2. APPARATUS

The experiments were performed on the HapticMASTER (FCS Moog Inc.) as shown in
Fig. 3.5, on which the four feedback designs were implemented. The HapticMASTER
is 3 DoF, but was constrained to only allow movement along the radial-axis of the de-
vice, which was aligned with the sagittal plane of the subject (fig. 3.5). The admittance-
controlled HapticMASTER has a position resolution of 12e−3 mm, a stiffness of 10 kN/m,
force sensitivity of 10 mN and frequency response of 25 Hz [126]. The virtual inertia and
damping of the master device were respectively set at Jm of 2.5 kg and Bm of 5 Ns/m. The
manipulator was controlled with a VxWorks RT operating system running at 2048 Hz.

The slave system Hs , designed in Matlab Simulink, was simulated on an additional
real-time controller by Bachmann GmbH. This virtual slave was implemented according
to Eq. 3.11. We aimed at a bandwidth of Hs of approximately 0.6 Hz, as large heavy
machines such as excavators or cranes can be typically described having a 0.2-1 Hz cutoff
frequency (e.g., [80, 113, 115, 116]). We chose inertia Js of 200 kg, and then - limited by
closed-loop stability - settled with a damping Bs of 800 Ns/m, proportional gain KP of
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Figure 3.6: Bode plot and step response of the slave system (open-loop). The Bodeplot on the left is showing
the cut-off frequency of approx. 0.57 Hz of a first order system with second order dynamics. This is also shown
in the right for the step response shown for slave position and the derivative to a step input on the master
position.

2000, derivative gain KD of 70, and a scaling factor Gscale of 0.2. This gives the slave
system Hs a bandwidth of approximately 0.57 Hz, as shown in Fig. 3.6 with plots of
frequency and time responses. Notice that, in simulation, the the absolute values of the
parameters of Hs is irrelevant, and it is about their relative proportions.

The real-time controller runs at 1000 Hz and logs its (state) data at the same fre-
quency. The visualization on the display was updated at a rate of 25 Hz.

Hs = xs

xm
= 1

Gscale
· KD · s +KP

Js · s3 + (KD +Bs ) · s2 +KP · s
(3.11)

3.3.3. EXPERIMENT DESIGN
While controlling the virtual slave subjects were offered with each of the four feedback
designs from section 3.2, static springs, force-based and stiffness feedback. These de-
signs were tested in three general task types, free-space, contact transition and force
level. In Fig. 3.7 the visualization of each task type is given and in table 3.1 above are
the corresponding condition explanations. The content of each experimental condition
depends on the conducted task (e.g. in free-space there is no measured environment
force).

The Free-Space task (FS) consisted of four experimental conditions: 1) baseline con-
dition of a simple spring, 2) industry practice of an advanced spring with clear zero ve-
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Table 3.1: Description of Experimental Conditions per Sub-Task

Free Space Task Contact Transition Task Force Level Task

1. Bas. Spr. Basic static spring - -

2. F-based Advanced static spring
with deadband indica-
tion

Advanced static spring
with deadband indica-
tion

Advanced static spring
with deadband indica-
tion

3. F-based Advanced static spring
with velocity error as
force-based feedback

Adv. static spring with
vel. error and derivative
of environment force as
force-based feedback

Adv. static spring with
vel. error and derivative
of environment force as
force-based feedback

4. Stiffness Advanced static spring
with velocity error as
stiffness feedback

Adv. static spring with
vel. feedback in free-
space and environment
force when in contact as
stiffness feedback

Adv. static spring with
environment force as
stiffness feedback

A

Accurately position the
cursor in the circle

xs(t)

xtarg(t)

B

Gently make contact with the object,
aim for right impact force

0

0
xs(t)

xobj(t)
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C

Compress the object 
to the right level

0

xobj(t)

xtarg(t)

Figure 3.7: Visualizations of the three subtasks. A) Free-Space task, the red dot indicates the slave position and
the black circle the target position. B) Contact Transition task, the blue block represents the object and the
three small red lines in the rectangle on the left the required target impact force. C) Force Level task, the blue
block represents the object that needs to be compressed up to the thin green line.
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locity indication, 3) velocity error as force-based feedback and 4) as stiffness feedback.
The target to reach varied in free-space step size of 20% and 30% of screen size in both
directions for unpredictability of task execution to the subjects. Only the small step size
was used for analysing task execution to emphasize on the final positioning and reduce
noise during the travelled distance, where the target size is 1.25% of the smaller step size.

The Contact Transition task (CT) consisted of three experimental conditions: 2) in-
dustry practice of an advanced spring, 3) velocity error as force-based feedback plus the
derivative of the measured environment force, and 4) both velocity error and environ-
ment force as stiffness feedback. The margin to the objects to make contact with var-
ied in free space distance of 19% and 28% of screen size in both directions. Only the
largest margin was used for analysing task execution to emphasize on the achieved im-
pact force. The object consisted of a stiff spring-damper properties of respectively 100
kN/m and 2 kNs/m, combined with the slave damping and inertia resulting in a second
order system with a 3.6 Hz natural frequency and damping ratio of 0.32.

The Force Level task (FL) also consisted of three experimental conditions: 2) indus-
try practice of an advanced spring with clear zero velocity indication, 3) velocity error
as force-based feedback plus the derivative of the measured environment force and 4)
environment force as a stiffness. The object had to be compressed to half its size as indi-
cated with the green thin line (which consisted of 10% of the screen size). The stiffness
of the blocks that had to be compressed varied accordingly to the target interaction force
levels of 2750 N and 1833 N for equal compression distance. Only the largest force level
was used for analysing task execution. For the feedback to the operator the interaction
force was scaled using the designs as described in section 3.2, for an equivalent direct
force feedback as example this scaling would be approximately 1% of this force to the
operator.

During the experiment, each experimental condition was tested using eight repeti-
tions of either of the three task types to be completed. These eight repetition consisted
of two variations for each task types, applied in two directions. The order of the three or
four experimental conditions and the order of the three subtasks were both counterbal-
anced using a Balanced Latin Square Design (BLSD) [48]. Variations with each task type
and direction were also counterbalanced using a BLSD.

3.3.4. PROCEDURE

Each subject was asked to stand in front of the input device, HapticMASTER, and hold
the black knob with one hand as depicted in Fig. 3.5. The display behind the input
device showed either of the three subtasks as shown in Fig. 3.7, indicating the free-space,
contact transition or force level task. The subjects were asked to conduct the task as fast
as possible and each prior task execution time was shown to the subject. For the free-
space task subjects had to hold the operated red dot within the black target circle for
one second until the next target appeared. The contact-transition task was instructed
and trained to aim for the target impact force as indicated and was constant throughout
the experiment. The force level task was instructed to compress the blue rectangular
block with the red controlled dot up to the green indicated target line. When subjects
completed each repetition of either of the subtasks a short beep was given auditory to
indicate the completion of the repetition.
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Prior to each experimental condition, the subjects were presented with a training se-
quence also consisting of eight repetitions of the subtask to be conducted. Also, prior to
each subtask the subjects were presented with a familiarization task, which consisted of
the baseline condition for that particular subtask (basic or advanced spring). The famil-
iarization trial also consisted of the eight repetitions, but was repeated until consistent
task execution of under 10 seconds was achieved.

3.3.5. MEASURED VARIABLES AND METRICS

Task performance is measured with settling time and overshoot for both the free-space
(FS) and force level (FL) task. Settling time is the time elapsed from the start of the step
input until the operator stayed within the target. Overshoot of the target is defined as the
percentage of distance the target was exceeded outside of the boundaries. For the con-
tact transition (CT) task the time-to-contact and impact error were used as performance
metrics. The time it took before making contact is the time the operator had actively
control over the task. After making contact the time of the task was defined by a fixed
impact measurement time of 200 ms. The impact force is relevant for what the operator
did during contact, which had a target interaction impact force of 1000 N and the error
between what was maximally realized, is defined as impact error.

For all three subtasks steering reversals and master force are used as objective metrics
for control effort. Steering reversals is defined as the amount of zero crossings of the
operator force input, using a second order Butterworth filter with a 5 Hz cutoff frequency,
a deadband threshold of 25 mN and a minimum of 250 mN between each reversal was
required to filter out unintentional noise on the signal, similar to [14] and [78]. Physical
effort was calculated as the mean of the amount of force applied to the input device.

For subjective measures the Van der Laan questionnaire was used to capture the use-
fulness and satisfying score of the feedback design for all three subtasks [30]. The useful-
ness consisted of 5 components: useful, good, effective, assisting and raising alertness.
The satisfying consisted of four components: pleasant, nice, likeable and desirable. Sub-
jects rated the usefulness and satisfying components on a five point scale from -2 to +2.
Usefulness and satisfying scores were calculated by averaging respective components.

3.3.6. DATA ANALYSIS

For each subject and form of support system, the metrics are computed per trial and av-
eraged subsequently over the four repetitions. Per metric, the means are compared be-
tween the forms of support using a repeated measures analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA).
A Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied when sphericity was violated. For signifi-
cant main effects (p<0.05), post-hoc comparisons with Bonferroni correction for multi-
ple comparisons was applied.

3.4. RESULTS
The results of all metrics as explained in section 3.3.5 are given for the task type free-
space, contact transition and force level in tables 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 respectively. For clarity, the
results presented in Fig. 3.8, 3.9, 3.10 only include the results of the two most relevant
performance metrics, an objective effort metric and subjective metrics. The data tables
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include the detailed result and statistical results for each metric in each task type.

3.4.1. FREE-SPACE TASK

In the free-space task subjects had to perform the task as fast as possible. This resulted
in a tradeoff for performance of speed and accuracy of reaching the target. In Fig. 3.8.A
are therefore the results shown of the overshoot and settling time in a two dimensional
graph, where overshoot is a metric of accuracy and settling time of the speed tradeoff.
Results show a significant difference in settling time (p=.005, F=8.2) and post-hoc com-
parisons show a reduced settling time when offering an advanced static spring with clear
zero velocity indication compared to a basic spring (31% mean reduction, p=.028). No
difference in overshoot was found as also given in table 3.2.

Control effort obviously increased for physical effort by the measured master force
when offering more feed-back (p<.001, F=67). Interestingly mental effort increased when
offering feedback of the state of the slave, as shown in 3.8.B with a difference in steering
reversals (p<.001, F=9.4). This can be seen by the increased steering reversals when of-
fering force-based feedback compared to the baseline static spring (36% mean increase,
p=.014) or advanced spring (45% mean increase, p=.003). And this can also be seen with
an increase for stiffness feedback to the basic spring (35% mean increase, p=.017).

Subjective measures show a clear increase in satisfying (p=.005) and usefulness (p=.039)
of the advanced spring compared to the basic spring. Usefulness also increased when of-
fering stiffness feedback compared to the basic spring (p=.003).

Table 3.2: Results of Free Space Task

T settling Overshoot Reversals F master Usefulness Satisfying
[s] [%] [-] [N] [-] [-]

1. Basic 1 7.86 4.06 15.75 1.81 -0.38 -0.63
Spring (6.46, 9.25) (1.76, 6.35) (13.35, 18.15) (1.62, 2.00) (-0.80, 0.04) (-1.25, 0.00)

2. Adv. 1 5.45 2.87 14.81 4.26 0.55 1.06
Spring (5.05, 5.86) (1.25, 4.48) (13.61, 16.01) (4.05, 4.46) ( 0.10, 1.00) (0.70, 1.43)

3. F-based 1 6.13 3.64 21.48 6.53 0.35 0.13
Feedback (5.58, 6.67) (2.40, 4.87) (18.77, 24.19) (5.96, 7.11) (-0.04, 0.74) (-0.29, 0.54)

4. Stiffness 1 6.15 1.88 19.92 6.17 0.62 0.29
Feedback (5.75, 6.56) ( 1.23, 2.53) (17.50, 22.34) ( 5.14, 7.20) ( 0.35, 0.89) (-0.15, 0.74)

Statistics 2 p=.005 p=.191 p<.001 p<.001 p=.001 p<.001
(F=8.2) (F=1.7) (F=9.4) (F=67) (F=7.5) (F=8.8)

Post-hoc 3 1 to 2, p=.028 - 1 to 3, p=.014 all, p<.01 except 1 to 2, p=.039 1 to 2, p=.005

2 to 3, p=.003 2 to 4, p=.024 1 to 4, p=.003 2 to 3, p=.033

2 to 4, p=.017 3 to 4, p>.1

Main mean results of all evaluation metrics for performance, control effort and subjective measures, accompanied with their
statistical results for free-space tasks.
1 Group mean (95% Confidence Interval).
2 Statistics are shown with a p and F value for a Repeated Measures ANOVA with Greenhouse-Geisser corrections when
sphericity was violated.
3 Post-hoc comparisons were applied using Bonferroni compensation.
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Figure 3.8: Results of free-space task for all four conditions applied. A) settling time (x-axis) versus overshoot
(y-axis). B) number of steering reversals. C) subjective Van der Laan measure. All results are shown of the
group mean (thick filled marker) and their 95% confidence interval (thick error bars), combined with individual
subject means (thin markers). The horizontal bars indicate a significant difference over the factor environment
or support, where "•" denote the significance level of p<0.05.

3.4.2. CONTACT TRANSITION TASK
In the contact transition task subjects had to make contact with the object with a given
impact force as fast as possible. This gives a tradeoff in time to complete and accuracy
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Figure 3.9: Results of contact transition task for all three conditions applied. A) time to contact (x-axis) versus
impact error (y-axis), with the dashed lines representing the given impact force range indication. B) number of
steering reversals. C) subjective Van der Laan measure. General figure representations of metrics are described
in the caption of Fig. 3.8
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of achieving the impact force. In 3.9.A this is shown for the time to contact and impact
error results, in a two dimensional graph but with no statistical significant difference.

Control effort however reduces when offering force-based feedback compared to
both the advanced static spring and stiffness feedback (mean reduction of 38% and 28%
respectively, both p<.001) as can be seen in 3.9.B. Physical effort also increases when
offering force-based or stiffness feedback (p<.001).

Subjective measures however show a clear reduction of satisfying for when offering
force-based feedback to the static spring and stiffness feedback (p<.001 and p=.003 re-
spectively) as can be seen in 3.9.C.

3.4.3. FORCE LEVEL TASK

In the force level task subjects had to compress the object to a specific point and there-
fore corresponding force level. This resulted in a tradeoff between speed and accuracy
which can be seen in settling time and overshoot respectively as can be seen in 3.10.A.
Results show a large reduction of overshoot when offering stiffness feedback compared
to an advanced static spring (77%, p=.038). However this comes with an increased set-
tling time for stiffness feedback compared to the static spring (10%, p=.017).

Control effort reduces when offering information regarding the state of the slave,
both force-based and stiffness feedback have reduced reversals compared to the ad-
vanced static spring (both 37%, p<.01).

Subjective measures show a clear difference in both satisfying and usefulness of the
static spring compared to offering force-based and stiffness feedback. Both force-based
and stiffness feedback have a reduced satisfying score (p=.029 and p=.007 respectively).

Table 3.3: Results of Contact Transition Task

T contact Impact err. Reversals F master Usefulness Satisfying
[s] [N] [-] [N] [-] [-]

2. Adv. 1 5.50 142.8 16.85 6.20 0.07 0.33
Spring (5.10, 5.91) (-53.7,339.3) (14.8, 18.9) (5.93, 6.47) (-0.27, 0.41) (-0.08, 0.74)

3. F-based 1 5.41 448.4 10.52 8.88 0.22 -1.25
Feedback (5.06, 5.77) (233.2,663.6) (9.4, 11.7) (8.18, 9.57) (-0.19, 0.63) (-1.53, -0.97)

4. Stiffness 1 5.73 288.0 14.67 9.81 0.67 0.00
Feedback (5.41, 6.06) (147.8,428.2) (13.1, 16.3) ( 8.63, 10.98) ( 0.22, 1.11) (-0.59, 0.59)

Statistics 2 p=.210 p=.118 p<.001 p<.001 p=.091 p<.001
(F=1.7) (F=2.7) (F=20) (F=29) (F=2.7) (F=16)

Post-hoc 3 - - 2 to 3, p<.001 2 to 3, p<.001 - 2 to 3, p<.001

3 to 4, p<.001 2 to 4, p<.001 3 to 4, p=.003

Main mean results of all evaluation metrics for performance, control effort and subjective measures, accompanied with their
statistical results for free-space tasks.
1 Group mean (95% Confidence Interval).
2 Statistics are shown with a p and F value for a Repeated Measures ANOVA with Greenhouse-Geisser corrections when
sphericity was violated.
3 Post-hoc comparisons were applied using Bonferroni compensation.
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Figure 3.10: Results of force level task for all three conditions applied. A) settling time (x-axis) versus overshoot
(y-axis). B) number of steering reversals. C) subjective Van der Laan measure. General figure representations
of metrics are described in the caption of Fig. 3.8
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3.5. DISCUSSION
The tested control interface designs substantially affected the execution of rate con-
trolled tasks. The analysis focused on analysing the impact of different interface designs
for three generic subtask types: free-space, contact transition and force level tasks.

The free-space task was most challenging to execute with the basic spring (lowest
reported usefulness and satisfaction), which evoked large inter-subject variability. The
advanced spring (with clear zero velocity indication) improved rate control compared to
the basic spring, both in terms of settling time and in reported usefulness and satisfac-
tion. Interestingly, in research static springs are typically only implemented as a basic
spring (e.g. [80, 102, 110, 88]) and not as an advanced spring as usually implemented in
industry (e.g. Gessmann GmbH [111]). This research shows that implementing this sim-
ple nonlinear spring characteristic into a static spring already shows clear improvements
for task execution.

The two designs that feedback information regarding the state of the slave (i.e. force-
based and stiffness feedback conditions) entailed a higher number of steering reversals.
This increased control effort could suggests a higher mental load, due to the additional
information offered to the operator. The participants rated both the force-based and
stiffness feedback conditions as more useful than the basic spring, although force-based
feed-back was reported to be less satisfying. In terms of objective metrics, stiffness feed-
back seemed to result in similar small settling times and lower overshoot as the advanced
spring but did not differ significantly to the basic spring. No difference in performance
was found between the force-based and the other three designs. This corresponds to re-
sults found in simulation by [139], who showed accurate tracking results during free mo-
tion and improved transparency when offering force-based feedback. [110] also found

Table 3.4: Results of Force Level Task

T settling Overshoot Reversals F master Usefulness Satisfying
[s] [%] [-] [N] [-] [-]

2. Adv. 1 4.70 3.09 18.85 5.37 0.10 0.96
Spring (4.36, 5.03) (1.68, 4.50) (16.32, 21.39) (5.08, 5.65) (-0.36, 0.65) (0.71, 1.21)

3. F-based 1 4.96 3.05 11.94 19.42 0.63 0.10
Feedback (4.64, 5.27) (1.39, 4.71) (10.77, 13.10) (18.44, 20.41) (0.34, 0.93) (-0.38, 0.58)

4. Stiffness 1 5.19 0.72 11.81 17.10 0.78 0.02
Feedback (4.79, 5.58) (0.29, 1.14) (10.23, 13.40) (16.44, 17.75) (0.47, 1.10) (-0.45, 0.49)

Statistics 2 p=.018 p=.010 p<.001 p<.001 p=.028 p=.002
(F=4.9) (F=5.7) (F=16) (F=532) (F=4.2) (F=8.2)

Post-hoc 3 2 to 4, p=.017 2 to 4, p=.038 2 to 3, p=.009 all, p<.001 except 2 to 4, p=.105 2 to 3, p=.029

3 to 4, p=.083 2 to 4, p=.001 3 to 4, p=.004 - 2 to 4, p=.007

Main mean results of all evaluation metrics for performance, control effort and subjective measures, accompanied with their
statistical results for free-space tasks.
1 Group mean (95% Confidence Interval).
2 Statistics are shown with a p and F value for a Repeated Measures ANOVA with Greenhouse-Geisser corrections when
sphericity was violated.
3 Post-hoc comparisons were applied using Bonferroni compensation.
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Figure 3.11: Time trace results of each component of force-based feedback, obtained from a typical subject for
A) in contact task. B) force level task. Force-based feedback (solid brown lines) consist of a static spring com-
ponent (red short-dotted lines), combined with velocity error feedback (cyan long-dotted lines), or combined
with the derivative environment force (magenta dashed-dotted lines).

accurate tracking results with experimental data up to 8 Hz when offering force-based
feedback.

Both force-based and stiffness feedback did not yield in substantial benefits com-
pared to the advanced spring, for the additionally required sensors and controllers to
enable this type of state feedback. Concluding, for pure free-space tasks an advanced
spring would be the best choice.

The contact transition task was most frustrating to control when force-based feed-
back was offered and was rated with lower satisfaction scores, although it did not result
in larger errors. This may be due to oscillatory forces at impact resulting in instabili-
ties and user discomfort. These oscillations are a result of feeding back the derivative of
force, an effect that is not mentioned in the simulation studies of [110]. The oscillating
effect occurs in human-in-the-loop contact transitions during force-derivative feedback,
this is shown for a typical subject in 3.11.A in box I. A similar effect is seen when offering
only the derivative component as for the all components combined. In the top sub figure
of Fig. 3.11.A it can be seen that equal task execution was performed when offering each
individual component of force-based feedback (velocity error and derivative environ-
ment force feedback). The derivative of the environment force shows a strong oscillating
effect for approximately 500 ms. The number of steering reversals was reduced for the
force-based feedback, possibly indicating subjects were hesitant of the oscillating feed-
back when making contact.

Similar oscillating results during force-based feedback were found by [110]. They
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showed force tracking performance for a single operator while interacting with a flexible
and rigid environment. During initial contact with both environment types, their results
show similar oscillating forces. [102] demonstrated that stiffness feedback avoided such
oscillations during contact transitions due to the inherently stabilizing factor of finite
restoring force of stiffness feedback.

In the force level task a significantly lower overshoot and increased settling time was
found during stiffness feedback compared to the advanced static spring. The beneficial
decrease in overshoot (77% reduction in means) is substantial compared to the relatively
small increase of settling time (10% increase in means). 3.10.A illustrates this trade-off
of a relatively large reduced overshoot, which comes with an increased settling time.
Both interface designs that feedback information about the physical interaction with the
environment (force-based and stiffness feedback) have the lowest workload in terms of
number of reversals and rating of usefulness and satisfaction.

Similar control inputs are given for the varying individual feedback components as
illustrated in the lowest sub figure of Fig. 3.11.B, resulting in similar force-level task ex-
ecutions as shown in the top sub figure. Box II in 3.11.B shows that the velocity error
component of force-based feedback results in substantial additional static stiffness dur-
ing in-contact, even though using similar control inputs when offered individual feed-
back components. When combined feedback is given, the velocity error dominates the
feedback signal and does not add important information to the operator during this task
execution. During stiffness feedback the velocity error component is switched off when
environment contact forces are detected, therefore not having this issue. And because
stiffness feedback is based on the absolute contact interaction force and not its deriva-
tive, the feedback remains increasing for increasing contact forces.

[110] found comparable experimental results for force tracking up to 8 Hz. During
static inputs the derivative of interaction forces becomes constant when in-contact. This
is proven mathematically as perfect transparency by Hashtrudi-Zaad [58, 88], based on
the perfect transparency control law of [79] for position control. To increase the aware-
ness of the environment interaction forces [58] suggests to reflect the contact force itself
instead of the derivative, which might lead to an unnatural feel [88, 102]. Offering stiff-
ness feedback as proposed by [102], avoids this problem, which our human-in-the-loop
study confirms.

In our study subjects performed rate control during abstracted (sub)tasks, which al-
lows detailed evaluation of task performance, but complicates generalization of the find-
ings to real-world tasks. The relatively small benefits of offering feedback of the state of
the slave found in this study are expected to be more substantial in more realistic tasks,
such as controlling a remote subsea vehicle or operating container cranes. Based on
this study, it is recommended to offer the stiffness feedback design from this study when
rate-controlled task consist of all three tested subtasks. When information regarding the
state of the slave is not present or costly to obtain, an advanced static spring with clear
zero indication as used in this study is recommended.

3.6. CONCLUSION
A human factors experiment was conducted to determine the efficacy of four different
haptic interface designs for rate control: two passive designs based on springs (standard
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and advanced) and two designs reflecting physical interaction in the remote environ-
ment (based on velocity error or on measured environment forces). The four designs
were tested during rate control of a slow virtual slave for three abstract subtasks: free-
space (FS), contact transition (CT) and force level (FL) tasks. For the experimental con-
ditions studied, the following is concluded:

• Compared to a basic spring, the advanced spring design with clear zero velocity
indication improves task performance (i.e. overshoot) and is rated as more useful
and satisfying (FS task).

• Feedback of velocity error either as force-based or additional stiffness does not
improve task performance and increases control effort (FS task).

• Feedback of the derivative of the environment force requires less control effort,
but is also rated less satisfying as a support (CT task).

• Reflecting the environment force as additional stiffness, improves task performance
(i.e. over-shoot) and costs less control effort (i.e. steering reversals) (FL task).

These results indicate that passive spring designs are sufficient for rate-controlled
tasks where free-space sub-tasks dominate. Feeding back information about the phys-
ical interaction is beneficial for in-contact tasks and force level tasks, where stiffness
feedback results in benefits over feedback back the derivative of the environment inter-
action force.
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4
A CYBERNETIC APPROACH TO

QUANTIFY THE EFFECT OF HAPTIC

FEEDBACK ON OPERATOR

CONTROL BEHAVIOR IN

FREE-SPACE TELEMANIPULATION

The extent to which haptic feedback affects operator control behaviour for trained move-
ments is only partially understood. This chapter describes a key experiment aimed at
quantifying the role of haptic feedback during free-air telemanipulation tasks. A well-
established cybernetic modelling framework was adopted, within which the effect of hap-
tic feedback scaling and slave dynamics on operator neuromuscular control mechanisms
(feedback and feedforward control), and consequently task execution, was evaluated. Fig.
4.1 shows a simplified control-theoretic representation of the experimental conditions.

This chapter was submitted for review to IEEE Transactions on Cybernetics
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Figure 4.1: Simplified control-theoretic representation of the study as performed in this chapter.
The effect of haptic feedback scaling and slave dynamics on operator neuromuscular control
mechanisms (framed in red) was studied within a well-established cybernetic modeling frame-
work. Slave dynamics and force feedback gain (shown in red) were modulated.
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ABSTRACT

Telemanipulation encompasses applications with a wide variety of slave dynamics, rang-
ing from minimally-invasive surgery to large-scale nuclear maintenance. Hence, the
haptic feedback from the remote site - which is considered essential to effectively per-
form tasks - is often scaled. The objective of this study is to quantify the effect of slave
dynamics and such scaling of haptic feedback on task execution, and to identify the cor-
responding changes in underlying control behavior of the operator using a cybernetic
model. In a human factors study, subjects (n=13) used a haptic master device to con-
trol a virtual slave in a 1 DoF pursuit task with preview. The simulated slave dynamics
were either fast or slow with respect to human operator dynamics. Four levels of haptic
feedback scaling were provided, namely 0%, 25%, 50% or 100%. The experimental re-
sults indicate that task execution was only marginally affected when manipulating hap-
tic feedback for fast dynamic systems. For slow dynamic systems, full haptic feedback
substantially improved task execution compared to no haptic feedback, but at the cost
of increased operator physical workload. Interestingly, these effects persisted for scaled
haptic feedback. Additional frequency domain analysis for the slow dynamic system re-
vealed that, compared to no feedback, any haptic feedback level enables operators to
generate phase lead, allowing for improved compensation of the slow slave system’s lag.
A quasi-linear cybernetic control model was fit to the data to quantify underlying control
behavior; the operator’s effective time delay and future viewpoint were substantially re-
duced for all haptic feedback conditions, compared to no haptic feedback. We conclude
that the proposed model accurately describes the effect of slave dynamics and haptic
feedback on operator control behavior, namely that scaled haptic feedback allows oper-
ators to adapt their feedback and feedforward responses, such that slow slave systems
can be controlled more accurately in free-space, with a higher bandwidth.

4.1. INTRODUCTION

Teleoperation entails a wide variety of tasks to be performed. Operators may use the
master device to control a slave directly (where movements may be scaled), with rate-
control, or through set-points to a semi-autonomous system. In many real-world teleop-
eration applications haptic feedback is absent, especially during rate control, set-point
control – and scaled direct control. This paper focusses on bilateral teleoperation, where
the slave is under direct control from the master device, but where control and hap-
tic feedback may be scaled. In subhuman-scale applications (e.g., micro-assembly of
micro-electro-mechanical systems [18] or minimally-invasive surgery [34]), master de-
vice movements need to be scaled down and force feedback in the slave environment
needs to be scaled up in order for the operator to be able to perceive and respond to
it. Note that in this case the human arm dynamics are dominant over the slave ma-
nipulator dynamics. Conversely, when manipulating a superhuman-scale slave (e.g., in
nuclear [15] or sub-sea environments [77]), master device movements need to be scaled
up, and force feedback on the master device needs to be scaled down. Note that in this
case the slave dynamics dominate the human arm dynamics and unscaled coupling of
the dynamics on the master device would make movement impossible.

When available, haptic feedback from the remote environment is often considered
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essential to effectively perform tasks with these systems, while different forms of aug-
mented haptic feedback (e.g. [8] [68] [98]) are seen as promising methods to improve
task execution. However, how the quality and quantity of haptic feedback affects task
execution is not well understood. Similarly, the operator response to augmented forces
is not fully comprehended. As a result, the design and evaluation of haptic interfaces
and augmented support systems is often subjected to trial-and-error.

This study focuses on measuring and modeling operator control behavior of free-
space tasks while controlling a system with substantial dynamics (e.g., cranes, large slave
robots, vehicles). A formalized understanding of the effects of haptic feedback and sys-
tem dynamics on operator control behavior, captured in a computational modeling frame-
work, is expected to help with model-based design of haptic feedback and augmented
support systems.

‘Haptics’ is often referred to as our sense of touch: tactile feedback via our skin that pro-
vides information on forces (e.g., pressure, vibrations), but also temperature, humidity
and pain. However, haptics also includes kinesthetic or proprioceptive feedback via our
muscles and tendons, that provides feedback on muscle stretch and tendon forces, and
by integration: feedback on orientation of our body and interaction forces with the envi-
ronment. A telemanipulation system reflects haptic information from the remote site to
the local site, and vice versa. The quality and quantity of this haptic feedback transfer is
often captured by ’transparency’, commonly defined as the fidelity with which force and
positional information is sent from remote (or slave) side to local (or master) side [40]
[79] [138]. The haptic feedback to the operator can comprise both the reflected dynam-
ics of the slave (i.e. the inertia and damping of the slave are partially felt by the operator),
as well as the contact forces of the slave in the remote environment.

The fact that we can control many devices with only visual feedback often obscures
the benefits of haptic feedback. However, the benefits of haptic feedback are substantial:
when in physical contact with the remote environment, haptic feedback has shown to
improve task execution in terms of task completion time [38] [55] [85], contact forces
[38] and errors [38] [55], and reduces control effort measured in terms of reversal rate
[133], cognitive workload [129] and energy consumption [55], compared to solely visual
feedback.

But even when there is no physical contact of the slave system with the remote en-
vironment (i.e. free-space tasks), haptic feedback gives the operator a feel of the dy-
namics of the controlled system (e.g., the slave device and any objects held). In visuo-
manual control of a system with a priori unknown dynamics [56] and manual excitation
of a sprung mass [62], operators improved their control input when haptic feedback was
available. Danion et al. [33] conclude that haptic feedback enhances the control of non-
rigid objects. Also, several studies (e.g. [65] [114]) suggest that haptic feedback improves
high-level neuromuscular planning; it enhances building the causal relation between
operator input, system dynamics and subsequent system response . To this extent we
found that an operator’s ability to generalize beyond a set of pre-experienced motions in
an abstract curl force field increases when the quality of the fed back haptic information
is (close to) natural [134].

In short, while the effects of haptic feedback during free-space task execution are
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widely acknowledged, it is not well understood how the feedback affects underlying op-
erator dynamic control behavior. Computational models would help to understand and
quantitatively describe the effects of, among others, slave dynamics or reflected haptic
feedback. Specifically, such computational models would help to describe and predict
changes in human operator control behavior, such that haptic interfaces and systems
with augmented feedback can be optimized a priori. However, contrary to pilot (e.g. [86]
[124]) or driver behavior (e.g [104]), operator models for telemanipulation are not readily
available.

Control-theoretic models have been widely accepted in the field of neuroscience (e.g.
[65] [103] [122]). These models describe how basic movements (i.e. reaching move-
ments) are performed and learned, and incorporate mechanisms for feedforward con-
trol, feedback control and learning; our central nervous system learns associations be-
tween action and sensory feedback, either by reconstructing the motion from sensory
feedback (inverse dynamics), or by translating desired behavior into motor commands
(forward dynamics) [122]. These neuroscience models describe the execution of the ac-
tual limb movement, but only with a-priori knowledge of the goal. The models do not
describe how this goal is derived from dynamic sensory information (i.e. perception).

A more unifying approach addressing perception-action coupling is given by the the-
ory of successive organization of perception [75]. This theory is based on the premise that
human operators control a device based on high-level control strategies derived from
(dynamic) sensory information. The theory classifies three types of control strategies,
namely compensatory, pursuit, and precognitive control. In compensatory control the
operator can only use feedback control, which is often realized by solely visualizing the
error between reference target and system output to the human operator. During pursuit
control, the operator combines feedback with feedforward control, typically by visualiz-
ing both output and reference target, such that the operator may use past experience
and knowledge of the near future. In precognitive control the human operator acts as an
open-loop controller and performs purely feedforward.

Operator control behavior during compensatory tracking tasks is accurately mod-
eled by the ‘crossover model’ by McRuer and Rex [86]. Depending on the plant dynam-
ics, this quasi-linear model characterizes the operator as a gain with a time delay and
elements for lead-lag equalization. For pursuit tasks, Wasicko et al. [130] suggested an
extension to the crossover model, which used a combination of feedback control based
and feedforward control to control the plant. However, Wasicko et al. did not formu-
late a generic model. Only recently, feedforward models were developed and validated
with experimental data for pursuit tasks with predictable reference signals [39], and for
pursuit tasks with preview [124]. The model by van der El et al. [124] extends the quasi-
linear operator model for compensatory tracking tasks, with two points of the previewed
reference as input to the human operator (i.e., a look-ahead controller).

In practice, telemanipulation tasks are rarely performed purely based on feedback
information, or purely based on feedforward information; an operator uses an estimate
of the system’s dynamics to plan its movements, while any distortions are corrected us-
ing feedback control. Hence, in order to study operator control behavior in telemanip-
ulation tasks, it is important to use a model which incorporates both feedforward and
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feedback: the pursuit model.

The pursuit models show that, in the human-machine system’s frequency range most
critical to its performance and stability, the human operator has the capability to ad-
just or equalize his behavior such that the closed-loop characteristics yield some de-
sired command-response relationship, disturbances can be suppressed, variations and
uncertainties can be minimized and adequate closed-loop stability margins can be at-
tained [86]. In telemanipulation, the controlled device dynamics for, for example, space,
nuclear [15] and sub-sea [77] tasks, are often in the range of, or even larger than, human
operator dynamics. Control of such systems is characterized by large control lag, typi-
cally caused by large inertias combined with relatively low power actuators. This means
that, from a dynamics point of view, the slave system being controlled is the limiting fac-
tor in the closed-loop human-machine system [72]. What is the extent to which human
operators can adjust or equalize their behavior such that the basic requirements of any
good feedback control system are fulfilled (e.g., adequate command-response relations
and closed-loop stability margins [86])? And how does haptic feedback affect operator
control parameters, given certain slave dynamics?

The objective of this study is to quantify operator control mechanisms underlying hap-
tic feedback in visuo-motor coordination. A control-theoretic approach is adopted to
measure and model operator responses, yielding quantitative insights of observed op-
erator control behavior. As such this study expands on previous work [134], in which
mainly time domain metrics were analyzed. Subjects were subjected to a visuo-motor
control task, in which a previewed reference trajectory was to be tracked using a (vir-
tual) telemanipulation system, with either fast or slow dynamics. The dynamics of the
controlled system were fed back fully (i.e. the slave’s dynamics are directly presented to
the operator), scaled (i.e. the slave’s dynamics are scaled before being presented to the
operator) or not at all. Besides metrics derived in the time domain, a black-box identi-
fication method was used to quantify causal relationships in operator control behavior,
and a recently published cybernetic model [124] was fit to the data.

We hypothesize that when either full or scaled haptic feedback is provided, operators
are able to more accurately control the slave system compared to not providing haptic
feedback. We expect reductions in tracking errors and mental control effort, as haptic
feedback may improve the operator’s estimates of the system’s state. The root of these
effects may be found in improvements of the operator’s feedback and feedforward re-
sponses; we expect that haptic feedback allows a reduction of the effective time delays,
because of the generally faster sensorimotor response to haptic stimuli compared to vi-
sual stimuli.

4.2. MATERIALS & METHODS

4.2.1. SUBJECTS

Thirteen healthy, right-handed subjects aged between 24 and 35 years all affiliated with
the Delft University of Technology were recruited. The participants had none or limited
experience with robotic systems. All subjects gave informed consent. The study was
approved by the Delft Human Research Ethics Committee.
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Figure 4.2: The experimental setup showing master device, virtual slave system (red cross) and reference tra-
jectory w (blue line) in a pursuit display with preview. Subjects were standing in front of the HapticMASTER,
which was aligned with the sagittal plane of the subject. Pushing the master device forward moves the slave
system upwards, pulling it moves the slave system downwards. Subjects were instructed to track the reference
as accurately as possible.

4.2.2. APPARATUS

The experiments were performed on the 3 degree-of-freedom admittance-controlled
FCS Moog HapticMASTER with a simulated slave device. The HapticMASTER was con-
strained to only allow movement along the forward/backward-axis of the device, which
was aligned with the sagittal plane of the subject (Fig. 4.2). The HapticMaster has a
position resolution of <12e-6 m, a stiffness of >10 kN/m and a force sensitivity of 100
mN [82]. The virtual inertia and damping of the master device were respectively set
at Jm = 2.5 kg and Bm = 5 Ns/m. The manipulator was controlled with a VxWorks RT
operating system running at 2048 Hz. The slave system, designed in Matlab Simulink,
was simulated on an additional real-time controller by Bachmann GmbH. This indus-
trial controller runs at 1000 Hz and logs position and force at the same frequency. The
visualization was updated at a rate of 30 Hz.

4.2.3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

TASK DESCRIPTION

Subjects controlled a second-order virtual slave system (a mass-damper), actuated via a
servo actuator, with the goal of tracking a multisine reference trajectory w as accurately
as possible. A forward movement in the sagittal plane of the subject allowed control of
the vertical position of the slave system (Fig. 4.2). The scaling between movement and
visualization was approximately 1:1. Reference trajectory w was displayed as a pursuit
display with two seconds of preview and history. The multisine signal consisted of 10
logarithmically distributed frequency pairs ranging from 0.03 to 4 Hz. In order to repre-
sent a realistic tracking task, the power spectrum of the reference trajectory contained
a significant amount of power at the lower frequencies, with a second-order roll-off (20
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dB/decade) [31]. To achieve this, the reference trajectory was filtered with a second-
order Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.5 Hz. Six different random phase
time domain signals were generated all with a duration of 35 s. Two signals were solely
used for training purposes and four for the measurement trials. All subjects performed
the trials with the same signals, while the order in which the signals were presented was
randomized. Fig. 4.3 shows a time trace and the auto spectrum of w .

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

The two independent variables were slave dynamics (fast or slow) and force reflection
gain (K f b=0 ∨ 1 for the fast system and K f b=0 ∨ 0.25 ∨ 0.5 ∨ 1 for the slow system).

The dynamics of the second-order mass-damper slave system were chosen with re-
spect to the frequency range of the operator’s voluntary control inputs. The human’s
neuromuscular system only allows for precision movements up to approximately 1 Hz,
with voluntary inputs up to several Hertz (up to 6-8 Hz for skilled professionals like pi-
lots [130]). As such, the dynamics of the fast and slow dynamic systems were chosen to
have a cutoff frequency - the point at which the output of the system drops -3 dB relative
to the nominal value - of fc = ~8 Hz and fc = ~1.5 Hz, respectively. Hence the fast dy-
namic system predominantly appears to the human operator as a gain, whereas the slow
dynamic system appears as a second-order system (a mass-damper) above its cutoff fre-
quency, substantially affecting closed-loop human-machine performance. The transfer
function of the second-order slave system and its position servo actuator is given by:

Hs (s) = xs (s)

xm(s)
= kd s +kp

Js s2 + (Bs +kd )s +kp
(4.1)

Here xm and xs represent master and slave position, respectively. Slave inertia Js and
damping Bs were set at 2.5 kg and 10 Ns/m for the fast system and 50 kg and 200 Ns/m
for the slow system. The systems were tuned to be critically damped. Limited by closed-
loop stability, proportional gain kp and derivative gain kd were set at 2000 [-] and 80 [-],
respectively, for the fast and 2500 [-] and 300 [-] for the slow dynamic system. Fig. 4.4
shows a bode plot and step response for the two controlled dynamics.

The force reflection gain K f b was selected to be K f b=0 or 1 for the fast and K f b = 0,
0.25, 0.5 or 1 for the slow dynamic system. The equation for the force feedback is given
by:

F f b(t ) = K f b

((
xs (t )−xm(t )

)
kp + (

ẋs (t )− ẋm(t )
)
kd

)
(4.2)

Thus for K f b=0, no haptic feedback is provided to the human operator, whereas for
K f b=1, the servo system tries to equate xm(t ) with xs (t ).

EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL

Each of the six experimental conditions were performed in blocks of four repetitions.
Each block was preceded by four training trials. The two blocks with fast and the three
blocks with slow system dynamics were grouped. When the switch between slave dy-
namics was made, subjects performed another four training trials. The order in which
conditions were presented to subjects, and the order of reference trajectories within a
block of four repetitions, were randomized by means of a balanced Latin square for the
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first twelve subjects and randomized for the thirteenth subject. Subjects rested and re-
laxed their arm between trials.

4.2.4. DATA PROCESSING

DATA ACQUISITION

Force and position data of the master device, as well as position data of the simulated
slave were logged at 1 kHz. Fig. 4.5 shows a typical example of the tracking behavior of
a subject. For each trial, the first and last second were discarded. Based on the recorded
signals, time domain analysis was performed for both the fast and slow dynamics sys-
tem. System identification and parameter estimation was performed for the data for the
slow dynamic system.

TIME DOMAIN ANALYSIS

For both the fast and slow dynamic system, task performance and control effort were
evaluated in terms of:

em Mean tracking error in mm of the slave position (xs ) with respect to reference tra-
jectory w .

nr r Number of reversals [-]. The amount of steering corrections by the operator as a
measure of his mental effort [83]. nr r was calculated by counting the number of
sign changed of the filtered operator input force (second-order Butterworth with
5 Hz cutoff).

Fi ,m Mean interaction force N between operator and master device.

Additionally, for the slow dynamic system, the mean tracking error (em) was eval-
uated for frequencies < 0.5 Hz and frequencies ≥ 0.5 Hz. To do so, the data was anti-
causally filtered [5] according to: X ( f ) = X ( f<0.5)+X ( f≥0.5), where X ( f ) is the Fast Fourier
Transform of x(t ). Subscripts indicate frequency bands < 0.5 and ≥0.5 Hz, of which the
boundaries are not absolute.

FREQUENCY DOMAIN ANALYSIS

A) Nonparametric Analysis A closed-loop identification method was adopted to es-
timate the Frequency-Response Functions (FRFs) from reference trajectory to control
input (Ĥwc ) and from control input to slave position (Ĥcx ). As such, the recorded time
data of each trial was transformed to the frequency domain using the Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT), according to w(t ) ⇒ W ( f ), c(t ) ⇒ C ( f ) and xs (t ) ⇒ X ( f ). The DFTs
were used to estimate cross- and autospectral densities (Ŝ), which were averaged over
frequency bands and over repetitions to reduce variance due to noise. The FRFs were
estimated of these spectral densities:

Ĥwc = Ŝwc

Ŝw w
(4.3)

As a measure for the linearity between the signals the coherence (Γ) between input
(w) and output (xs ) was estimated. A high coherence (i.e., close to 1) indicates linear
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behavior and justifies the use of quasi-linear operator models.

Γw x =
√

|Ŝw x ( f )|2
Ŝw w ( f )Ŝxx ( f )

(4.4)

B) Model Structure The model used to quantify the operator control behavior is adapted
from van der El et al. [124], which is an extension to of the quasi-linear operator model
for compensatory tracking tasks by McRuer et al. [86], and is depicted in Fig. 4.6. This
model [124] incorporates an operator describing function (Ho,e ), models for both a near
(Ho,n) and a far (Ho, f ) viewpoint response to a previewed reference trajectory, and an
element modeling physical interaction of human operator and master device (HPI ). The
near viewpoint response (Ho,n) is omitted, as its contribution to the operator control be-
havior is limited [123]. Also, parameter estimations were performed up to the FRFs at
1.63 Hz (i.e., the highest two FRF estimates at 2.55 and 4.01 Hz have been omitted). This
is in line with [124], which only validated the model to describe human control behavior
up to 1.84 Hz.

The operator describing function Ho,e modulates an operators’ response to a track-
ing error, just as in McRuer’s crossover model [86]. The dynamics of the controlled sys-
tem affect Ho,e . For the slow dynamics system, which appears to the human operator
as a gain for the lowest frequencies and as a second order system at higher frequencies,
Ho,e is given by a lag system:

Ho,e (s) = Ke
1

TIe s +1
e−τv s , (4.5)

with gain Ke , lag time constant TIe and effective time delay τv . The Laplace operator is
given by s.

Far viewpoint response Ho, f modulates an operators response to a future point on
the reference trajectory, located τ f seconds ahead. The future signals are weighted with
gain K f and low-pass filtered with lag time constant TI f , according to:

Ho, f (s) = K f
1

TI f s +1
eτ f s (4.6)

The operator’s intrinsic muscle visco-elasticity, limb mass and the interaction dy-
namics with the haptic master device are lumped in a physical interaction model HPI .
HPI is parameterized using a second-order model:

HPI (s) = ω2
PI

s2 +2ζPIωPI s +ω2
PI

(4.7)

As can be derived from Fig. 4.6, the transfer from visual reference trajectory w to
control input c is given by:

Hwc (s) = Ho, f (s)Ho,e (s)HPI (s)

1+Ho,e (s)HPI (s)Hcx (s)
, (4.8)
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where Hcx is the (pre-defined) response from control input to slave output. Hcx thus
equals the dynamics of the slow dynamic system as given by Eq. (1).

Notice this model structure represents the far viewpoint response Ho, f and the opera-
tor describing function Ho,e in series - the visual reference signal w is processed before
being fed to the feedback controller). Thus the open-loop response, which can be in-
terpreted as a feedforward component, is given by Ho, f Ho,e , whereas the feedback re-
sponse is described by Ho,e . This deviates from typical motor control literature (e.g.
[64, 70]) which presents feedforward (H f f w ) and feedback (H f b) as parallel processes,
in which the error between reference and target (w − xs ) is directly fed to the feedback
controller (thus xs /w = (H f f w + H f b)/(1+ H f b) ). The two representations are math-
ematically exchangeable (H f b = Ho,e and H f f w = Ho, f Ho,e − Ho,e ), but care should be
taken on, specifically, the interpretation of feedforward as a construct.

C) Parameter Estimation The operator control model (Hwc , Eq. (4.8)) was fitted to the
FRFs of the data (Ĥwc , Eq. (3)) in the frequency-domain, using a grid search method-
ology. Random initial conditions for the optimization procedure were generated within
the parameter space spanned by 0-5 [-] for Ke , 0-2 s for TIe , 0-0.3 s for τv , 0.05-5 [-] for K f ,
0-0.5 s for TI f , 0.2-0.8 s for τ f , 1-3 Hz for ωPI and 0-0.4 [-] for ζPI , which is in agreement
with previous work [123] [124].

Parameter estimates were evaluated by minimizing a least-squares error criterion in
the frequency domain for each of the initial condition sets (m):

ε(m) =∑
k

f (k)(log
Hwc (k)

Ĥwc (k)
)2, (4.9)

in which f (k) is the frequency vector. The best fit was selected according to mi n(ε(m)).

D) Model Validation The variance accounted for (VAF) was calculated to obtain a va-
lidity index for the quantified parameters. A VAF of 100% indicates that the linear model
fully describes the measurements. Noise, non-linearities and other unmodelled behav-
ior reduce the VAF. Low coherence (noise or non-linearities) result in low VAFs. To calcu-
late the VAF the model is simulated in time with the reference trajectory w as input and
the simulated operator control input č(t ) as output for each time sample n:

V AF
(
c(n), č(n)

)= (
1−

∑
n
||c(n)− č(n)||2∑

n
||c(n)||2

)
∗100% (4.10)

DATA ANALYSIS

Experimental conditions were compared using a repeated measures ANOVA, assuming
normal distributions and variance homoscedasticity. A p-value of 0.05 or below was
deemed significant (α = 0.05). Results for the fast and slow dynamic system are pre-
sented independently.
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Table 4.1: Mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) of the metrics mean tracking error (emean ), number of reversals
(nr r ) and mean operator interaction force (Fi ,m ), for each of the experimental condition. The metrics are
calculated from a population of 13 subjects each with 4 repetitions per condition.

µ (σ) for µ (σ) for µ (σ) for µ (σ) for
K f b = 0 K f b = 0.25 K f b = 0.5 K f b = 1

Fa
st

em [-] 10.19 (1.49) - - 10.11 (1.69)
nr r s 133 (13) - - 121 (15)

FI ,m s 1.65 (0.21) - - 2.38 (32)
Sl

ow
em [-] 18.83 (2.46) 17.36 (2.19) 17.51 (2.70) 17.06 (1.90)
nr r s 130 (14) 83 (9) 76 (9) 82 (10)

FI ,m s 2.09 (0.31) 7.04 (0.50) 13.0 (1.2) 25.3 (3.0)

4.3. RESULTS

4.3.1. TIME-DOMAIN RESULTS

Means (µ) and standard deviations (σ) for the time domain metrics emean , nr r and Fi ,m

for each of the experimental conditions are shown in Tab. 4.1.

For the mean tracking error (emean) of a fast dynamic system there is no difference
when providing haptic feedback compared to not having haptic feedback (K f b=1 ver-
sus K f b=0; p=0.82, F=0.05), as shown by Fig. 4.7a. The mean tracking error for the
slow dynamic system is affected by the force reflection gain (p=0.001, F=6.64): K f b=0.25,
K f b=0.50 and K f b=1 yield an approximately 8% lower mean error than K f b=0 (p<0.035,
F>5.67). The is no difference between the conditions with haptic feedback (p>0.25,
F<1.92).

The number of reversals (nr r , shown in Fig. 4.7b) for a fast dynamic system is about
9% lower when feedback is provided (p<0.001, F=28.5). Similarly, the force reflection
gain affects the number of reversals (p<0.001, F=193) for the slow dynamic system. The
post-hoc analysis shows that compared to not having haptic feedback (K f b=0), any feed-
back substantially reduces the number of reversals (p<0.001, F>264) by about 40%. Be-
tween the conditions with feedback, K f b=0.5 yields a lower number of reversals than
K f b=0.25 and K f b=1 (p<0.022, F>6.98).

Haptic feedback increases the mean operator interaction force (Fi ,m , Fig. 4.7c) for
both the fast (p<0.001, F=86) and the slow dynamic system (p<0.001, F=675). For the
slow dynamic system, the mean interaction force proportionally increases as the force
reflection gain increases (p<0.001, F>419); K f b=0.5 yields almost double the interaction
forces as K f b=0.25. Similarly, K f b=1 almost doubles the forces compared to K f b=0.5.

Anti-causal filtering of the signals shows that for perturbations below 0.5 Hz, there are
no differences in the mean tracking error (em) between haptic feedback conditions for
both the fast and slow dynamic system (p=0.34, F=0.97 and p=0.25, F=1.41 respectively).

Also above 0.5 Hz, there is no difference between K f b=0 and K f b=1 for the fast dy-
namic system (p=0.66, F=0.21). For the slow dynamic system however, haptic feedback
affects the mean tracking error (p=0.012, F=4.20); compared to K f b=0, haptic feedback
reduces the error for K f b=0.25, K f b=0.5 and K f b=1 (p<0.030, F>6.1) by about 9-13%.
Between conditions with feedback, there is no difference (p>0.20, F<1.9).
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4.3.2. FREQUENCY-DOMAIN RESULTS

The identified operators’ FRFs are taken from reference trajectory w to operator control
input c. Fig. 4.9 shows these FRFs for the slow dynamic system, averaged over all op-
erators. Squares indicate the estimated magnitude and phase for the condition without
feedback (K f b = 0). Similarly, circles denote the estimated magnitude and phase for con-
ditions with feedback (K f b=0.25, K f b=0.5 and K f b=1). The errorbars (in black) represent
the 95% confidence interval of the population mean. For the condition without feedback
(K f b = 0), the phase for the highest two frequencies in the reference trajectory at approx.
1.0 and 1.6 Hz is 22 and 5 degrees, respectively, whereas for the conditions with feedback
the phase for these two frequency points is about 30 and 25 degrees, respectively.

Coherences of the FRFs were calculated of the power spectral densities, based on av-
erages over two adjacent frequencies. Coherence is >0.9 for the lowest seven frequency
points and >0.8 for the highest frequency (see Fig 4.13), indicating linear operator con-
trol behavior.

The parameters of the operator’s control model were fitted to the identified response
functions per subject. Parameters estimations for the population of 13 subjects are shown
in Tab. 4.2 and displayed in Fig. 4.10

For the parameters of the operator error response model Ho,e , no differences are
found for Ke and TIe (p=0.79, F=0.34 and p=0.42, F=0.95, respectively). τv is affected
by haptic feedback (p<0.001, F=7.71). A post-hoc analysis reveals that compared to
K f b=0, τv decreases from 0.087 to 0.032, 0.026 and 0.029 for K f b=0.25 (p=0.008, F=7.7),
K f b=0.5 (p=0.008, F=9.9), and K f b=1 (p=0.014, F=8.3), respectively. Between conditions
with feedback, there is no difference (p>0.39, F<0.77).

For the far-viewpoint response Ho, f , no differences are found for K f and TI f (p=0.41,
F=0.98 and p=0.81, F=0.32, respectively). The mean of τ f is reduced from 0.527 s for
K f b = 0 to 0.461, 0.473 and 0.475 s for K f b = 0.25 (p=0.008, F=10.11), K f b = 0.5 (p=0.005,
F=11.5) and K f b = 1 (p=0.047, F=4.9), respectively. Again, between conditions with hap-
tic feedback no differences are found (p>0.31, F<1.2).

The neuromuscular model Ho,PI , the mean ofωPI increases by approx. 8% from 1.59
to 1.70-1.74 Hz when feedback is provided (p<0.028, F>6.24). ζPI shows no differences
between conditions (p=0.18, F=1.7).

Fig. 4.11 shows the mean VAFs per subject per condition. VAFs are calculated per rep-
etition, hence each bar graph is an average of four repetitions. Over all repetitions the
mean VAF is 95%, with a standard deviation of 1.9%, whereas the minimum VAF for a
single repetition is 85%. Such high VAFs indicate that the model accurately describes
operator control behavior in both conditions with and without haptic feedback.

The frequency response of the parameterized models of two typical subjects, subject 1
and 9 are shown in Fig. 4.12a and Fig. 4.12b, respectively. Fig. 4.13 shows the measured
(dashed line) and modeled (solid line) operator control input of a single repetition of two
conditions for subject 1. The high similarity between measured and modeled control in-
put illustrate the VAFs of typically >90%.
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Table 4.2: Mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) of the parameter estimations of the operator control model
(n=13).

µ (σ) for µ (σ) for µ (σ) for µ (σ) for
K f b = 0 K f b = 0.25 K f b = 0.5 K f b = 1

Ke [-] 1.696 (1.342) 1.662 (1.259) 1.603 (0.945) 1.969 (1.126)
TIe s 0.604 (0.438) 0.604 (0.431) 0.594 (0.371) 0.787 (0.455)
τv s 0.087 (0.066) 0.032 (0.019) 0.026 (0.025) 0.029 (0.023)

K f [-] 2.22 (1.05) 2.05 (0.82) 2.09 (1.04) 1.70 (0.57)
TI f s 0.240 (0.052) 0.220 (0.083) 0.235 (0.034) 0.220 (0.094)
τ f s 0.527 (0.074) 0.461 (0.061) 0.473 (0.037) 0.475 (0.057)

ωPI H z 1.59 (0.11) 1.74 (0.19) 1.70 (0.09) 1.70 (0.14)
ζPI [-] 0.105 (0.051) 0.160 (0.087) 0.159 (0.081) 0.137 (0.050)

4.4. DISCUSSION
For fast dynamic systems, haptic feedback of reflected dynamics only marginally af-
fects task execution : performance measured in terms of tracking accuracy is unaffected,
while the effects on control effort are limited (~9% reduction for the number of reversals,
and a ~0.8 N increase in operator input force). Supposedly, for fast dynamic systems in
which the operator’s limb dynamics dominate overall system behavior, additional haptic
feedback of system dynamics is superfluous.

For slow dynamic systems on the other hand, full haptic feedback substantially im-
proves task execution compared to no haptic feedback; the mean tracking error and
number of reversals decrease (by ~10% and ~39%, respectively), while the operator’s
input force increases proportionally with force feedback gain. Interestingly, the same
improvements for tracking error and number of reversals occurred for scaled force feed-
back (i.e., K f b = 0.25 and K f b = 0.5) as for full haptic feedback, with a substantial re-
duction of operator input forces. In other words, any of the tested scaled haptic feed-
back yields the full benefit of unscaled haptic feedback, but with a beneficial decrease in
physical control effort. Apparently, feedback of the dynamics of the relatively slow slave
device allows operators to adjust their behavior accordingly, such that the closed-loop
human-machine characteristics better match the task requirements.

To attain accurate tracking behavior, the operator needs to equalize the slow dynamics of
the remote slave. These dynamics appear to the human operator as a gain up to the cut-
off frequency (~1.5 Hz), and as a critically damped second-order system above this fre-
quency. Thus, the slow dynamic system introduces lag into the human-machine system
(approximately 45 degrees at 1 Hz). In previous work [134] we have shown that haptic
feedback improves matching of operator control activity to the frequencies of the refer-
ence trajectory, especially at higher frequencies (>1 Hz). Putatively, the observed control
activity at higher frequencies generates lead to compensate for the lag introduced by the
slow dynamic system. Indeed, Frequency-Response Functions (FRFs) of the operators
control actions (Hwc , see Fig. 4.9) show that any of the tested feedback levels enables
operators to generate an increased phase lead, compared to no feedback. This suggests
a correlation between increasing phase lead and decreasing tracking error, when haptic
feedback is available. By quantifying underlying operator control equalizations, the cy-
bernetic model enables identification of the causal relation between its parameters and
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the phase lead.

The parameters of the operator’s control model were fitted to the identified FRFs on
a per subject basis. The model consists of an operator describing function that mod-
ulates the response to a tracking error Ho,e (Ke ,TIe ,τv ), a response to a far viewpoint
Ho, f (K f ,TI f ,τ f ) and a model for the passive physical interaction of human and master
device Ho,PI (ωPI ,ζPI ). Haptic feedback was observed to affect each of these three trans-
fer functions, specifically the parameters representing the operator’s effective time delay
τv , future viewpoint τ f and natural frequency ωPI .

For Ho,PI , damping factor ζPI is not affected by haptic feedback and the values of
0.06-0.35 [-] are in line with previous work (e.g. 0.1-0.3 [-] for [39], and 0.18-0.67 [-] for
[124]). Similarly, with natural frequenciesωPI of 1.4-2.1 Hz, the cutoff frequency of Ho,PI

is in line with typical values for the open-loop filtering behavior of the neuromuscular
system, which is often lumped as a second-order filter with a cutoff frequency around 2
Hz [31] [104]. Haptic feedback does affect the natural frequency: it increases with about
8% for conditions with feedback compared to no haptic feedback. These changes can
be attributed to changes in the neuromuscular system, whose settings and contribution
cannot be identified in this study, but would require mechanical disturbances and EMG
measurements (e.g. [31]).

The lag systems Ho, f and Ho,e both incorporate an equalization term which can be
interpreted as filters on the inputs of the operator’s open-loop (Ho, f Ho,e ) and feedback
error (Ho,e ) response. Interestingly, neither of these filters is affected by haptic feedback
gain K f b . This suggests that operators do not change the bandwidth over which they
attempt to control the slave system depending on feedback conditions. The absolute
values of the gains (K f and Ke ) and time constants (TI f and TIe ) are difficult to interpret
and compare to previous work as they are heavily affected by, among others, the chosen
controlled dynamics, reference trajectory and visualization. Firstly, K f >1 which means
that operators emphasize feedforward over feedback control (i.e.,K f Ke > Ke ). This was
also found for the gain dynamics in [124]. Also, TI f is comparable to the values found in
[124]. Furthermore, from a stability perspective, gain and control bandwidth (given by
filter cutoff frequency 1/TI ) have an inverse relation: when the gain increases, the cut-
off frequency should decrease. The data shows that the open-loop gain K f Ke is indeed
generally two times larger than the feedback gain Ke , while the corresponding cutoff
frequency is lower (~0.22 Hz versus ~0.27 Hz for open-loop response Ho, f Ho,e and feed-
back error response Ho,e , respectively). In the minority of cases where this does not hold,
subjects apparently prioritize performance and sacrifice stability.

Besides an equalization term, both Ho, f and Ho,e incorporate a time constant in the
form of a future viewpoint (located τ f s ahead) and an effective time delay τv , respec-
tively. The mean value of 0.087 s for τv for the conditions without feedback (K f b = 0),
is slightly below the typical value of this parameter, which ranges between 0.1-0.2 s for
zero order compensatory or pursuit tasks (e.g. [86] [124]). 0.1 s is considered a lower
boundary for the human’s central nervous system to react, by first processing visual in-
formation and subsequently acting through our neuromuscular system. However, the
two seconds of trajectory preview are likely to cause operators to anticipate as opposed
to react, leading to time delays below 0.1 s. Operators respond to an error ahead in time,
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instead of a momentaneous error. Indeed, one cannot compensate for momentaneous
errors due to inherent physical limitations. In contrast, such anticipation could not have
appeared in previous studies on pursuit tasks, as these studies make use of an (addi-
tional) unpredictable perturbation signal to identify the feedback loop [39] [124].

Interestingly, haptic feedback decreases the effective time delay τv even further, namely
by about a factor 3 to ~0.026-0.032 s, compared to no haptic feedback. Haptic feedback
allows operators to not solely control towards a visual reference, but to also apply (hap-
tic) feedback control towards the remote slave. By exploiting their neuromuscular vis-
coelastic and reflexive capabilities, operators can compensate for errors in the dynamic
estimates of the controlled system (i.e., internal models [65] [103]). Such neuromuscular
response is much faster than visual or vestibular cues responses. This means that the
inclusion of haptic feedback may directly reduce the time to respond to an error, thus
reducing effective time delay τv by 0.06 s on average and max. 0.03-0.21 s for a single
subject, for conditions with feedback compared to no feedback.

Operators use preview to generate phase lead to compensate for their own and slave
system time delays [123], by positioning their future viewpoint τ f s ahead on the pre-
viewed target. Therefore, when their own response delays (i.e., τv ) decrease due to, for
example, haptic feedback, operators will use less preview. Indeed, both τv and τ f de-
creases for all haptic feedback conditions, compared to no haptic feedback. This relation
is characterized by the difference between future viewpoint and effective time delay (i.e.,
τ f -τv ), which is constant and resides between 0.42-0.45 s for all conditions.

In summary, the cybernetic model indicates that the observed control benefit of hap-
tic feedback (in terms of reduced tracking error and increased phase lead), is caused by
reductions in effective time delay τv and a preview τ f . Changes in these parameters
suggest that haptic feedback allows operators to exploit their fast neuromuscular system
to compensate for internal model errors which cannot be compensated with their rela-
tively slow visual feedback only.

The estimated model accurately represented the data (i.e., high VAF of typically >90%).
Also, coherences of >0.8 indicate that the use of quasi-linear computational models was
not substantially complicated during the experiment by large amounts of noise, non-
linearities or time variance (i.e., small remnant r ). The repeatability and reproducibility
was high for most parameters, with standard deviations of typically 10-20% of the mean
(see Tab. 4.2). Gain Ke and time constant TIe , and to a lesser extent K f and TI f , show an
increased variability as gains and time constants mutually affect each others sensitivity:
for low gains, the time constant loses sensitivity and vice versa, for high time constants,
the gain loses sensitivity.

Although the cybernetic model does not explicitly account for haptic feedback, the
model allows to study the meta or high-level control adaptations caused by haptic feed-
back. Haptic feedback is an implicit yet inherent part of the transfer function from a
visual input to a physical control output, as described by the model. The present model
can be supplemented or extended with neuromuscular control models (e.g. [125]), if
it is desired to expose underlying low-level neuromuscular control control adaptations.
Also, the adaptation with respect to the model van der El et al. [124], to omit one of the
two future viewpoints as inputs to the operator, seems justified. The single-input model
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is well capable of describing the FRFs for each subject for all conditions, with sufficient
sensitivity in the frequency as well as the time domain.

Specifically, the cybernetic model showed sensitivity to describe free-space tasks (e.g.
tool movement, pick-and-place, visual inspection and metrology tasks) with slave sys-
tems that have substantial dynamics (e.g. cranes and robot arms with and without loads)
in for example maintenance activities in nuclear (e.g. [15]) or sub-sea (e.g. [77]) environ-
ments. The model can describe and predict human control behavior for such tasks, but
also for tasks that involve control of vehicles such as cars (e.g. curve negotiation) or
aircraft (e.g. pitch and roll angle control [86]); the abstract task - preview tracking of a
reference trajectory - is a conceptual representation of a broad variety of control tasks.

Moreover, the cybernetic model can be used as a basis to formalize augmented hap-
tic support design, by serving as the underlying control structure to generate guidance
forces in, for example, haptic shared control [6] [98]. While shared control can substan-
tially improve task execution as shown in the automotive domain (e.g. lane changing
[7] [104]), and in teleoperation (e.g. obstacle avoidance [8] [68], path guidance [15]), its
benefits decrease due to conflicts between individual human operators and intelligent
system [35]. The cybernetic model can be used to individualize support trajectories, re-
ducing discomfort and increasing performance.

Hence, in order to fully benefit from the prediction capabilities of (cybernetic) mod-
els, and to allow for a priori design of haptic interfaces and haptic support systems, it
is required to further develop these computational models for tasks where contact with
the environment is made and multiple degrees of freedom, and to verify its applicability
in other application domains.

4.5. CONCLUSION
A human factors study was conducted during which subjects used a 1 DoF haptic master
device to control a slave system (with either fast or slow dynamics) in a pursuit task with
preview. Subjects received four different levels of haptic feedback from the slave dynam-
ics: full haptic feedback, no haptic feedback and scaled haptic feedback (25% or 50%).
For the experimental conditions studied it can be concluded that:

• When controlling fast dynamic systems, task execution is only marginally affected
by manipulating haptic feedback levels; haptic feedback has no effect on task per-
formance, but improves control effort.

• For slow dynamic systems, full haptic feedback substantially improves task execu-
tion (in terms of mean tracking error, number of reversals) compared to no haptic
feedback, but at the cost of substantially increased operating forces at the master
device.

• Interestingly, scaled haptic feedback (25% or 50%) yields identical performance
benefits as full haptic feedback, but with a beneficial decrease in physical control
effort.

In order to understand underlying operator control behavior for the slow slave, frequency-
response functions were estimated on which a linear cybernetic control model incorpo-
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rating both feedforward and feedback was fit. The estimated model accurately captured
individual operator control behavior in both time and frequency domain (i.e., high VAF),
and yielded repeatable and reproducible results. This analysis led to the following con-
clusions:

• Any of the tested haptic feedback levels enable operators to generate more phase
lead compared to no feedback, allowing improved compensation for the lag of the
slow slave system.

• Haptic feedback enables operators to substantially reduce their effective time de-
lay and, consequently, the amount of preview used, compared to no haptic feed-
back.

This indicates that the availability of haptic feedback allows operators to adapt their
feedback and feedforward responses, such that slow slave systems can be controlled
more accurately in free-space, with a higher bandwidth. The parameterized cybernetic
model can be used to describe and predict human-in-the-loop telemanipulated control
of slave systems (e.g., cranes, robot arms), as well as form a basis to formalize augmented
haptic support design, such as haptic shared control or haptic guidance.
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Figure 4.3: One of six realizations of the time trace and the auto spectrum of reference trajectory w . The
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filtered with a second-order Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.5 Hz.
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input force.
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Figure 4.10: Estimated parameters of the operator control model, for for each of the six experimental condi-
tions. Open circles represent population means (n=13), with the error bars representing the 95% confidence in-
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Figure 4.11: Mean VAFs per subject per condition. Each bar graph represents an average of four repetitions.
The minimum VAF for a single repetition is 85%. The mean VAF over all repetitions is 95%, with a standard
deviation of 1.9%. Such high VAFs indicate that the model accurately describes the data in the time domain.
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5
REACH ADAPTATION APPLIED TO

TELEMANIPULATION: DOES

HAPTIC FEEDBACK BANDWIDTH

AFFECT MOTOR LEARNING?

Motor learning is a fundamental construct in human motor control. Yet, learning the
dynamics of task and environment is affected by the dynamics op the telemanipulation
system. Within this chapter a key experiment is performed with the goal to quantify the
extent to which haptic feedback contributes to motor adaptation in the context of telema-
nipulation (i.e. generation of internal models). A well-known reach adaptation paradigm
was adopted to assess the impact of haptic feedback bandwidth and slave dynamics on
task execution. Fig. 5.1 shows a simplified control-theoretic representation of the experi-
mental conditions.

This chapter was submitted for review to IEEE Transactions on Human-Machine Systems
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Figure 5.1: Simplified control-theoretic representation of the study as performed in this chapter. We
modulated the bandwidth of the haptic feedback signal and the slave dynamics (shown in red) to
determine effects on learning rates or learning outcomes. A widely-used reach adaptation exper-
imental paradigm was adopted, in which subjects (implicitly) learn abstract force-curl dynamics,
but now through the dynamics of the telemanipulation system.
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ABSTRACT

Real-world telemanipulation tasks involve substantial variations in remote environment
kinematics and dynamics, which require learning and generalization to handle. Whereas
learning and generalization substantially benefit from haptic feedback, the requirements
for haptic feedback to be effective are unknown. To determine these requirements, and
to determine effects of haptic feedback on learning rates or learning outcomes, we ap-
plied a well-known reach adaptation paradigm from motor control literature to a tele-
manipulation scenario, in which subjects perform 2 DoF movements through a viscous
curl force field. However, instead of applying the perturbations directly to the subject’s
hand, the perturbations were superimposed on the slave’s workspace. Thus, subjects
were to familiarize themselves with the dynamics of the slave system and, moreover,
were to learn the dynamics of the curl field through the feedback dynamics of the tele-
manipulation device. We then modulated the haptic feedback bandwidth (by filtering
the feedback dynamics with a 2 or 10 Hz cutoff 2nd order Butterworth filter, or unfil-
tered), and slave dynamics (either fast or slow, 8.5 and 2.1 Hz bandwidth, respectively).
We hypothesized that the haptic feedback bandwidth should be at least higher than the
bandwidth of the slave system, while feedback above the bandwidth of the human’s vol-
untary control inputs is superfluous. The results show that during learning, motor adap-
tation to the curl field were similar to those reported in the literature when the field is
applied directly to the hand instead of via the slave. Also the learning rate was not af-
fected by slave dynamics or feedback bandwidth. Haptic feedback bandwidth affected
generalization: 10 Hz or unfiltered feedback allowed for more accurate compensation
of the curl field, but only for the fast dynamic system. We conclude that the quality of
haptic feedback substantially improves an operator’s ability to generalize beyond a set
of pre-experienced motions, but only when the feedback bandwidth is higher than the
slave system’s cutoff frequency. Further increasing the bandwidth is not beneficial.

5.1. INTRODUCTION

Real-world telemanipulation tasks encompass substantial variations in kinematics and
dynamics of the slave interacting with the remote environment. To deal with these varia-
tions, the human operator needs to learn and generalize the system’s kinematics and dy-
namics. This process of learning a (transferable) mapping between the operator’s input
and the slave’s output is also called sensorimotor learning. Haptic feedback is intrinsic
to this process of sensorimotor learning (e.g., [65, 114, 136, 135]), but then the feedback
must satisfy certain requirements. And whereas such requirements are instrumental in
specifying design requirements of telemanipulation hardware and controllers, it is not
well understood what these requirements on haptic feedback quality are.

Haptic feedback quality or ‘haptic transparency’ describes the fidelity with which force
and positional information is sent from the remote environment to the human oper-
ator [79] [138]. When haptic feedback is truly transparent, the telemanipulation sys-
tem reflects the contact forces of the slave with the remote environment one-to-one to
the human operator, without any form of (electro-)mechanical distortion from the de-
vice and its controllers. High quality haptic feedback is beneficial to telemanipulated
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task execution, as has been demonstrated for various tasks and manipulators. For ex-
ample, feedback of the contact forces with a remote environment improves task exe-
cution in terms of task completion time [38] [55] [85], contact force [38] and errors [38]
[55]. Furthermore, haptic feedback reduces control effort measured in terms of cognitive
workload [129] and operator forces [55], compared to visual feedback alone. Typically,
these studies are conducted in scenarios where subjects perform repetitive movements
in short time envelopes. In practice however, tele-operated movements have similar but
not identical kinematics and dynamics, and are actually learned over long periods of
time; even operators with years of training still improve substantially [16].

Besides such task execution benefits measured on the output (i.e. slave or task) side
of the telemanipulation system, several studies have argued that haptic feedback may
also change the characteristics of the operator’s input. For example, when operators
were provided with haptic feedback during manual excitation of a sprung mass [62],
point-to-point movements with a spanner [133], or visuo-manual control over a system
with a priori unknown dynamics [56], their control changed in terms of the absolute
amount or the frequency spectrum of the movements. Danion even reported that hap-
tic feedback of the dynamics of the remotely controlled system affected the movement
strategy used by subjects, as well as their subsequent performance [33]. These studies
suggest that haptic feedback not only affects low-level coordination at an operational
level, but also affects neuromuscular planning at the tactical and decision making at
the strategical levels; haptic feedback fundamentally affects the way operators control a
telemanipulation system.

Fundamental human motor control literature supports these findings; from this lit-
erature (e.g., [65] [114] [136] [135]) it is known that haptic feedback enhances the process
of building ‘mappings’ between human input and a system’s (i.e., the ‘plant’) response.
For example, when learning to drive a (new) car, “the magnitude of vehicle movement in
response to the amount of wheel turn and accelerator depression varies across vehicles.
Thus, the driver must learn the new mapping between his or her actions and the resulting
vehicle movements." [112]. Also, when controlling a one-dimensional mass on a spring,
humans learn to control the kinematics of said object by forming an internal model that
specifies the forces to be exerted by the hand [37]. Similarly, for telemanipulators, the
operator must learn the mapping between his or her movements and the resulting slave
response. Moreover, such a mapping should not simply record-and-repeat a movement,
but the mapping should be ‘transferable’ to situations where kinematics and/or dynam-
ics have changed.

In motor control terminology, these mappings of endogenous (e.g., one’s muscu-
loskeletal system) or exogenous dynamics (e.g., telemanipulation device or task dynam-
ics) are called ‘internal models’, and the concept of transferring learning to situations
with different kinematics (e.g., a different movements) or dynamics (e.g., a different con-
troller or slave), is called ‘generalization’. Hence, internal models describe the causal re-
lations between our central nervous system’s command and the plant’s response, and
include descriptions of the (endogenous) dynamics of our limbs, but also of the (exoge-
nous) dynamics of master, slave and controller, and forces arising from the task that is
performed. The internal models are formed and refined over time in a process known as
‘sensorimotor adaptation’. This is what allows us to become more skilled at moving our
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limbs, tools (e.g. a racket), but also devices that perform tasks like in telemanipulation.
Now in telemanipulation, the process of building the mapping is affected by the feed-

back dynamics of the slave system, which can, to some extent, be (re)engineered (i.e.,
the haptic feedback quality). But with respect to which requirements? While the haptic
feedback quality may substantially affect gradual or long-term (i.e., days, weeks or even
years) task performance, the subject has not been (quantitatively) studied.

The objective of this study is to determine the effects of haptic feedback quality on sen-
sorimotor adaptation rates or outcomes in telemanipulation. We defined the bandwidth
of the haptic feedback as the metric for haptic feedback quality, and hypothesize that, in
order for the operator to reasonably estimate the system’s high-frequency characteris-
tics, the haptic feedback bandwidth should be at least higher than the bandwidth of the
slave system, but feedback above the bandwidth of the human’s voluntary control inputs
would be superfluous. Hence, above this frequency, no differences in motor adaptation
characteristics are expected to occur. Specifically, for a slave system with a bandwidth of
8.5 Hz, any haptic feedback bandwidth over 8.5 Hz does not yield any motor adaptation
benefits. Similarly, for a slave system with a bandwidth of 2.1 Hz, any haptic feedback
bandwidth over approx. 2.1 Hz will yields no differences in motor adaptation.

Motor adaptation is typically studied in well-established reach adaptation paradigms,
in which subjects perform straight planar reaching movements, while being perturbed
by an a-priori unknown artificial force field (e.g., [65, 112, 114, 136]). Over time sub-
jects learn to adapt to the force field’s characteristics, after which subjects are to transfer
their learning to a kinematically dissimilar movement (the generalization). In these tra-
ditional sensorimotor adaptation experiments the subject’s hand grasps a haptic device
that directly controls the output and the perturbation or force field is applied directly to
the subject’s hand. We adopted and modified this approach, instead superimposing the
force field on the slave’s workspace. Thus, subjects were to familiarize themselves with
the dynamics of the slave system and were to learn the dynamics of the force field, both
through the feedback dynamics of the telemanipulation device.

We previously applied this sensorimotor adaptation paradigm to a telemanipula-
tion task [134], and found that an operator’s ability to learn and generalize beyond a set
of pre-experienced motions increased when the quality of the haptic information was
(close to) natural. Quantitative conclusions on the effect of haptic feedback could not be
drawn, and specific requirements for haptic feedback could not be defined, as the num-
ber of subjects was limited and inhomogeneous device dynamics resulted in a high vari-
ance of the experimental data. For the current study we decided to work with a virtual
slave system, such that homogeneity of device dynamics and experimental conditions
(i.e. haptic feedback quality and slave dynamics) could more easily be controlled.

5.2. MATERIALS & METHODS
We adapted a well-known reach adaptation paradigm (e.g., [47] [60]) from the motor
control literature to a telemanipulated reaching task: subjects performed 2 DoF reaching
movements with a simulated slave (with either slow or fast dynamics) in a viscous curl
force field under three haptic feedback bandwidths (for which we filtered the master’s
feedback dynamics). In Stage I of the experiment, subjects familiarized themselves with
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the dynamics of the task and manipulator, in Stage II and III subjects were required to
adapt to a viscous curl force field, and finally, in Stage IV subjects were to generalize their
movement to a different direction.

5.2.1. SUBJECTS
Seventy-eight healthy, aged between 21 and 43 years, all affiliated with the Delft Univer-
sity of Technology were recruited. Subjects required to be right-handed, and between
1m70 and 1m90 of length, to minimize joint angle variations. The participants had no
or limited experience with robotic systems. All subjects gave informed consent and the
study was approved by the Delft Human Research Ethics Committee.

5.2.2. APPARATUS
The experiments were performed on the 3 degree-of-freedom admittance-controlled
FCS Moog HapticMASTER with a simulated slave device. The device has a position res-
olution of <12e-6 m, a stiffness of >10000 N/m and a force sensitivity of 0.01 N [82].
It was constrained to only enable movements in a horizontal plane (Fig. 5.2). The vir-
tual inertia, damping and Coulomb friction of the device were set at Jm = 2 kg, Bm = 0
Ns/m and FCoul omb = 0.001 N, respectively. The device was controlled with a VxWorks
RT operating system running at 2048 Hz. Servo-gains were hand tuned to provide unity
frequency response functions, which resulted in proportional, derivative and accelera-
tion gains of [400, 2, 0.003] and [400, 2, 0.005] for the r - (arm in/out) and φ-axis (base
rotation), respectively.

The slave system, designed in Matlab Simulink, was simulated on an additional real-
time controller by Bachmann GmbH. This industrial controller runs at 1000 Hz and logs
position and force at the same frequency. The visualization was updated at a rate of 30
Hz.

5.2.3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

TASK DESCRIPTION

Subjects performed 10 cm long reach adaptation tasks with a virtual slave system by con-
trolling a 2 DoF mechanical master device. Subjects either moved from starting point A
to target box B, or from starting point C to target box D. The movement A-B was per-
formed in the sagittal plane, i.e. straight ahead right in front of the subject, whereas
the movement C-D has a 45 degree angle with respect to the sagittal plane. A, B, C and
D were respectively located at (x, y) = (0, 0cm), (0, 10cm), (2.59, -0.69cm) and (7.59cm,
7.97cm). A marker on the floor positioned the subjects, who were standing. As such,
the elbow angle approximated 90 degrees for both A-B and C-B movements, whereas for
the shoulder there was a difference of approximately 45 degrees in the transverse plane
between the two movements. To minimize passive and active dynamic effects from the
FCS Moog HapticMASTER, we mirrored movements A-B and C-D around the r -axis of
the device (arm in/out). The slave cursor as controlled by the subjects was displayed as
a 1 mm diameter blue open circle. Atarting points (A & C) were displayed as 2 mm di-
ameter black open circles, whereas targets (B & D) were described by boxes with 5mm
ribs (in red). The scene was shown from the top view perspective on a monitor located
right in front of the subject (see Fig. 5.2). Thus subjects were to (implicitly) make the
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Figure 5.2: Experimental setup showing the (physical) master device and virtual slave system (the blue open
circle on the screen). Subjects made reaching movements in 500±50 ms from A to B, or from C to D, by moving
the master device in the horizontal plane (in green). Only a single trajectory was shown at a time. After each
trial, feedback of the performance was provided (’Nice!’, ’Too fast’,...), and the subject was guided back to the
starting point. Additionally, trial time and a performance indication were shown in the top left, and a progress
bar on the bottom.

transformation between manual and visual workspaces.

Subjects were exposed to an artificial viscous curl force field (Fcur l )on the slave side. This
field produces forces of which the amplitude is proportional to the velocity, while its ori-
entation is perpendicular to the movement. This can be expressed mathematically by
Fcur l = B x ′: [

Fcur l ,x

Fcur l ,y

]
=

[
0 −26

26 0

][
x ′

x
x ′

y

]
(5.1)

TASK INSTRUCTION

Subjects were instructed to move the cursor after a visual prompting signal ("Go" and
color coding of the screen) from the blue starting points to the red targets in 500±50
ms. It was advised to move from start to end in one smooth movement, explaining that
moving too fast may lead to overshoot, and correcting for this overshoot is time-costly.
After reaching the target, subjects were given feedback on their performance. The task-
completion-time was shown, and additionally, for reaching movements between 450
and 550 ms, subjects were given the visual feedback "Nice!". For movements between
<450, "Too fast." was shown, for movements >600 ms "It took too long.". After finish-
ing the task, the device’s controller automatically moved the handle to the next starting
point.
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EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

The two independent variables were haptic feedback bandwidth (master feedback band-
width Hm,F filtered with a 2 or 10 Hz cutoff second-order Butterworth filter HF B f i l t ,
or unfiltered) and simulated slave dynamics Hs (either fast or slow). Each subject per-
formed the experiment with a single haptic feedback bandwidth and a single slave dy-
namics (i.e., between-group design).

The slave dynamics Hs were emulated by a simulated second-order mass-damper, of
which is characteristics were chosen with respect to the frequency range of the opera-
tor’s voluntary control inputs. The human’s neuromuscular system only allows for pre-
cision movements up to approximately 1 Hz, with voluntary inputs up to several Hertz
(up to 6-8 Hz for skilled professionals like pilots [130]). As such, the dynamics of the fast
and slow dynamic systems were chosen to have a cutoff frequency - the point at which
the output of the system drops -3 dB relative to the nominal value - of fc = ~8.5 Hz and
fc = ~2.1 Hz, respectively. Hence the fast dynamic system predominantly appears to the
human operator as a gain, whereas the slow dynamic system appears as a second-order
system (a mass-damper) above its cutoff frequency, substantially affecting closed-loop
human-machine performance. The transfer function of the second-order slave system
together with its position servo actuator is given by:

Hs (s) = xs (s)

xm(s)
= kd ,s s +kp,s

Js s2 + (Bs +kd ,s )s +kp,s
(5.2)

Here xm and xs represent master and (virtual) slave position, respectively. Slave inertia
Js and damping Bs were set at 1 kg and 1 Ns/m for both the fast and the slow system.
The systems were tuned to be critically damped. As such, proportional gain kp,s and
derivative gain kd ,s were set at 490 [-] and 43 [-], respectively, for the fast and 37 [-] and
11 [-] for the slow dynamic system. Fig. 5.3 shows a bode plot and step response for the
two different slave dynamics.

Independent variable haptic feedback bandwidth was chosen relative to the two slave
systems and the human operator dynamics:

• 2 Hz, as it is around the bandwidth of the slow slave system and below the human
operator cutoff frequency,

• 10 Hz, as it is above the bandwidth of the slow slave system, around the bandwidth
of the fast slave system and above the bandwidth of the human operator dynamics,

• unfiltered, which approximates 20 Hz due to device limitations, as it is above the
bandwidth of the fast slave system.

These haptic feedback bandwidths were operationalized by filtering the outputs of both
the slave-to-master feedback controller F f b,sm and the curl field Fcur l with second-order
Butterworth filters with cutoff frequencies of 2 Hz, 10 Hz and no filtering (HF B f i l t , see
Fig. 5.4A). Hence, as the two forces are superimposed, the total force presented to the
operator equals:

f f b(s) = HF B f i l t
(

f f b,sm(s)+ fcur l (s)
)

(5.3)
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Figure 5.3: Bode plot and step response of the slave system and its controller (open-loop), modeled as mass-
spring-damper. The slow slave system (Hs,sl ow ) has a bandwidth of ~2.1 Hz, whereas the fast slave system’s
(Hs, f ast ) bandwidth is ~8.5 Hz.

A position servo was applied as a slave-to-master feedback controller to feedback the
dynamics of the slave:

F f b,sm(t ) = (
xs (t )−xm(t )

)
kp,m + (

ẋs (t )− ẋm(t )
)
kd ,m (5.4)

Proportional kp,m and derivative kd ,m gains were chosen such that the magnitude of the
forces generated by the serve F f b,sm approximated the forces generated by the curl field
Fcur l (which is approx. 7-11 N). Hence, kp,m and kd ,m were chosen at 1400 [-] and 140 [-]
for the fast system, respectively, and 270 [-] and 27 [-] for the slow system, respectively.
Theoretically, working with a virtual master inertia of 2 kg and no damping, this gives a
bandwidth for F f b,sm of approximately 81 Hz. However, in practice, this bandwidth is
limited by (electro-)mechanical limitations and dynamics of the HapticMASTER (hence
the choice for kp,m and kd ,m is rather arbitrary). The same holds for the bandwidth of the
forces generated by Fcur l : it is the master dynamics and not the Nyquist frequency (i.e.,
500 Hz) that describes the achievable bandwidth. Therefore, we estimated the master’s
force frequency response function (Hm,F , see Fig. 5.4B): in both the r - and φ-axis of the
HapticMaster the bandwidth of the frequency response approximates 20 Hz. The net
result or effective haptic feedback frequency response function HF B (= HF B f i l t Hm,F ),
is shown in Fig. 5.4C. Notice that instead of an ideal linear second-order system (i.e.,
as depicted in Fig. 5.4A) the estimated and effective frequency responses (Hm,F and
HF B ) show non-linear effects, as the responses dip below 0 dB before the filter cutoff
frequency, while simultaneously showing underdamped behavior near the cutoff fre-
quency.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL

Before commencing the experiment, each subject was quasi-randomly assigned to a
haptic feedback and slave dynamics condition. Subjects were presented with written
instruction, as annexed to the informed consent form. After this, subjects were given a
couple of minutes to explore the setup by moving the device as they wished. The ac-
tual experiment was was divided into four stages. In Stage I, the ’familiarization’ stage,
subjects performed thirty-six reaching movements in randomized order to both targets,
without the curl field. This allowed subjects to get familiar with the manipulator dynam-
ics, the camera view and the experimental protocol. In Phase II and III, the ‘learning’
stages, subjects performed two times 72 movements from starting point A to target B,
but now under the effect of a viscous curl force field. Finally, in Phase IV, the ‘generaliza-
tion’ stage, subjects moved ten times from C to D. In between the stages the subjects had
a one-minute break to relax their arms. From introduction to debriefing, the experiment
lasted about 15 to 20 min.

Table 5.1: Experimental protocol. Each subject was quasi-randomly assigned to a haptic feedback and slave
dynamics condition, and presented with written instruction. Subsequently, each subject was lead through four
stages, in which subjects familiarized themselves with manipulator and task (Stage I), learned the dynamic
of the force-curl field (Stages II and III), and generalized their learning (Stage IV). In order to measure how
accurate subjects performed their movements, quasi-randomized force-clamp trials were performed.

Stage I: Stage II: Stage III: Stage IV:
Familiarization Learning Learning Generalization

# repetitions 36 72 72 10
movement A-B & C-D A-B A-B C-D

force-curl field disabled enabled enabled disabled
# error-clamp trials 4 8 8 10

At set trial numbers in each of the Stages, the robot produced a channel that arti-
ficially eliminated movement errors. These so-called ‘error-clamp’ trials, enabled the
measurement of the forces subjects produced perpendicular to the direction of move-
ment, which are indicative of changes in the subjects’ motor output. For Stage I, these
trials were number 20, 26, 30 and 35. For Stages II and III, these were trials 4, 16, 28,
39, 50, 58, 65 and 70. For Stage IV, all trials were error-clamp trials. Subjects were not
informed of these error-clamps. Tab. 5.1 provides an overview of the settings per stage.

5.2.4. METRICS & DATA ANALYSIS

The quality of generalization is expressed by the forces during error-clamp trials (Stage
IV, trial 1); higher error-clamp forces indicate a more accurate representation of the
force-curl dynamics by the internal model. Error-clamp forces are normalized by the
peak ideal force needed to compensate for the full strength curl field during late adap-
tation, in accordance to [60], as such reducing inter-subject variability. Hence, we mul-
tiplied the slave velocity during Stage III trials 65 and 70 (i.e., ‘late adaptation’) with the
force-curl field (Eq. 5.1), and used the max. to normalize the error-clamp forces. In ad-
dition, to illustrate the learning behavior, the lateral deviation from the ideal path (i.e. a
straight line from starting point to target) is measured.
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The experiment had a between-group design; each subject performed the experiment
with a single force feeedback bandwidth and a single slave dynamics. Hence six groups
of thirteen subjects (n=13). Comparison of experimental conditions was made on the
basis of populations, assuming a normal distribution and variance homoscedasticity. A
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on the data. p-values of 0.05 or
below are deemed significant (α = 0.05). Results for the fast and slow dynamic system
are presented independently.

Table 5.2: Mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) of the normalized error-clamp forces in the generalisation
stage (Force [% perturbation]), for each of the experimental conditions. The metrics are calculated from a
population of 13 subjects per condition (n=13), totaling 78 subjects.

µ (σ) for µ (σ) for µ (σ) for
2 Hz FFB 10 Hz FFB no FFB filter

Fast: F [% pert.] 39.8 (7.1) 64.5 (11.9) 59.1 (15.4)
Slow: F [% pert.] 55.3 (14.2) 54.8 (14.5) 49.8 (8.2)

5.3. RESULTS
Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 show the across subject mean of the lateral deviation (top figures)
and the forces during error-clamp trials (bottom figures) for the fast and the slow system,
respectively.

In Stage I, the lateral deviation decreases over trials as subjects familiarize themselves
with task and device for both the fast and the slow system. Also, the lateral deviation in
Stage I shows a relatively high variation, illustrating the exploratory behavior. The force
during error-clamp trials is around 30% of the peak ideal force to compensate for the
full strength force field (no force-curl is present during Stage I). This force is caused by
motor noise, as well as subject-specific preferences to slightly deviate from a straight line
between start- and endpoint. Obviously, during error-clamp trials the lateral deviation
is negligible, as the clamp restrains lateral movement.

In Stage II, the force-curl is introduced. This initially results in lateral errors of several
centimeters for both the fast and the slow slave system. Over trials this error decreases to
several millimeters. A similar pattern is seen for the error-clamp forces. At first the clamp
forces are between 40 and 80%, while during late Stage II, the forces are between 80 and
120%. This task execution continues in Stage III; during Stage III, both the lateral devia-
tion and error-clamp force are relatively stable, sitting between approx. 3-8 millimeters
and 80-120%, respectively.

Finally, in Stage IV, subjects only perform error-clamp trials in a kinematically dis-
similar scenario compared to Stage I-III, to measure their ability to generalized the force-
curl dynamics. Initially, this results in error-clamp forces of 40 to 70%, while error-clamp
forces slowly return to baseline (Stage I). This pattern is seen for both the fast (Fig. 5.5)
and the slow (Fig. 5.6) slave system.

The mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) of the main metric, the normalized error-clamp
forces, are shown in Tab. 5.2. Fig. 5.7 shows the population and subject means of these
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error-clamp forces expressed as a percentage of the perturbation forces during late adap-
tation (i.e. final clamp trials of Stage III).

For the fast slave system, the mean error-clamp force was 39.8, 64.5 and 59.1% for
haptic feedback with 2 Hz, 10 Hz or unfiltered haptic feedback bandwidth, respectively.
The error-clamp force is affected by haptic feedback bandwidth for the fast dynamic
system (p=0.017, F=4.5): 10 Hz filtered or unfiltered feedback yield approximately 50%
higher error-clamp forces compared to 2 Hz filtered feedback (p=0.002, F=12.2 and p=0.034,
F=5.0, respectively. There is no difference between 10 Hz filtered and unfiltered feedback
(p=0.60, F=0.3).

The slow slave system yielded mean error-clamp forces of 55.3, 54.8 and 49.9% for
haptic feedback with 2 Hz, 10 Hz or unfiltered haptic feedback bandwidth, respectively.
No differences between haptic feedback conditions were observed (p=0.8, F=0.2).

5.4. DISCUSSION

Real-world telemanipulated tasks encompass substantial variations in kinematics and
dynamics. Effective learning and generalization of these variations implies certain re-
quirements on the haptic feedback, and therefore affects design requirements of tele-
manipulation hardware and controllers. In this study we quantified the effect of haptic
feedback bandwidth on an operator’s ability to learn and generalize kinematics and dy-
namics in a telemanipulation scenario. We expected that the required minimal haptic
feedback bandwidth to allow optimal generalization of learning would be dependent
on the bandwidth of the slave system. Therefore, we manipulated the haptic feedback
bandwidth (three cutoff frequencies: 2 Hz, 10 Hz, no filter) for a system with fast and a
slow dynamics (i.e., bandwidths of approx. 8,5 and 2.1 Hz, respectively). Specifically, we
hypothesized that when the haptic feedback bandwidth is at least higher than the band-
width of the slave system, no differences in motor adaptation characteristics occur.

For the slow dynamic system, haptic feedback bandwidth did not impact generalization
of learning: the forces in the error clamp trials during generalization showed no differ-
ences between the three haptic feedback bandwidths (with mean error clamp forces of
approximately 55%, 55% and 50% for the 2 or 10 Hz filtered, and unfiltered haptic feed-
back condition, respectively). Apparently, for the slow system, a bandwidth of approx. 2
Hz or higher suffices for operators to accurately adapt to the perturbation forces.

On the other hand, the fast dynamic system showed significant differences between
haptic feedback conditions; the error clamp forces during generalization in the 2 Hz fil-
tered haptic feedback conditions were approximately 40% of the forces during late adap-
tation, which was significantly lower than the error clamp forces generated during the
10 Hz filtered and unfiltered haptic feedback (64% and 59%, respectively). Apparently,
a low haptic feedback bandwidth substantially reduces the operator’s ability to general-
ize their learning compared to higher bandwidth feedback conditions, at least for fast
dynamic systems. Furthermore, error clamp forces during the 10 Hz filtered haptic feed-
back and the unfiltered feedback were not significantly different. This suggest that the
haptic feedback bandwidth should be at least higher than the cutoff frequency of the
slave system (8.5 Hz), as hypothesized.
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REACH ADAPTATION IN TELEMANIPULATION

To the best of our knowledge this is the first study to apply the widely used reach adapta-
tion paradigm from neuroscience to bilateral telemanipulation. The specific variation of
the paradigm we applied was derived from the paradigm of Haswell et al. [60] and Izawa
et al. [66]. It is similar to the first description of reach adaptation studies that date from
1994 by Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi [114]. Here, subjects made movements in a viscous
curl force field, starting from the center of a circle to eight targets which were homo-
geneously distributed around the starting point. Variations on the original paradigm
include movements to a multitude of targets (e.g. [97]) and different amplitudes or pro-
portions of the components of the force field (e.g. [91]). In essence however, all reach
adaptation paradigms follow the same principle: subjects familiarize themselves with
setup and task, learn to adapt to the force field and then generalize their learning to
another part of the workspace. The Haswell paradigm constitutes a relatively simpler
learning stage, as learning is performed in a single direction instead of multiple. This
was deemed sufficient to validate our experimental hypothesis.

The general results of the learning paradigm applied to limb movements show a high
level of similarity for each of the learning stages with our observed results during tele-
manipulated reaching tasks. During familiarization, subjects get acquainted with the
dynamics of task and manipulator, the type of visual and haptic feedback and the exper-
imental procedure. Typically, the behavior converges over the first 20 trials, after which
moderate exploratory behavior is observed, just as in this study. In the learning stage,
subjects initially show a high lateral deviation due to the sudden introduction of the
force-curl. This deviation converges quickly over approx. 10 trials, and then gradually
decreases to a steady-state deviation of approximately 5 mm in the studies of Haswell et
al. [60] and Izawa et al. [66]. In our telemanipulated learning scenario we see similar
behavior, with rapid convergence over the first 10 trials and a steady-state lateral error
(measured at the slave side) of approx. 5 mm. Finally, for the generalization stage, the
magnitude observed error clamp forces lie in the range of those reported by Haswell and
Izawa (35% and 43%, respectively). Compensation forces during generalization in our
study are slightly larger, with 40 and 60% for the fast slave and 50 and 55% slow slave,
compared to the compensation forces during learning. This relative increase can be ac-
counted to the the design of our curl field forces; these were substantially higher with an
absolute value of 26 Ns/m in our study, compared to 10-13 Ns/m as typically used (e.g.
[47] [66] [97] [114]).

IMPLICATIONS

The error-clamp forces are a measure for the representation of the force-curl dynamics
by the internal model; higher error-clamp forces indicate a more accurate representa-
tion. In fact, if an operator would have perfectly learned the curl field and manipulator
dynamics, the error-clamp trials in Phase II and III would show an exact inverse of these
dynamics (given the subject moves feedforward without sensorimotor noise). Phase IV
shows how well the learning is ‘transferable’ or ‘generalizable’ to a kinematically dissim-
ilar movement, and, as such, describes the quality of the internal model learned by the
human operator, which, in this case, constitutes of models of slave manipulator and curl
field. Such internal models lie at the basis of well executed tasks; high quality internal
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models are essential for accurate feedforward (i.e. predictive) control, a characteristic
of skilled (tele)manipulation [65] [135]. Over the course of the experimental trials the
operator develops the internal model, thereby increasing the contribution of feedfor-
ward control while simultaneously reducing the feedback contribution [97]. Eventually,
the operator can generate sensorimotor commands which predict exogenous dynamics,
like those from a curl field or a telemanipulator.

This study shows that the quality of the internal model is affected by the haptic feed-
back quality, but only for haptic feedback bandwidths up to several Hz higher than the
slave system’s dynamics. This finding, that haptic feedback impacts motor adaptation
tasks, is different from findings from other studies, which generally state that haptic
feedback does not affect tasks without contact. For example, Hannaford et al. [55]
report no difference in task execution time for feedback and no-feedback conditions.
Other studies for tasks without environmental contact even suggest that haptic feedback
may negatively affect task performance (e.g. [61] [133]). Essentially, the motor adapta-
tion paradigm we used in the current study magnifies the effects that occur when an
operator controls an object with new dynamics, both when operators first internalize
the new dynamics, and more importantly, when movements are made that require a
high quality representation of the dynamics by means of the internal model. This is in
contrast to studies that measure task performance with subjects performing repetitive
movements in short time envelopes, effectively taking place in the saturation part of the
learning curve. Besides magnification of learning effects, using an abstraction of dy-
namics rather than real world dynamics allows for an unprecedented interaction for the
subject. Hence, sensorimotor learning behaviour can be studied cleanly, with minimal
influences from confounding factors like individual training or experience.

Apparently, haptic feedback quality has an important, previously overlooked effect on
motor adaptation. How this, in turn, quantitatively impacts task performance should
be further investigated. Perhaps haptic feedback of sufficient quality can speed up the
typically long learning curves encountered in telemanipulation. For example, an opera-
tor with 2 months of experience shows a 50% increase in task execution times compared
to operators with 12 or 33 months of experience [16]. Also, crane drivers (who do not
receive haptic feedback from the crane or manipulated load) typically require hundreds
of hours of training before being considered ‘experts’ [67]. Could training with the right
haptic feedback bandwidth speed this up?

LIMITATIONS

There is more to sensorimotor learning than solely motor adaptation - the topic of this
study. Learning skilled behavior also includes gathering task-relevant sensory informa-
tion, decision making and selection of strategies [135]. How haptic feedback affects such
processes is only marginally understood. Interesting in this context is the work of Dan-
ion et al. [33], who found that movement strategy and subsequent performance during
training of an under-actuated object is affected by haptic feedback. With haptic feed-
back, subjects adopted a strategy involving control of the object’s degrees of freedom
and fast hand movements. In contrast, without haptic feedback subjects locked the de-
grees of freedom and never attempted another, more efficient strategy.
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Although the reach adaptation paradigm is widely used and well-established, ini-
tially we found difficulty to reproduce basic learning and generalization patterns with
our own equipment and limited experience in motor learning experiments. During repli-
cation, we found that whilst some experimental variables are well described (e.g., move-
ments, force field parameters), other experimental design choices were not well moti-
vated (e.g., passive device dynamics, force clamp design, precise instruction on task exe-
cution). This complicated finding the right combination of experimental design choices
for our experimental setup, which has different advantages and limitations in hardware
and software compared to literature. In particular, the polar kinematic configuration of
the Haptic Master we used suffered from parasitic dynamics, which affected the subject’s
movement. To create more homogeneous dynamics, we mirrored the learning and gen-
eralization movement around the radial axis of the device. This substantially reduced
the effect of parasitic dynamics, and therefore variation unrelated to the experimental
conditions. Still, our results show relatively more variation when compared to similar
studies (e.g. [60]). This may partly be explained by less strict constraints in limb po-
sitioning (i.e., arm angles) and unrestrained wrist movement (which a cuff could have
avoided [97]).

We defined haptic feedback bandwidth as a single parameter with linear properties.
In practice, the effective realized bandwidth is affected by, among others: friction, play,
dynamic coupling, structural dynamics, and dynamic behavior of actuators and con-
trollers. This results in non-linear behavior, also present in the frequency response func-
tion of the haptic feedback as shown in Fig. 5.4C. Instead of an ideal second-order system
(5.4A) the realized transfer function dips below 0 dB before the filter cutoff frequency,
while simultaneously showing underdamped behavior near the cutoff frequency. Hence,
the absolute values of the experimental conditions should be viewed in approximation.
Also, it is important to realize that the absolute value of the optimal feedback bandwidth
depends not only on the mechanical slave dynamics of the slave, but also on the mas-
ter dynamics and controller properties, as these all substantially have an impact on the
effective realized frequency response.

CATERING TOWARDS THE HUMAN OPERATOR

Despite many decades of research, real-world telemanipulated task execution is charac-
terized by long task completion times, errors and a high mental workload, compared to
hands-on task execution. In the literature two avenues of research aim to improve this.
First, high-quality haptic feedback is being pursued, which requires high-bandwidth
ripple-free actuators, high-stiffness low-inertia mechanics, joints and transmissions with
negligible play and friction, high-bandwidth low-delay controllers and high-resolution
low-noise sensors (e.g., [21] [33] [52]).

An alternative approach to improve task execution is by the addition of virtual feed-
back information, either visually (e.g., augmented reality [11]) or haptically (e.g., event-
based haptic feedback [76], virtual fixtures [107], or haptic shared control [15]). Regard-
less which approach is adopted, engineering haptic feedback quality beyond human
sensorimotor capabilities is superfluous and will not lead to task execution improve-
ments [28] [133].

We therefore argue to base design guidelines for haptic feedback quality on quanti-
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fied human operator characteristics. Previously, Daniel and McAree [32] observed that
a natural partitioning exists between information and energy in haptics: information is
conveyed at frequencies above roughly 30 Hz, while the energetic interaction between
the slave and the environment takes place below roughly 30 Hz. Our study suggests that
even for free-air task components, where the slave does not touch a remote environ-
ment, critical information about slave dynamics is conveyed at frequencies well below
30 Hz (2 and 8 Hz in this study, dependent on cutoff frequency of the slave system). For
tasks components where the slave is in contact with a real environment, we agree with
researchers like Kuchenbecker and Pacchierotti (e.g., [76, 99]) that the notion of contact
is important, rather than the absolute dynamics of the interaction. Notable exceptions
for this guideline include expert tasks like tissue palpation, where absolute perception
of stiffness is critical [92].

Hence, we would suggest to design the telemanipulation system such that relatively
low-frequent bilateral haptic feedback suffices the motor learning requirements, whilst
this feedback is enriched with high-frequent vibrations (e.g., event-based haptic feed-
back [76] [99]) to emulate high-frequency forces like contact (up hundreds of Hz), or slip
(~30 Hz) [21].

As such, we hope that our findings contribute to establishing design guidelines for
haptic feedback in telemanipulation; the desired haptic feedback bandwidth does not
only depend on the dynamics of the physical interaction with the remote environment,
but also on the dynamics during unconstrained (i.e. free-space) motions. These mo-
tor learning requirements influence low-frequent device bandwidth requirements, and
when combined with high-frequent information, we believe that this creates a design
philosophy for haptic feedback that is truly catered towards human operator character-
istics.

5.5. CONCLUSION
To determine requirements of haptic feedback bandwidth for motor learning, we applied
a well-known reach adaptation paradigm from motor control literature to a telemanip-
ulation scenario; human subjects used a 2 DoF haptic master device to control a simu-
lated slave system perturbed by a viscous curl force field. This allowed us to quantify the
extent to which haptic feedback bandwidth affects motor learning and generalization for
different slave dynamics, namely either fast or slow. We provided subjects with three dif-
ferent levels of haptic feedback from the slave dynamics: 2 Hz filtered haptic feedback,
10 Hz filtered feedback and unfiltered haptic feedback. For the experimental conditions
studied we conclude that:

• Subjects learned to adapt to the curl force field acting on the simulated slave sim-
ilarly as to literature describing motor adaptations with perturbations directly to
the subject’s hand, and independently of slave dynamics or haptic feedback band-
width.

• When generalizing with a fast dynamic systems, high-quality haptic feedback al-
lows for more accurate compensation of the perturbation forces; 10 Hz filtered
haptic feedback or unfiltered haptic feedback improves the mean generalization
forces over 2 Hz filtered feedback.
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• When generalizing with a slow dynamic system, low-frequent, 2 Hz filtered haptic
feedback suffices to accurately control the slave system, as we observed no differ-
ences between haptic feedback conditions.

We conclude that the quality of haptic feedback, operationalized as its bandwidth, sub-
stantially improves an operator’s ability to generalize beyond a set of pre-experienced
motions (i.e. generalization). The haptic feedback bandwidth should be at least higher
than the slave system’s cutoff frequency, but further increasing the bandwidth does not
benefit generalization. These findings contribute to design guidelines for telemanipula-
tors; the desired haptic feedback bandwidth may not only depend on the dynamics of
this slave, but also on the task dynamics during unconstrained motions. And depending
on the task at hand, motor learning requirements may be more stringent that require-
ments derived from the task, and may, as such, drive overall device bandwidth require-
ments.
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Figure 5.4: A. Bode plots of the filters used to realize different bandwidths of haptic feedback (HF B f i l t ). B.
Estimated Haptic master force frequency response functions (Hm,F , n=4). C. The effective haptic feedback
frequency response functions as displayed to the human operator (HF B = HF B f i l t Hm,F ). The effective or re-
alized frequency response function is affected by non-linear effects such as structural dynamics and dynamic
behavior of actuators and controllers. Instead of an ideal second-order system (5.4A) the realized transfer func-
tion dips below 0 dB before the filter cutoff frequency, while simultaneously showing underdamped behavior
near the cutoff frequency. Therefore, the absolute values of the experimental conditions should be viewed in
approximation.
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Figure 5.7: Mean normalized error-clamp forces in the generalization stage (stage IV) for the fast (left) and
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6
DISCUSSION

6.1. INTRODUCTION
Effectively, telemanipulation systems function as an extension to a human’s motor ap-
paratus such that tasks can be performed in environments with, for example, limita-
tions with respect to distance (e.g., space), scale (e.g., surgery or microassembly) or
unfavourable environments (e.g,. subsea, nuclear). However, in extending the opera-
tor’s motor apparatus, the mapping between telemanipulation system and the human’s
motor control system is, inevitably, distorted. Haptic feedback - both proprioceptive
and tactile or cutaneous feedback - is key in restoring such mapping and can be re-
engineered; how to design haptic feedback (i.e. what quality of feedback is good enough)
to best enable humans to perform practical tasks? As no theory or integrated view for
human-in-the-loop design and evaluation of haptic feedback is available, finding an an-
swer to this question is pestered by trial-and-error or heuristics, and moreover, findings
cannot be transferred from one task or application domain to the other. Such generaliza-
tion over devices, tasks, or even applications can only be realized by adapting a uniform
approach, consisting of experimental frameworks and/or paradigms, guidelines and (cy-
bernetic) models.

In this thesis an integrated view on human-centered design and evaluation of haptic
feedback is presented, and fundamental understanding of the effect of haptic feedback
on (closed-loop) operator neuromuscular control mechanisms is developed. More specif-
ically, this thesis addressed the following:

• It is well-known that haptic feedback is useful for telemanipulation tasks, but the
question of how much it helps, is often answered with “it depends”. Favored de-
sign of haptic feedback depends on factors like operator talent, training, the type of
task or application, the quality of the visual feedback, and task instruction. Chap-
ter 2 presents a uniform framework that enables the assessment and validation of
haptic feedback design for position control (Aim I-a, §1.4). Chapter 3 presents a
similar framework for rate control (Aim I-b).
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• Generalized models of the operator not only contribute to the understanding of
operator control behaviour, but, moreover, enable the prediction of outcomes when
task constraints change, such that informed a priori design considerations of hap-
tic interfaces (and haptic support systems) can be made. Cybernetic models (Ch.
4) and motor control paradigms (Ch. 5) were adapted to quantify the effect of hap-
tic feedback on fundamental neuromuscular control mechanisms (Aim II-a and
II-b), namely feedback and feedforward control.

The outcomes of the studies will be discussed in the upcoming paragraphs. Results with
respect to design requirements of haptic feedback for a given task are discussed in §6.2,
whereas the effects of haptic feedback on the human operator’s (neuromuscular) con-
trol mechanisms are discussed in §6.3. Finally, §6.4 presents guidelines for generalized
haptic feedback design.

6.2. HAPTIC FEEDBACK IN TELEMANIPULATION SCENARIOS

THE FAVOURED HAPTIC FEEDBACK DESIGN TO PERFORM A GIVEN TELEMA-
NIPULATED TASK PREDOMINANTLY DEPENDS ON THE REQUIRED TASK WORKSPACE

AND TASK ACCURACY, AND THE NEED TO REFLECT BACK CONTACT TRANSI-
TIONS
Whereas it is widely established that haptic feedback benefits the execution of telema-
nipulation tasks, the extent of its effects are governed by external factors. Important
factors that the benefit of haptic feedback depends on are i) design choices in haptic
feedback (amplitude and frequency content) and ii) the type of task, and iii) dynamics of
the slave and environment. In this thesis two key human factors studies were performed
with the goal of quantifying the benefit of haptic feedback on task execution for said con-
ditions within an abstract task taxonomy. The first experiment focused on the benefit of
haptic feedback in position controlled telemanipulation scenarios (Chapter 2), and the
impact of task instruction and availability of visual feedback for free-space tasks, contact
transition task and constrained in-contact tasks. In the second experiment the efficacy
of four different haptic interface designs for rate control was determined for free-space,
contact transition and force-level tasks (Chapter 3).

It is concluded that:

• An increase in telemanipulator quality is not always correlated to an increase in
human-in-the-loop task performance; engineering haptic feedback beyond the
(bilateral) motor capabilities of the human involves redundancies and will not
lead to (instantaneous) task execution improvements (Chapter 2), or long-term
improvements resulting from motor learning (Chapter 5).

– For a generalizable abstract telemanipulation task, providing low-frequency
haptic feedback provided task performance benefits over not providing any
haptic feedback, while further increasing the haptic feedback bandwidth yielded
only marginal improvements, even if a full natural spectrum of haptic feed-
back is provided (Chapter 2). This illustrates i) that haptic feedback quality
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does not need to be perfect, and ii) that the required bandwidth can be deter-
mined by human-in-the-loop experiments, within a uniform, generalizable
framework described by sets of (sub)tasks, conditions and metrics.

– Improvements due to low-frequency haptic feedback occur specifically in
tasks which involve contact with the environment, such as Constrained Trans-
lation (a reduction in task-completion-time, maximum input force and re-
versal rate) and Constrained Rotation subtasks (a reduction in task-completion
time and reversal rate), and tasks which contain transitions from free-space
to contact (Chapter 2). In many scenarios the notion of contact interaction
suffices, as the absolute amplitude can be adjusted by the human operator.

– When learning the dynamics of a slave manipulator and a force curl field, the
haptic feedback bandwidth should be at least higher than the slave system’s
cut-off frequency, while further increasing the bandwidth does not benefit
generalization (Chapter 5).

• For slaves with large workspaces (i.e. an order of magnitude larger than the hu-
man’s workspace, typically large hydraulic manipulators), and system bandwidths
0.1 Hz or smaller (i.e. an order of magnitude slower than the human), rate con-
trol is favourable over position control, as it offers lower workload for such tasks
(Chapter 3). Rate controlled systems usually do not provide haptic feedback [78],
yet haptic feedback may be beneficial for task execution; depending on the task at
hand, different feedback design approaches are favoured: a passive spring design
is sufficient for rate-controlled tasks in which free-space subtasks dominate and
basic in-contact tasks, whilst for advanced in-contact tasks a spring design with
clear zero velocity (e.g., by a ‘notch’), or feedback of the environment force as ad-
ditional stiffness may further improve task performance and reduce control effort.
In both cases, making system behaviour tangible to the human operator by means
of haptic feedback is what underlies the performance and control effort benefits.

• Even in free-space tasks, one still wants haptic feedback in case the slave has sub-
stantial dynamics with respect to the human’s dynamics; here, haptic feedback is
beneficial for the operator in learning the slave dynamics or the dynamics of an
held (rigid or non-rigid) object (Chapter 5).

Hence, controller choice (i.e. position or rate control) and haptic feedback design re-
quirements are driven by the task to be performed in the remote environment, specif-
ically its workspace and required accuracy. Large workspaces are more easily covered
using rate control (e.g. characterized by a low workload), whereas positional accuracy
is higher when using position control. Hybrid controllers (with rate in an outer control
ring, and position in an inner ring) may fulfill a niche in which large workspaces and
high positional accuracy is required. Also, nonlinear dynamics (as in the case of large
hydraulic manipulators) favour the bang-bang control style of rate control, as feedfor-
ward control by means of proprioceptive mapping of master and slave workspaces in
position control is difficult due to non-linearities.

Furthermore, these findings imply that haptic feedback should be designed using an
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integrated view of the telemanipulation system with the human in-the-loop, as is per-
formed within these studies. This implies that a human-centered evaluation approach
should be adopted, both assessing the problem and validating the solution with the hu-
man in-the-loop. For such an integrated view of controller and haptic feedback design
one should construct an evaluation framework which incorporates (at least): an abstract
task taxonomy, a baseline to compare against, task instruction, speed-accuracy trade-
offs (i.e. what metric to look at), performance-control effort trade-off, operator train-
ing and quality of visual feedback. Also, haptic feedback design requirements regard-
ing instantaneous task performance should be weighted versus requirements regarding
long-term effects (i.e., weeks, months, or even years) resulting from motor learning, as,
depending on the task at hand, either set may drive overall bandwidth requirements.

THE AMPLITUDE OF HAPTIC FEEDBACK CAN BE SCALED DOWN WITHOUT

HARMING TASK PERFORMANCE
Excessive haptic feedback leads to muscle fatigue, and the interaction forces in some
telemanipulation scenarios (e.g. cranes, nuclear maintenance) are simply too large to
directly feedback to the human operator. So how to scale down haptic feedback? This
thesis describes two human factors studies in which the haptic feedback was scaled,
namely i) for position controlled (Chapter 4) and ii) for rate controlled telemanipulation
(Chapter 3).

• In free-air position controlled telemanipulation, haptic feedback of which the am-
plitude was scaled down (e.g., 25% or 50% of the forces at the slave side) yielded
identical performance benefits as full haptic feedback, but with a beneficial de-
crease in physical control effort (Chapter 4).

– When controlling fast dynamic slave systems, scaling haptic feedback has no
effect on task performance, but improves control effort.

– For slow dynamic systems, full haptic feedback substantially improves task
execution (in terms of mean tracking error, number of reversals) compared
to no haptic feedback, but at the cost of substantially increased operating
forces at the master device.

• For rate control (Chapter 3):

– Scaling is irrelevant when feeding back the velocity error between master and
slave either as force-based or additional stiffness, as such feedback does not
improve task performance nor increase control effort.

– Feeding back scaled information about the physical interaction is beneficial
for in-contact tasks and force level tasks, where stiffness feedback results
in benefits over feeding back the derivative of the environment interaction
force. The absolute amplitude is irrelevant as it has no physical representa-
tion (Chapter 3).

These results suggest that human operators are capable of adjusting their (neuromuscu-
lar) control parameters independently of the absolute magnitude (i.e. gain) of the haptic
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feedback controller. Such adaptive behaviour is more commonly observed for example
when scaling movements [86], or when (re)producing forces (e.g. [1, 6, 26]). However,
when scaling, one should account for reasonable lower boundaries, that putatively may
be given by Just Noticeable Differences (JNDs, e.g. [1, 137]), such that cues stay distin-
guishable. Similarly, upper boundaries may be given by comfort levels. Such comfort
levels will vary from person to person.

Cybernetic models have been shown to be suitable tools to quantify the effects of scal-
ing on task execution and an underlying operator control behaviour adaptations. The
adapted approach can be extended to telemanipulation scenarios that include contact
forces, or similarly, scenarios that require upscaling of the feedback forces such as those
encountered in, for example, surgery or micro-assembly.

6.3. THE HUMAN AS A CONTROLLER

HAPTIC FEEDBACK SUBSTANTIALLY AFFECTS AN OPERATOR’S UNDERLYING

MOTOR CONTROL MECHANISMS (I.E. FEEDBACK AND FEEDFORWARD CON-
TROL) WHEN CONTROLLING A SLAVE SYSTEM
The extent to which haptic feedback affects operator control behaviour is only partially
understood. This thesis describes two key experiments aimed at quantifying the role of
haptic feedback during free-air telemanipulation tasks. The first human factors experi-
ment focused on the role of haptic feedback in trained movements (Chapter 4), and the
impact of slave dynamics and scaling of presented haptic feedback. The second experi-
ment focused on the role of haptic feedback when learning movements (Chapter 5), and
the impact of slave dynamics and bandwidth of the presented haptic feedback.

The first experiment quantified the extent to which operators are able to control slow
slave systems (i.e., cutoff frequency lower than 2 Hz, similar to a human arm) in a track-
ing task with preview, with and without haptic feedback. Here, the presence of haptic
feedback allows operators to control slow slave systems more accurately and at a higher
control bandwidth than without feedback (Chapter 4). This performance benefit persists
even when amplitude is scaled down.

• Cybernetic system identification shows that operators generate more phase lead
(up to 25 deg at 1-1.5 Hz) with haptic feedback than without. This extra phase lead
allows improved compensation for the lag of the slow slave in the telemanipulation
system, explaining the increase in control bandwidth and performance.

• State-of-the-art cybernetic modeling [123] was used for the first time to disentan-
gle the contributions of visual and neuromuscular feedback, in order to show the
underlying control-theoretic reason for the observed increased in phase lead, con-
trol bandwidth and performance. Operators substantially reduce their effective
time delay when haptic feedback is present compared to no haptic feedback (a re-
duction from approximately 90 to 30 ms in estimated effective time delay τv ). The
presence of haptic feedback allows operators to exploit neuromuscular feedback,
which is considerably faster compared to visual feedback (30-40 ms for reflexive
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haptic feedback [125] versus 200 ms for visual feedback control [86]. Additionally,
the amount of preview that operators require to compensate for the system lag,
can be reduced when the effective time delay reduces. Indeed, the estimated fu-
ture viewpoint (τ f ) reduced from approximately 530 to 470 ms when haptic feed-
back was present.

• In short, haptic feedback allows adaptation of both feedback and feedforward re-
sponses, such that slave systems can be controlled more accurately with a higher
bandwidth.

Improving haptic feedback bandwidth substantially improves an operator’s ability to
generalize beyond a set of pre-experienced motions (i.e. generalization), but only up
to the slave’s cutoff frequency (Chapter 5).

• When generalizing to fast dynamic systems, high quality haptic feedback allows
for more accurate compensation of the perturbation forces; 10 Hz filtered haptic
feedback or unfiltered haptic feedback improves the mean generalization forces
over 2 Hz filtered feedback.

• When generalizing with a slow dynamic system, low frequent, 2 Hz filtered haptic
feedback suffices to accurately control the slave system, as we observed no differ-
ences between haptic feedback conditions.

Haptic feedback is the predominant information source next to visual feedback to re-
store the mapping between operator and remote environment. Its effects are observed
in both instantaneous improvements of task execution due to feedback of environmen-
tal forces or device dynamics (i.e. trained movements), as well as task execution im-
provements over longer periods of time due to improved internal models (i.e. learning).
Fundamental human motor control literature supports these findings related to motor
learning; from this literature it is known that haptic feedback enhances the process of
building ‘mappings’ between human input and a system’s response (e.g., [65] [114] [136]
[135]).

Interestingly, real-world telemanipulation is characterized by relatively low-fidelity hap-
tic feedback [50] or even no haptic feedback at all (e.g. the Da Vinci or Zeus systems for
teleoperated surgery [94], or the robots commissioned after the Fukushima-Daiichi acci-
dent [71]). For these applications, long training periods of months or even years are not
uncommon as illustrated by detailed task analysis studies of the operators at the Joint
European Torus (JET) [15], or more generically for systems with distinctive kinematics
and dynamics, either superhuman (e.g. cranes [67]) or subhuman (e.g. robot-assisted
surgery [41]). Would improved quality of the haptic feedback improve learning rates (i.e.
efficacy), and improve motor control responses (i.e. efficiency)? The results of this the-
sis suggest that learning rates and responses will be improved. However, how haptic
feedback quantitatively affects motor learning, and the time-scales at which this occurs
should be further investigated.
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CYBERNETIC MODELS AND REACH ADAPTATION: EXPERIMENTAL PARADIGMS

OFFER GENERALIZABLE INSIGHTS ON THE IMPACT OF HAPTIC FEEDBACK ON

HUMAN OPERATOR CONTROL BEHAVIOR DURING TELEMANIPULATION
Computational models for telemanipulator control and hardware are widely used (e.g.
[52, 40]). However, computational models that capture the connected telemanipulator
- describing the operator, linked by the telemanipulator to a remote environment [27] -
are much less well-developed. As a result, the telemanipulation design and evaluation
process is often based on heuristics.

In this thesis two models were applied as a tool to describe and predict operator control
behaviour in key telemanipulation scenarios. Firstly, the well-established “Crossover”
cybernetic modelling framework (as proposed by McRuer et al., e.g. [86, 130]) was ap-
plied to free-space telemanipulation tasks, aimed at quantifying the role of haptic feed-
back in trained movements (Chapter 4). Secondly, a widely-applied reach adaptation
paradigm (e.g. [65, 114, 136, 112]) was adapted to quantify the role of haptic feedback
when learning movements (Chapter 5).

• Quasi-linear cybernetic control models extending the “Crossover model” [86] with
both feedforward and feedback components (e.g. [123]) accurately describe hu-
man operators performing telemanipulated pursuit tasks. These pursuit tasks are
an abstract representation of a free-space movement task (e.g. tool movement,
pick-and-place, visual inspection and metrology tasks), as in, for example, main-
tenance activities in nuclear (e.g., [87, 15]) or subsea (e.g. [115, 78]) environments
(Chapter 4). The models consistently described changes in operator control pa-
rameters when experimental conditions (slave dynamics and scaling of presented
haptic feedback) varied.

• Reach adaptation paradigms from the literature can be adopted to describe and
study operator behaviour when learning or adapting to dynamics in a telema-
nipulation task (Chapter 5). Operators learned to adapt to the viscous curl force
field acting on the simulated slave (and therefore fed back to the operator through
the feedback dynamics of the telemanipulation system) similarly to literature de-
scribing motor adaptations with such perturbations applied directly to the sub-
ject’s hand (e.g. [60, 66, 47, 97, 114]), independently of slave dynamics or haptic
feedback bandwidth.

These two studies illustrate that computational models and paradigms from the motor
control literature can be adopted to provide generalizable descriptions of human oper-
ator behaviour in (free-space) telemanipulation tasks for systems like cranes and robot
arms, and are representative for activities in domestic, nuclear or subsea environments.
The cybernetic models allow for an exclusive understanding of the underlying operator
control mechanisms (i.e. feedback and feedforward control) by looking in the frequency
domain, thus complementing and enhancing the insights gained from the time-domain
data. The reach adaptation paradigm enables the determination of the extent to which
haptic feedback bandwidth affects motor learning and generalization for different slave
dynamics, and more fundamentally, to study the role of haptic feedback in motor learn-
ing (for telemanipulation). Moreover, both models enable inter- and extrapolation of
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findings and predict outcomes when task constraints change, such that informed a pri-
ori design considerations of haptic interfaces (and haptic support systems) can be made.

In this thesis limited topics have been studied (among others, slave dynamics, feedback
scaling, feedback quality) and models have been adapted. However, the framework and
model-analytic approach can be applied to other design variables or telemanipulation
scenarios, not necessarily related to haptic feedback. Also, the results should be inter-
preted as intra- and extrapolatable for the conditions studied and not truly predictive
for a generic telemanipulation task. The latter would require, for example, bootstrap-
ping and (robustness) assessment in a wider condition set (e.g. tasks with contact, more
degrees-of-freedom, other application subdomains).

Hence, to avoid a design process based on heuristics and trial-and-error, and to avoid
outcomes with fundamental disclaimers with respect to task and/or device, it is required
to adopt a common language in the form of an integral approach using uniform mod-
els and paradigms. Only by developing such a uniform basis can a knowledge base be
created that gradually can be extended on.

6.4. GUIDELINES

GUIDELINES FOR THE DESIGN OF HAPTIC FEEDBACK
Based on this thesis the following guidelines for the design of haptic feedback can be
formulated:

• Haptic feedback should be designed using an integrated view of the telemanipula-
tion system with the human in-the-loop, using human factors studies in an evalu-
ation framework which incorporates (at least): an abstract task taxonomy, a base-
line to compare against, task instruction, speed-accuracy trade-offs (i.e. what met-
ric to look at), performance-control effort trade-off, operator training and quality
of visual feedback.

• Such design and evaluation should be performed within a uniform framework of
(cybernetic) models and paradigms. Only by adopting such an integral approach
and developing a uniform basis, a knowledge base can be created that can be grad-
ually extended on.

• There is an upper limit to performance gains from haptic feedback, which holds
individually for each element of the telemanipulation system (master, slave, con-
troller). Haptic feedback should be designed accordingly.

• Haptic feedback can be scaled without sacrificing task execution or adapting the
operator’s control behaviour, as long as reasonable upper and lower boundaries
are respected.

• Haptic feedback quality is deemed sufficient when (short-term) task execution im-
provements are no longer observed. For example, when the environmental forces
or device dynamics are reflected sufficiently to identify contact or estimate forces
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or stiffness. However, depending on the task at hand, requirements for adequate
motor learning (i.e. building internal models) may be more stringent than require-
ments derived from the task, and may, as such, drive overall device bandwidth re-
quirements (Chapter 5). Improvements in task performance due to improved in-
ternal models are far more gradual and long-term (weeks or years), as opposed to
the instantaneous improvements due to haptic feedback of environment or device
dynamics (minutes or hours).

GUIDELINES FOR THE DESIGN OF SYSTEMS WITH AUGMENTED HAPTIC FEED-
BACK
Substantial performance improvements may be attained by providing augmented haptic
feedback to the human operator in the form of, for example, shared control [3] or virtual
fixtures [107]. Based on this thesis, the following guidelines for the design of augmented
haptic feedback for telemanipulation systems can be formulated:

• Augmented haptic feedback (e.g. [14, 105]) should be considered when determin-
ing scope for task execution improvements - for certain telemanipulation tasks
(e.g. hard-hard assembly) limited task performance improvements may be ex-
pected when improving haptic feedback quality (Chapter 2).

• Long-term effects (e.g. weeks, months, or even years) due to motor learning, and
effects relating to trust [81] or situation awareness [43] (and subsequently off-nominal
task execution, e.g. [127]) should be evaluated next to the instantaneous task exe-
cution improvements of augmented haptic feedback.

• Augmented haptic feedback should be designed and evaluated by extending upon
the uniform framework of (cybernetic) models and paradigms for natural haptic
feedback, therefore ensuring an integrated view of the augmented controller, tele-
manipulation system and human operator. Cybernetic models may even be used
to generate or individualize support trajectories, reducing discomfort and increas-
ing performance [35].

Moore’s Law is merciless and multidimensional, and there is no denying that autonomous
agents will gain momentum in the telemanipulation domain (e.g. [6, 98, 7, 104, 8, 68,
15]). As there will be human in-the-loop involvement (at least for the next few upcoming
decades) [100] due to the unpredictable, dynamic and complex nature of telemanipula-
tion tasks, it is merely essential to adopt a uniform, model based approach which pro-
vides thorough insight in human control behaviour. Only then can automation-issues
such as trust, loss of skills, situation awareness and over-reliance (e.g., [44, 43, 81, 117,
118, 100]) be coped with.
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